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Samenvatting 
 
In dit doctoraatswerk werd een bijdrage geleverd aan het blutsschadeprobleem van vruchten 

(appels en tomaten), het meest belangrijke type van mechanische schade tijdens de 

naoogstbehandeling. Naast het rechtstreekse effect van blutsschade op de vruchtkwaliteit en 

de visuele appreciatie door de consument, bestaat ook het onrechtstreekse effect van 

contaminatie doordat pathogene organismen beschadigd weefsel kunnen binnendringen, met 

een drastische vermindering van de houdbaarheid van de vruchten tot gevolg.  

Een computersimulatietechniek, genaamd Discrete-elementen Methode (DEM) of Granulaire 

Dynamica (GD), werd toegepast om inzichten te verwerven in het blutsschadeprobleem. 

DEM is in het kort samengevat een numerieke techniek waarmee het kinematische en 

dynamische gedrag van deeltjes ten gevolge van botsingen wordt gemodelleerd. Een deeltje 

is bijvoorbeeld een vrucht. In DEM worden alle krachten die op een individueel deeltje 

inwerken opgeteld. Deze krachten zijn meestal de zwaartekracht en contactkrachten 

(botsingskrachten). De bewegingsvergelijkingen van Newton en Euler worden geïntegreerd 

om de snelheden en de posities van de deeltjes in de volgende tijdstap te bekomen. DEM is 

ontstaan in het onderzoeksdomein van gesteentemechanica en wordt ook intensief gebruikt 

voor het simuleren van het dynamische gedrag van ingenieursmaterialen. Toepassing van 

DEM voor biologische materialen zijn tot op heden beperkt gebleven, zeker voor de ‘zachte’ 

biologische materialen zoals vruchten.  

Omwille van het visco-elastische gedrag van de meeste biologische materialen zijn DEM 

simulaties complexer dan voor de harde elastisch-(plastische) materialen. Een groot deel van 

het doctoraatswerk werd besteed aan het leren omgaan met het visco-elastische karakter van 

de vruchten zodat DEM simulaties mogelijk worden. Meer in detail werden experimentele 

procedures ontwikkeld die het mogelijk maken om de parameters in visco-elastische 

contactkrachtenmodellen te bepalen. Deze contactkrachtenmodellen vormen een essentieel 

onderdeel van DEM, daar zij op een kwantitatieve manier de impactkrachten tussen de 

deeltjes bepalen. Typisch worden de contactkrachten ontleedt in hun normale en tangentiële 

component.  

Een niet-lineaire kleinstekwadraten methode werd gebruikt om de parameters (stijfheid en 

demping) van het visco-elastische contactkrachtenmodel volgens Kuwabara en Kono voor 

normale impact tussen bollen te bepalen. Er werd aangetoond dat zowel de effectieve 

kromtestraal van de botsende deeltjes als de relatieve impactsnelheid een effect heeft op de 

parameters van het contactkrachtenmodel. 
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Een slinger werd ontwikkeld om de experimentele impactgrootheden (contactkracht, 

verplaatsing en verplaatsingssnelheid) van vruchten te bepalen. Er werd aangetoond dat een 

rechtstreekse meting van de verplaatsing d.m.v. een incrementeel encoder (‘digitale 

hoekmeter’) nauwkeuriger is dan de klassieke dubbele integratie van het 

accelerometersignaal. 

Een experimentele procedure werd ontwikkeld om de parameters te bepalen van een visco-

elastisch tangentieel contactkrachtenmodel door gebruik te maken van een reometer, een 

meettoestel normaliter gebruikt om de visco-elastische eigenschappen van vloeistoffen en 

semi-vaste stoffen te bepalen. Het visco-elastische tangentiële contactkrachtenmodel 

waarvan de parameters bepaald werden, was een visco-elastische uitbreiding van het 

klassieke Mindlin en Deresiewicz model voor elastische bollen. De reometer werd eveneens 

gebruikt om deze visco-elastische uitbreiding te valideren. 

Een ander belangrijk deel van het doctoraatswerk handelde over blutspredictiemodellen. 

Deze modellen zijn weliswaar niet inherent aan DEM, maar wel essentieel voor de 

bruikbaarheid van DEM in het blutsschadeprobleem. De blutspredictiemodellen koppelen 

immers de contactkrachten tussen de deeltjes, die gemodelleerd worden door de 

contactkrachtenmodellen, met de eigenlijke mechanische schade. Meervoudige lineaire en 

niet-lineaire regressiemodellen werden ontwikkeld om ook vruchteigenschappen zoals 

rijpheid, stijfheid, vruchttemperatuur, kromtestraal, oogstdatum (enkel appels) en plaats van 

impact (enkel tomaten: hok of schot) te koppelen met de blutsschade. Blutsvolume werd 

gebruikt als maat voor blutsschade van appels. Geabsorbeerde energie werd aangewend als 

maat voor blutsschade van tomaten, omdat een objectieve methode voor het opmeten van de 

bluts bij tomaten nog niet beschikbaar is. Interessante interacties tussen de 

vruchteigenschappen onderling maar vooral tussen de piekcontactkracht (of impactenergie) 

en de vruchteigenschappen werden geïdentificeerd.  

De validiteit van de DEM voor het modelleren van de blutsschade werd nagegaan voor 

Jonagold-appels. ‘Blutsschade’ werd verkozen als validatieparameter boven het meer 

gebruikelijke ‘traject gevolgd door de deeltjes’. De blutsschade van de appels in kisten, 

welke werden geschud met een precies bepaald acceleratiesignaal op een electro-

hydraulische schudstand, werd vergeleken met de blutsschade berekend uit DEM-

computersimulaties met identieke initiële condities als in de reële experimenten. Uit deze 

validatie experimenten kon worden besloten dat DEM op een voldoende nauwkeurige wijze 

de blutsschade van appels ten gevolge van trillingen kan modelleren. 

Ter afsluiting van het onderzoek werd een ‘case studie’ uitgevoerd, gebruik makende van de 

DEMeter++ software en de opgemeten parameters van de contactkrachten- en blutsmodellen. 

Simulaties tot 1500 deeltjes werden uitgevoerd. De case studie bestond erin dat het effect 
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van mechanische parameters en van vruchteigenschappen op trillingsschade (impactschade 

ten gevolge van trillingen) van appels en tomaten werd nagegaan. Het bulktransport van 

appels (appels getransporteerd in palloxen) en het transport van tomaten in EPS kistjes werd 

onderzocht. Als acceleratiesignaal werd een verticale sinus aangelegd. De bestudeerde 

mechanische parameters waren piekacceleratie en frequentie van het trillingssignaal, de 

stapelhoogte en de grootte van de appels en de tomaten. De bestudeerde 

vruchteigenschappen bestonden uit de vruchttemperatuur, de rijpheid, de stijfheid en de 

plukdatum (enkel appels). Er werden grote effecten van de mechanische parameters maar 

bescheiden effecten van de vruchteigenschappen op de blutsschade opgetekend. Voor de 

appels werd ook een gedetailleerde studie uitgevoerd van de relatie tussen appelpositie in de 

stapeling en blutsschade. Zo werd aangetoond dat de positie - blutsschade relatie afhankelijk 

is van de acceleratie-amplitude, trillingsfrequentie en stapelhoogte. Tenslotte werd ook het 

bestaan van ‘schadeketens’ in een stapel appels aangetoond, wat in analogie is met de in de 

literatuur uitvoerig beschreven krachtketens in bulkmaterialen.  
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Abstract 
 
In this thesis a contribution was made to the fruit (apples and tomatoes) bruising problem, 

the most important type of postharvest mechanical injury. Besides the direct effect of fruit 

bruising on fruit quality, and, hence, the visual quality appreciation by the consumer, an 

important indirect effect can be identified as damaged tissue is a good avenue for entrance of 

decay organisms, which decrease the shelf-life of the fruit drastically.   

A computer simulation technique, named the Discrete Element Method (DEM) or Granular 

Dynamics (GD) was applied to get insight in the bruising problem. DEM is essentially a 

numerical technique to model the kinematic and dynamic behaviour of particles interacting 

with each other through collisions. One fruit, for example, can be considered as a particle. In 

DEM the forces acting on the particles (gravity force and contact force) are summed and the 

equations of motion of Newton and Euler are integrated to obtain the velocity and position of 

the particles in the next time step. DEM originated in the field of rock mechanics and has 

been used extensively for engineering materials, but its application for biological materials is 

limited, especially for ‘soft’ biological materials like fruits.  

Due to the viscoelastic nature of biological materials DEM simulation are more complicated 

than for hard elastic-(plastic) materials. A major part of the research was dedicated to cope 

with the viscoelastic nature of fruits for its use in DEM. Experimental procedures were 

developed to determine the parameters of viscoelastic contact force models. Contact force 

models are an essential part of DEM, because they determine quantitatively the contact 

(impact) forces between the particles. Contact force models are typically decomposed into 

normal and tangential components.  

A nonlinear least squares technique was used to estimate the parameters (stiffness and 

damping) of the Kuwabara and Kono viscoelastic contact force models for normal impacts 

between spheres. It was demonstrated that both the effective radius of curvature of the 

impacting particles as their relative impact velocity have an effect on the model parameters.  

A pendulum device was developed to determine the experimental impact quantities, contact 

force, displacement and displacement rate of fruit impacts. It was indicated that direct 

measurement of the displacement by an optical incremental encoder is more accurate than 

double integration of an acceleration signal. 

An experimental procedure was developed to determine the parameters of a viscoelastic 

tangential contact force model by a rheometer, a device normally intended to measure 

viscoelastic properties of fluids and semi-fluids. The derived viscoelastic tangential contact 
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force model is an extension of the Mindlin and Deresiewicz model for elastic spheres. The 

rheometer was used to demonstrate the validity of this model extension.  

Another major part of this thesis was about bruise prediction models. These models are not 

inherent to DEM, but essential for the utility of DEM for the bruising problem, because they 

relate contact force during impact, as modelled by the contact force models, with the real 

bruise damage. Multiple linear and nonlinear regression models were developed to link fruit 

properties like ripeness, acoustic stiffness, fruit temperature, radius of curvature, harvest date 

(only apples), location of impact (only tomatoes: partition or compartment of tomato) with 

the bruise damage. Bruise volume was taken as a measure of apple bruising. Absorbed 

energy was taken as a measure for tomato bruising, because of the lack of an objective bruise 

size measurement method for tomatoes. Besides main effects of fruit properties, also some 

interesting mutual interactions and interactions between fruit properties and peak contact 

force (or impact energy) were investigated. 

The validity of DEM in its prediction of the bruise damage has been validated for Jonagold 

apples. ‘Bruise damage’ was preferred above the common ‘particle trajectory’ as validation 

parameter. The bruise damage of apples in boxes that were shaken with a well defined 

acceleration signal on an electro-hydraulic shaker was compared with that calculated from 

DEM simulations with the same setup and initial conditions. The validations indicated that 

DEM can predict apple bruise damage in an acceptable way. 

At last, a case study was performed by using the DEM++ software and all therefore 

developed models, in which simulations up to 1500 particles were performed. The influence 

of mechanical parameters and fruit properties on the vibration damage of apples and 

tomatoes was investigated. More specifically, the bulk transport of apples in bins and 

tomatoes in EPS crates was investigated. As acceleration input a sine in the vertical direction 

was applied. The investigated mechanical parameters were peak acceleration and frequency 

of the vibration signal, stack height and size of apples and tomatoes. The investigated fruit 

properties were fruit temperature, ripeness, acoustic stiffness and harvest date (only apples). 

Major influences of mechanical parameters on the vibration damage were identified, in 

particular stack height and fruit size, and minor influences of fruit properties. For apples a 

detailed study was performed in addition to investigate the relation between apple position in 

the stack and bruise damage. It was demonstrated that the position - bruise damage relation 

is dependent on acceleration amplitude, vibration frequency and stack height. The existence 

of damage chains within the core of the apple stack was also identified, which is in 

accordance with the well-known force chains in bulk materials. 
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 Introduction 
 

 

 

1.1 Mechanical fruit damage 
 

The physical properties of the ancestral fruits were related to the dispersal of their seeds by 

animals. As a consequence, fruit tissue is often soft and prone to fast decay so that the seeds 

can be released rapidly after detachment of the tree. Commercial production of fruits 

requires different mechanical attributes so that the soft tissues survives their journey through 

the marketing chain in a state suitable for human consumption (the seeds will be discarded). 

Consumers’ demand for high quality products, especially in the Western world, has 

increased last decades and is still increasing. However, not only the visual aspect of 

mechanical damage (in the case of apples enzymatic browning) can be mentioned, but also a 

higher risk of bacterial and fungal invasion, leading to a lower shelf-life of the fruits. In 

addition, Wilson et al. (1999) reported that the moisture loss of a single bruised apple is 

increased by as much as 400 % compared to that of an intact apple.  

For most fruit types, including apples and tomatoes, bruising is the most common type of 

postharvest mechanical injury. A survey for 12 years on the New York market indicated that 

6 % of apples and 1 % of tomatoes were affected by bruising.  However, most likely these 

percentages are underestimated. In the New York market studies mechanical injury was 

never the most common defect for most fruits (including apples and tomatoes). Usually one 

or more kinds of fungal disease exceeded mechanical injury. The fungi were often gray mold 

(Bortrytis) or blue mold (Penicillium). Like most postharvest pathogens, these organisms 

cannot infect healthy tissue. Typically they enter through dead or wounded tissue before 

parasitizing the rest of the fruit. It is likely that minor mechanical injuries were not counted 

by the market inspectors and were only seen through their consequences in fungal infections. 
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So, mechanical injury could be the most important cause of defects and disease. If 

mechanical injury could be avoided there would be less need for fungicides to prevent 

disease and there would be much less loss of fruit (Knee and Miller, 2002). Studman (1997) 

indicated that apple bruising can result in product losses up to 50 %, although typically loss 

levels are in the 10 to 25 % range, depending on consumer’s awareness.  

The economical cost of mechanical damage to apples in Belgium was estimated. The 

percentage of degraded apples identified during sorting, from which bruised apples have a 

major part, was in the years 2000 and 2001 respectively 15 % and 8 %. On the Belgian 

market the auction price for degraded apples (industrial apples, apples not suitable for fresh 

market) is 1/3 of the normal price. Knowing  the total apple production and the average 

auction price in these years a reduction of only 10 % in degraded apples could lead to an 

income increase for the growers by 892  000 € in 2000 and 595 000 € in 2001. Further, some 

(smaller) bruise damage can not be detected during grading and damage can still be 

contracted after the visual grading of the apples. This is leading to the presence of bruised 

apples in the supermarkets and stores. These bruised apples are not sold, leading to an 

income loss for the supermarkets and traders. Further, if bruising becomes visible after the 

apple is commercialized, this will lead to a negative appreciation by the consumer that will 

influence their purchases in the future. 

Also for tomatoes an economical drawback of bruising can be mentioned. An economical 

calculation could not be made because of the lack of data about tomato degrading during 

sorting. 

 

1.2 Causes of mechanical fruit damage 
 
 
1.2.1 The apple and tomato handling chain 
 

A distinction has to be made between preharvest and postharvest mechanical damage. Fruits 

can be injured in several ways while still on the plant. During growth they may come into 

contact with other fruits or other parts of the plant such as branches causing abrasion, 

puncture and bruising. Herbivorous animals, slugs, insects, birds and mammals, can puncture 

the skin and consume a proportion of the tissue. Weather is another important cause of 

damage: wind can aggravate damage caused by contact with other parts; hail causes impacts 

bruises that can be locally devastating for fruit production. Apart from predation, preharvest 

mechanical damage is infrequent or sporadic and not easily controlled. Affected fruit will be 

culled either on the field or in the packing house (Knee and Miller, 2002).  
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Further damage to the fruit is caused by human handling. This begins at harvest, which still 

occurs by hand for most fruits. If the fruit does not detach easily from the plant it can be 

injured by the force of the hand. This is particularly true when two or three fingertips are 

used to pull, and so growers plead for the use of a whole hand grip and a bending movement 

to concentrate the force on the pedicel (Knee and Miller, 2002).  

After harvest the fruit begins its long, bumpy ride from the field, greenhouse or orchard to 

the consumer. It may pass through several containers and modes of transport along the way. 

Every time there is an unloading of the container a danger exists for impact with other fruits, 

containers and equipment used to sort and pack the fruit.  

In more detail the following stages in handling can be distinguished for apples on the 

Belgian market (although some adaptations are possible): transfer of the apples from the 

picking baskets into wooden bulk bins, transport on fork-lift tractor in the orchard, possibly 

bulk transport (small truck or on tractor trailer) to storage rooms (Controlled Atmosphere, 

CA)1, before marketing:  transport to the auction, unloading of bulk bins, grading and sorting, 

transfer to other packaging types (carton-, wooden-, plastic crates, etc.), transport by the 

seller to the store and at last transport by the customer. For tomatoes the transport chain is 

somewhat different, the substantial difference is the lack of bulk transport of tomatoes in 

Belgium. Punctures, cuts, bruises and abrasions can result, depending on how contact is 

made and on the nature of the surface with which contact is made. Bruising is the major 

postharvest mechanical damage problem (Knee and Miller, 2002). However, for tomatoes 

also the puncture of one tomato stalk in the flesh of another tomato is a considerable problem. 

Research on this topic was recently performed by Desmet et al. (2003, 2004ab) and Allende 

et al. (2004). 

Dynamic forces during fruit transport and handling are causing by far the most bruise 

damage, because these forces are higher in incidence and magnitude than static forces 

(Mohsenin, 1986).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 Sometimes a presorting of the apples is executed before CA storage, during this storage apples are also kept in 
bulk bins 
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1.2.2 Parameters affecting mechanical fruit damage 
 

The management of fruit quality in distribution begins with understanding the nature of the 

distribution chain, from production to consumption, and defining the components that make 

up the chain.  

In order to understand the causes and mechanisms of fruit impact and vibration damage, it is 

necessary to study the following aspects (adapted from Hilton, 1994): 

 

A. The source, magnitude and nature of the impact and vibration input: 

• Single fruit impacting against single fruit 

• Fruit container subjected to drop impact 

• Fruit container subjected to transport vibration 

• Vibration response of transport vehicle to road surface 

 

B. The influence of the packaging material and the container itself, for example: 

• Cushioning and damping properties of packaging material 

• Dynamic response of the box itself 

• Friction between the fruit and the container 

 

C. The influence of individual fruit and neighboring fruit in modifying the impact or 

vibration input, for example: 

• Cushioning effect of neighboring fruit 

• Interaction between dynamics of fruit and packaging material 

 

D. The susceptibility of the fruit to damage, as a function of maturity, temperature, size, 

cultivar, etc. 

 

These factors are interrelated and the quality of the fruit at the end of the chain and the cost 

of maintaining quality are function of all these components and their interactions (Schoorl 

and Holt, 1982). 
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1.3 Literature research 
. 

1.3.1 Apple impact damage 
 

The 40 years of research about apple bruise impact damage was divided in different 

categories. It can be stated that 90 % of all the research about fruit impact damage was 

performed on apples. 

An overview is given of all the research, subdivided in different categories. In Table 1-1 a 

schematic overview is presented of the references to the different research categories. 

Research category 1 is about physical impact modelling, either based on elastic theory 

(Hertz theory) (1a) or on viscoelastic theory (1b). These models are able to predict to some 

extent the critical dropt height or bruise size based on the elastic or viscoelastic properties of 

the apples. In Chapter 5 examples of some theoretical models will be presented.  

Research category 2 can be called ‘impact damage energy analysis’. In this research 

category, bruise damage (mostly bruise volume) is correlated with either impact energy or 

absorbed energy. The equipment that is used is a drop tester (one apple or column of apples) 

or pendulum. This category could be divided in three subcategories: 2a) research on the 

effect of drop height on bruise damage for one or more cultivars, mostly in association with 

impact on hard plates, 2b) the effect of fruit properties (temperature, ripeness, water potential, 

storage time...) on bruise damage, in other words, research on the bruise sensitivity of the 

apples and 2c) research on the effectiveness of packaging materials in diminishing the bruise 

damage and research on apple-apple impact. All these subcategories will be discussed in 

Chapter 5.   

A new impulse was given to the apple impact damage research with the development of the 

electronic fruit IS-100 in the USA in the late eighties (research category 3). The electronic 

fruit is in fact a triaxial accelerometer covered by a spherical shaped soft plastic coating (3a). 

The magnitude of the acceleration or deceleration of the sphere during impact is recorded. 

The development of this device was a breakthrough in identifying critical areas in the fruit 

handling.  Later an electronic fruit was developed in Germany on the basis of force sensors: 

PMS-60 (3b). A lot of research was performed to correlate the acceleration signal of the 

electronic fruit IS-100 with the actual bruise damage by applying MLRA models (Multiple 

Linear Regression Analysis) (3c).  

As an alternative for the use of the electronic fruits, a tactile film, Tekscan®, originally 

developed to help dentists determine how patient’s teeth are contacting, was proposed for 

measuring contact pressures between fruits (research category 4).  
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Research category 5 can be called ‘study of the effect of vibrations on apple bruise damage’, 

attempts to correlate bruise damage with accelerations during transport either on the field or 

on the road (5a). Pioneer research on vibration was already performed in the sixties-

seventies, but for the research no apples were used (5b). In Chapter 7 more details about this 

topic will be discussed.  

Research category 6 handles about characterizing the dynamic stresses. Devices (drop or 

pendulum design) were developed to characterize the impact on the force, displacement, 

displacement rate and pressure level. In Chapter 3 more details about this research topic will 

be discussed.  

Research category 7 involves impact failure mechanisms. Bruising was identified as a 

consequence of the propagation of cell wall ruptures, breaking of intercellular bonds or cell 

deflation as a result of loss of cell fluid. Some authors took their analysis down to the 

cellular level by modelling the cell mechanical response to external load.  However, most 

research about failure mechanism has been done by means of quasi-static compression.  

Research category 8 is about field studies (without electronic fruit, but by direct measuring 

of the bruise damage) and practical guidelines.  

Research category 9 handles about simulations. Two studies were performed with finite 

elements (9a) and also one study with Discrete Elements (9b). The Discrete Element Method 

will be discussed in Chapters 2, 6 and 7. 

Table 1-1: Reference overview of different research categories in apple impact damage   

 Research category References Chapter 
1a: Horsfield et al. 1972; Mohsenin et al., 1978; 
Siyama et al., 1988 5 

1 Physical impact 
modeling 
 
1a: Elastic theory 
 
1b: Viscoelastic 
theory 
 

1b: Hamann, 1970; Peleg, 1984; Gran-mor and Galili, 
2000 

5 

2a: Holt and Schoorl, 1977,1983a,1984a; Schoorl and 
Holt, 1974,1980,1982b; Diener et al., 1979; Holt et al., 
1981; Klein, 1987; Brusewitz and Bartsch, 1989; 
Bajema and Hyde, 1992;  Puchalski and 
Gorzelany,1992; Blahovec, 1999; Menesatti and Paglia, 
2001; Menesatti et al., 2002 
 

5 

2 Impact damage 
energy analysis 
 
2a: Effect drop 
height 
 
2b: Fruit properties 
 
2c: Packaging 
materials 

2b: De Baerdemaeker et al., 1978; Schoorl and Holt, 
1977; Diener et al., 1979; Holt and Schoorl, 1984; 
Brusewitz and Bartsch, 1989; Garcia et al., 1995; 
Verstreken et al., 1995; Studman, 1997; Hyde, 1993, 
2001; Baritelle and Hyde, 2000,2001 

5 
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  2c: Hammerle and Mohsenin, 1966; Mohsenin et al., 
1978; Holt and Schoorl, 1981; Peleg, 1981; Schoorl 
and Holt, 1982; Holt and Schoorl, 1983a; Holt and 
Schoorl, 1984; Chen and Yazdani, 1989,1991; Pang et 
al., 1992; Pang et al., 1996; Studman et al., 1997 

5 

3a: Brown et al., 1990; Bollen and Dela Rue, 1990 ; 
Tennes et al., 1990; Sober et al., 1990 ; Zapp et al., 
1989, 1990; Schulte-Pason et al., 1989, 1990ab; Pang 
et al., 1991; Jourdain et al., 1993 ; Garcia et al., 1994 ; 
Ragni and Berardinelli, 2001 

/ 

3b: Herold et al., 1993, 1996 5 

3 Electronic fruit 
research 
 
3a: IS-100 field 
research 
 
3b: PMS-60 
 
3c: MLRA using 
IS-100 

3c: Siyama et al., 1988; Timm et al., 1989; Sober et al., 
1989, 1990; Chen and Yazdani, 1989,1991; Schulte et 
al., 1992; Ragni and Berardinelli, 2001 
 

5 

4 Tekscan® Geyer et al., 1999 5 
5a: Schoorl and Holt, 1982a, 1985; Holt and Schoorl, 
1985; Peleg and Hinga, 1986; Schulte-Pason et al., 
1989, 1990a; Armstrong et al., 1991; Jones et al., 1991; 
Hinsch et al., 1993; Singh and Xu, 1993; Timm et al., 
1996; Timm et al., 1998; Bollen et al., 2001 

7 

5 Study of the effect 
of vibrations on 
apple bruise 
damage 
 
5a: Apples 
 
5b: Other fruit 

5b: O’Brien et al., 1963, 1965, 1969ab, 1972; O'Brien 
and Guillon, 1969; Chesson and O’Brien, 1971; 
O’Brien, 1974; Plumbee and Webb, 1974 

7 

6 Devices 
characterizing the 
dynamic impact 

Fluck et al., 1973; Finney and Massie, 1975; Jindal and 
Mohsenin, 1976; Chen et al., 1985; Luan and 
Rohrbach, 1989; Bajema and Hyde, 1998; Van 
Zeebroeck et al., 2003 
 

3 

7 Impact failure 
mechanisms 

De Baerdemaeker, 1975; Segerlind, 1978; Pitt, 1982; 
Pitt and Chen, 1983; Holt and Schoorl, 1982, 1983b, 
1984b; Van Woensel and De Baerdemaeker, 1983; 
Vincent, 1990; Gao and Pitt, 1991; Roudot et al., 1991; 
Khan and Vincent, 1990, 1991, 1993ab; Abbott and Lu, 
1996 
 

/ 

8 Field studies / 
practical guidelines 

Schoorl and Holt, 1982c; 1986; Holt et al., 1983; 
Sargent et al., 1986; Burton et al., 1989 / 

9a: Rumsey and Fridley, 1977; Wu et al., 1994 / 9 Finite/discrete 
element modeling 
 
9a: Finite element 
9b: Discrete 
element 

9b: Rong et al., 1993 

2,6,7 
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1.3.2 Tomato impact damage 
 

The research about tomato mechanical damage is limited. For tomatoes a distinction has to 

be made between tomatoes for industrial use, which are sometimes mechanically harvested 

and are transported in bulk and tomatoes for the fresh market. In Belgium only tomatoes for 

the fresh market are grown (in green houses). O’Brien et al. (1972; 1974) investigated 

mechanical damage during bulk transport of industrial tomatoes. Besides bruises, defined as 

soft tissue, also cracks (with or without juice loss) were identified. Sargent et al. (1989ab; 

1992) investigated mechanical damage of tomatoes for the fresh market. A distinction was 

made between internal and external bruising. Internal bruising was described by Hatton and 

Reeder (1963) as a breakdown of the locular gel from the normal clear, pink colour to a 

cloudy, yellowish stringy, gelatinous tissue. Internal bruising starts at lower impact levels 

compared to external bruising. This kind of damage can not be identified by inspection in the 

green house, only the consumer will notice it after slicing of the tomato. Sargent et al. 

(1989ab; 1992) divided the external damage in bruising, cracks and puncture. Bruising was 

described as a perceptible, permanent deformation of the outer surface. A classification was 

made in two categories: bruise diameter < 5 mm and bruise diameter > 5 mm. Further, 

besides research on the prevalence of internal and external bruise damage in practice also 

drop test of intact tomatoes were performed. In these drop tests, the effect of tomato ripeness 

on internal and external damage was investigated. Adegoroye and Eniayeju (1988) 

investigated the effect of container material and shape as used in Nigeria on tomato 

mechanical damage. Olorunda and Tung (1985) compared the effect on mechanical damage 

between traditional containers as used in Nigeria with improved ones for different tomato 

maturity stages. 

Sargent et al. (1992a) used the electronic fruit IS-100 to investigate impacts on a tomato 

packing line. Herold et al. (2001) investigated with the electronic fruit PMS-60 the forces 

during mechanical harvesting and bulk transport of tomatoes. Desmet et al. (2004b) utilized 

the PMS-60 to investigate the forces during the production chain of fresh market tomatoes in 

Belgium. One type of mechanical damage, puncture of tomatoes by their stalks, was 

investigated in detail by Desmet et al. (2003, 2004ab) and Allende et al. (2004). 

Due to the lack of tissue discolouration no objective method is available to measure the size 

of external bruising of tomatoes. To some degree the diameter of the flattened soft tissue can 

be measured, as was done by Sargent et al. (1989ab), but only as an approximation, not on a 

precise and accurate way like it can be done for apples. 
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1.4 The Discrete Element Method (DEM)  
 
The Discrete Element Method (DEM) is essentially a numerical technique to model the 

kinematics and dynamics of an assembly of particles interacting with each other through 

collisions. In Chapter 2 more details about this simulation technique will be provided. 

 

1.4.1 Benefits of DEM in fruit impact research 
 

Several benefits of DEM simulations in the fruit bruising problem can be mentioned: 

 

• DEM can be a supplement to the electronic fruit measurements in impact monitoring. 

Although the benefits of the use of electronic fruits cannot be underestimated, there 

are also some constraints involved. The electronic fruit dynamic response is different 

from the fruit itself. Although the recorded forces by the electronic fruit are a 

measure of the impact environment and may be used to identify locations in the 

handling chain that require the most urgent attention, the recorded data does not 

represent the precise forces acting on the fruits. Studman and Pang (1990) admit the 

considerable difficulty in relating the output of the electronic fruit to the actual level 

of fruit damage.  

 

• A considerable benefit of DEM simulations is its completeness. In a simulation of for 

example a shaking box of apples, at every moment for every apple in the stack, the 

forces a particular apple experiences are known. Something that is completely 

impossible by the use of electronic fruits. This can lead to new insights in the fruit 

damage problem. 

 

• DEM simulations are repeatable. For example a simulation of a shaking box of 

apples can be repeated with exactly the same stacking and mechanical properties of 

the apples but at different vibration intensities and frequencies. This is not achievable 

in practice leading to unwanted variability (experimental and biological), obscuring 

to conclusions of the effect of acceleration intensity and frequency on bruise damage.  

 

• DEM is a huge time and money saving methodology. Two examples can be given to 

illustrate this. First of all, it is practically almost impossible to measure accurately the 

bruising spots of ± 1500 apples in a bulk container. Second, improvements in the 

production chain, like the use of less damaging machine parts, can be simulated to 
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test its effectiveness, before switching to expensive and time consuming adaptations 

in practice. 

 

• A last benefit and the ultimate goal is to optimize the process and design parameters 

by minimizing bruise damage. As an example, the design of better packaging 

materials can be mentioned. 

 

1.4.2 Literature review of DEM in agriculture and food industry 
 

In DEM research a distinction has to be made between soft and firm biological materials. 

Most research has been done on firm biological materials. Grain silo behaviour (Holst et al. 

1999ab; Rotter et al., 1998; Lu et al., 1997; Negi et al., 1997, Jofriet et al., 1997; Rong et al., 

1995 ab) with DEM is mostly investigated. In addition work has been performed on 

segregation of rice (Sakaguchi et al., 1998, 2001), gravity flow of rice (Sakaguchi and Favier, 

1998; Sakaguchi et al., 1994), grain flow in a hopper (Kremmer and Favier, 1999), 

compression of oil seed beds (Raji and Favier, 1998, 1999, 2004) and the effect of impact on 

the sugar cane stem (Schembri and Harris, 1996). More recently the spreading of granular 

fertilizer grains was investigated (Tijskens et al., 2001). 

The research on the DEM for soft biological materials, the research area of this thesis, is 

very limited. However, outstanding pioneer work has been done by Graham Rong in 1993 on 

DEM simulation of in transit fruit damage (Rong et al., 1993). A 2D DEM simulation of 12 

apples was performed. In the simulation the effect of shocks due to road irregularities on the 

forces between the disks (apples) was tested. The parameters of the contact force models 

were not measured but estimated based on literature mechanical property data.   

By this Dr. Rong could be considered as the pioneer of DEM simulation in agriculture and 

food industry. Besides the pioneering work on fruit bruise damage, he did also pioneer DEM 

research on grain silos (Rong et al., 1995), both topics were part of his PhD thesis “DEM for 

flow of particulate materials in bins” (1994).  
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1.5 Problem statement, objectives and outline of the thesis 
 

1.5.1 Problem statement 
 
Forty years of research on the fruit damage problem have been performed, and no doubt the 

incidence of bruising has decreased compared to forty years ago, the problem is still one of 

the major problems in the fruit business. The reason for this is that the causes and 

mechanisms of impact and vibration damage are complex and interrelated (see section 1.2.2). 

Almost all research done so far was concentrated on one aspect of the causes and 

mechanisms of impact and vibration. Very few studies were performed using an integrated 

approach 2 . As a consequence of the ignorance of the interrelated aspects, frequently 

researchers obtained conflicting results and industry experience of bruising and scientific 

study also leaded to inconsistent results (reducing the credibility of both groups in the other 

eyes) (based on Hilton, 1994; Studman, 1997).  

The Discrete Element Method (DEM) can be considered as an integrated approach. All 

aspects of the fruit impact damage problem, as mentioned in section 1.2.2, can be included 

the modelling technique. Several benefits of the use of the DEM in the fruit impact damage 

problem, compared to experimental work, were already discussed (see section 1.4.1).  

However, the application of the DEM in the fruit impact damage problem is limited. The 

first step of its application was performed by Rong et al. (1993). The complexity of the 

model was low (2 dimensional model, crude parameter values, number of particles very low). 

The application of the DEM in problems related to agriculture and food industry is limited in 

general. In contrast to most engineering materials to which DEM modeling is mainly focused, 

agricultural and food materials tend to behave like viscoelastic materials when they are 

subjected to various conditions of stress and strain (Mohsenin, 1986). Although a state of the 

art nonlinear viscoelastic normal contact force model, one of the basic ingredients in DEM, 

has been described in literature (Kuwabara and Kono, 1987; Brilliantov et al., 1996ab) an 

experimental method to determine the parameters in the model for viscoelastic materials is 

still missing. A viscoelastic tangential contact force model, another basic ingredient of DEM, 

was recently developed (Dintwa et al., 2004ab). An experimental method to derive the 

parameters in this model for viscoelastic materials is also missing.   

Statistical bruise prediction models described in literature, which must be used in association 

with DEM, are restricted to the effect of only two fruit properties (either fruit temperature or 

fruit ripeness). Besides the statistical bruise models described in literature are inconsistent. 
                                                 
2 Schoorl and Holt (1982ab) and Jones et al. (1991) used an integrated approach for the 
vibration damage during transport 
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Probably this is due to the ignorance of some fruit properties in the model like the radius of 

curvature and the ignorance of interaction effects between the fruit properties and interaction 

effects between fruit properties and the severity of impact.  

Validation of the Discrete Element Method (DEM) for its applicability in predicting fruit 

bruise damage is another gap in the state of the art.  

Advanced application of DEM simulations in the fruit impact damage problem, although a 

promising technique, were not executed so far.  

All the lacuna in the application of DEM for viscoelastic materials in general and fruits in 

particular lead directly to the objectives of this thesis. 

 
1.5.2 Objectives 
 

The overall objective of the thesis was the development of the Discrete Element Method 

(DEM) for the simulation of the impact damage during transport and handling of fruit, more 

in particular of apples and tomatoes (two fruits with the highest economical value in 

Belgium).  

This overall objective of the thesis includes five major sub-objectives: 

 

• Development of an efficient experimental methodology to determine the parameters 

of normal and tangential contact force models suited for DEM simulation of 

viscoelastic materials like fruits. 
 

• The development of bruise prediction models for apples and tomatoes, incorporating 

different fruit properties and their interactions, which can be used in association with 

DEM simulations. 
 

• The development of specific DEM application for the fruit bruising problem, 

utilizing the DEMeter++ software of the laboratory of Agro-Machinery and –

processing. 
 

• Validation of the DEM in its ability to simulate real bruise damage of fruits during 

transport. 
 

• To perform DEM simulations to clarify the factors causing apple and tomato bruising 

by vibrations during transport. 
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The following restrictions apply on the work that was performed in this thesis: 

 

• Only postharvest mechanical damage, damage caused by human handling, is 

considered 

• Only bruises as mechanical damage are considered (no cuts, punctures and 

abrasions) 

• Although the DEM can simulate besides dynamic forces also static forces, 

bruise damage due to static forces was not studied. The reason is that the 

developed bruise prediction models, using a pendulum device, are only valid 

for dynamic forces3.  

 

1.5.3 Outline 
 

In Chapter 2 the Discrete Element Method (DEM) for simulation of viscoelastic materials is 

discussed. Until present, almost all DEM research was about elastic or elastic-plastic 

materials. However, agricultural and food materials tend to behave like viscoelastic materials 

when they are subjected to various conditions of stress and strain (Mohsenin, 1986).  The 

main focus of this chapter is a theoretical discussion of viscoelastic contact force models 

(both normal and tangential component) and a discussion of their applicability for simulating 

fruit impact damage. 

Unambiguous methods to characterize the mechanical properties of these materials for their 

use in the DEM, especially to account for their viscosity in the damping parameter in the 

contact force models, are missing. In Chapter 3 a new measuring technique is described to 

determine experimentally the parameters of a normal contact force model that is considered 

most suitable for viscoelastic materials (Kuwabara and Kono model) (Tijskens et al., 2001, 

2002ab; Van Zeebroeck et al., 2003b). This measuring technique makes use of a pendulum 

device that was developed during this work and is described in the same chapter (Van 

Zeebroeck et al., 2003b).  

Chapter 4 describes a technique to measure the parameters of a new tangential contact force 

model (Van Zeebroeck et al., 2003a; Dintwa et al., 2004ab; Van Zeebroeck et al., 2004a), 

that is in fact a viscoelastic extension of the Mindlin and Deresiewicz (1953) tangential 

                                                 
3 Due to increase of the yield stress with deformation rate, fruit bruises at lower peak stress with static 
compression compared to dynamic compression (Mohsenin, 1986). Therefore static bruise prediction models 
are mandatory that were not determined in this thesis. Moreover, the static compression damage during storage 
is also due to fatigue effect of the tissue (the threshold of bruising is lowered in time). A fatigue bruise 
prediction model was also not determined in this thesis. 
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contact force model for elastic spheres. To estimate the parameters of this tangential contact 

force model a commercially available rheometer was used.  

Chapter 5 deals with statistical models that link the contact force, modelled by the (normal) 

contact force model, with the actual impact damage of the apples and the tomatoes, taking in 

account some fruit properties like the fruit ripeness, temperature, diameter, etc. (Van linden 

et al., 2002ab).This is the only chapter that is not exclusively linked with the DEM.  

Subsequently, Chapter 6 describes the validation of the DEM for its use in predicting the 

impact damage of apples (Van Zeebroeck et al., 2004b).  In this chapter the impact damage 

of real vibrating boxes of apples, of which the mechanical parameters were measured using 

the methodologies described in the previous chapters, were compared to DEM simulations.  

Chapter 7 handles a case study of a vibrating box of apples and tomatoes simulated with 

DEM (Van Zeebroeck et al., 2005). The influence of both mechanical parameters (stack 

height, size of apples and tomatoes, vibration frequency, etc.) and fruit properties on impact 

damage was investigated.  

At last, in Chapter 8 some conclusions and future research topics are outlined. 
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Chapter 2 

The Discrete Element Method (DEM) to 
simulate the mechanical behaviour of 

viscoelastic materials i.e. fruits 
 
 

 

2.1 Introduction 
 
 
The objective of this chapter is a brief general discussion of the Discrete Element Method 

and a profound theoretical discussion of viscoelastic contact force models, one of the basic 

ingredients of DEM, and their applicability for simulating fruit impact damage 

The general aspects of the Discrete Element Method (DEM) are discussed in a first section 

(section 2.2). Section 2.3 describes briefly the DEM simulation software, named DEMeter++, 

developed at the laboratory of Agromachinery and –processing. Section 2.4 discusses the 

contact force model, one of the basic ingredients of DEM. In section 2.5.1 the basic aspects 

of normal contact force models are discussed and a literature review is presented. In section 

2.5.2 the normal contact force model selection for DEM simulation of apples and tomatoes is 

discussed. In section 2.5.3 the normal contact force model that was argued to be most 

suitable for DEM simulation of apples and tomatoes (Kuwabara and Kono model) is 

discussed in more detail. The tangential component of the contact force model is discussed 

in section 2.6. In section 2.7 some conclusions are drawn. 
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2.2 General description of the Discrete Element Method (DEM) 
 

The Discrete Element Method (DEM), as it is called by engineers, or Granular dynamics 

(GD), as it is called by physicians, is a Particle Based Simulation (PBS) technique. Another 

well-known member of the PBS family is Molecular Dynamics (MD). DEM was pioneered 

by Cundall and Strack (1979) in the field of rock mechanics. DEM is essentially a numerical 

technique to model the motion of an assembly of particles interacting with each other 

through collisions. DEM considers a system as a collection of discrete entities; this is in 

contrast to the Finite Element Method (FEM) which treats a bulk particulate system as a 

continuum. Therefore DEM provides knowledge of the particle behaviour at the micro scale 

hence enabling a better prediction an understanding of the macro scale i.e. the bulk system 

(Raji and Favier, 2004ab).   

DEM is quite comparable to Molecular Dynamics (MD), from which it borrows some 

techniques and experience, but there are also some differences. The particles in MD, are 

molecules and atoms and in DEM the particles are the grains of a granular material. Granular 

material can be defined as a form of matter being an assembly of discrete macroscopic 

grains. DEM and MD both sum up the forces acting on the particles and integrate Newton’s 

equation of motion to obtain velocity and position at the next time step. In doing so, the 

techniques describe the path of every particle in the assembly as time proceeds. Notable 

differences with MD are the fact that in DEM the particles are not point masses, but 

necessarily have a finite extent in 2 or 3 dimensions. This implies the possibility of rotational 

degrees of freedom. In addition the nature of the forces acting on the particles is different. 

Contrary to interaction forces in MD, contact forces in granular systems are not conservative 

due to the inelastic nature of collisions and the presence of friction forces on the contact 

surfaces.  Furthermore, interaction forces between atoms and molecules are determined by 

continuous long/short range potentials whereas in granular systems the contact force may 

show discontinuities depending on the contact force model that is applied. Finally, as contact 

forces act only on particles in mutual contact, a contact detection algorithm is required in 

DEM programs, something which is absent in MD programs (Tijskens et al., 2003).    

Physically, particles in DEM are approximated as rigid bodies and the contacts between 

them as point contacts. In reality, most particles are more or less deformable. In DEM 

deformation is accounted for by allowing the particles to overlap slightly. As overlapping 

particles can of course only exist in a computer model, this overlap is termed virtual overlap. 

The forces resulting from a contact between two particles are related to their virtual overlap 

by a contact force model.  
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Mathematically, a DEM problem is formulated as a system of ordinary differential equations 

(ODE) formed by Newton’s equation of motion (translation) and Euler equation of motion 

(rotation) (Haug, 1992): 

i i i ci
c

m = +�a g f  (2.1) 

' ' ' ' ' 'i i i ci ci
c

= + −�I � h r f � I'�'� �  (2.2) 

with : 

ia and i� the i-th particle translational and rotational  acceleration  vector [m/s2; rad/s2] 

im and iI the i-th particle mass and inertia tensor [kg; kg.m2] 

ig and ih the i-th particle body force vector and moment vector [N; N.m] 

cif the contact force vector acting on particle i induced by the c-th contact [N] 

cir the position vector of the c-th contact relative to the i –th particle centre of mass [m] 

ci cir f�  the algebraic notation of the vector product ci cir f×
��

 

� is the tilde operator, in case of vector [ ]T
x y zb b b=b ,

0
0

0

z y

z x

y x

b b

b b

b b

− +� �
� �= −� �
� �−� �

b�  

‘  means with respect to the body coordinate system, the origin coincides with the centre of gravity of the body  
“no accent” means  to a fixed reference coordinate system 
A bold faced capital letter represents a second order tensor (matrix) while a bold faced letter represents a 
first order tensor (vector) 
 

Most frequently ig and ih are: 

 

0 0
0 , 0

0
i i

im g

� � � �
� � � �= =� � � �
� � � �−� � � �

g h  (2.3) 

 

For spheres equation (2.2) can be simplified to (Haug, 1992): 

 

' ' ' ' 'i i i ci ci
c

= +�I � h r f�                                   (2.4) 
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The typical DEM algorithm is organized as follows (Tijskens et al., 2003): 

 

Initialization of the system  

Since the ODE system is a system of second order differential equations, two initial 

conditions are required for every degree of freedom, i.e. for every particle the translational 

and rotational position and velocity at time 0t =  have to be known. 

 

At every time step t∆ : 

 

• Contact (or collision) detection. It is detected which particle is in contact with which 

other particle. Contact detection between pairs of spheres (most used in DEM) can 

easily verified as: 

        ( ) 0i j i jn r r x xδ = + − − >� �  (2.5) 

   with ix the position of the centre of the i-th sphere  

              ir the radius of the i-th sphere 

The most trivial contact detection algorithm is based on a pair wise contact detection 

resulting in 
( 1)

2
N N −

 contact tests. The quadratic complexity in the number of 

particles N identifies it as a very inefficient algorithm and increases computational 

time drastically when N increases. Therefore, more efficient contact detection 

algorithms are described in literature (Tijskens et al., 2003). 

  

• Calculation of the contact forces for every actual contact. Contact forces are typically 

decomposed into normal and tangential components, with respect to the contact 

surface. Therefore, a normal and tangential contact force model has to be included in 

the DEM algorithm.  

 

• Assembly of the forces and moments acting on each individual particle in the 

equations of motion (equation  (2.1) and (2.2)) 

 

• Integration of Newton’s and Euler’s equation of motion over the time step  t∆  to 

obtain updated positions and velocities of the particles. Schäfer et al. (1996) 

recommend a minimum of 100 time steps over the time span of a typical collision in 

the simulation to get accurate results. Different numerical integration schemes are 

given in Tijskens et al. (2003). 
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2.3 The DEM software package: DEMeter++  
 

As DEM cover a wide range of applications with different number of particles, different 

particle shapes, different contact physics, a computational framework is needed for 

efficiently building new DEM applications. Current software systems very often have a 

restricted application range. An attempt to cope with this problem is the DEMeter++ project 

at the Laboratory of Agricultural Machinery and Processing (K.U.Leuven). DEMeter++ is a 

C++ library to be used as an extensible toolkit for efficient development of high performance 

DEM applications using state of the art algorithms and scientific programming techniques. 

The central idea was a building brick approach in which all components, like shape 

representation, contact force models, contact detection, time integration, etc. in the basic 

DEM algorithm become separate objects that can be easily interchanged and extended or 

replaced by user-defined objects (Tijskens et al., 2003). 

The software version that was used for the simulations in this work was DEMeter++3.1, 

including simulations in three dimensions (3D).  

 

2.4 Contact force models 
 

As outlined in the general description of DEM (section 2.2), the forces resulting from a 

contact between two particles are related to their virtual overlap by a contact force model. 

The overall contact force can be decomposed into a normal component (perpendicular to the 

contact surface) and a tangential component (parallel to the contact surface). A separate 

contact force model describes each component. In DEM the deformation field is simplified 

to deformation in one point with associated deformation vector. The normal contact force 

model relates the normal component of the deformation vector to the normal component of 

the contact force, and the tangential contact force model relates the tangential component of 

the deformation vector to the tangential component of the contact force. In the most complex 

form the contact force model is described as presented in Figure 2-1. The normal and 

tangential forces are both modelled by a spring and a damper placed in parallel. However for 

the tangential force the spring-damper is modelled in combination with a friction element 

placed in series. Depending on the model being applied the spring and dampers are linear or 

nonlinear.  
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Figure 2-1. Graphical representation of the force scheme. Spring and damper elements are placed in 
parallel for both the normal and tangential force. The spring-damper element of the tangential force is 
placed in series with a friction element. FN denotes the normal force, Ft the tangential force. 

 
2.5 Normal contact force model 
 

2.5.1 Literature review of normal contact force models 
 
The subject of impact attracts the interest of scientists and engineers from different areas of 

knowledge from astrophysics to biomechanics. The common goal is to develop theories that 

can predict the behaviour of colliding objects. The two major theories are the 

stereomechanics approach and contact mechanics approach4.  

 

2.5.1.1 The classical theory of impact: stereomechanics 

 

The stereomechanics approach (Classic work by Wallis, Wren and Huygens in 1668 and 

Newton in 1687), involves the application of the fundamental laws of mechanics to predict 

the velocities after impact. The impulse-momentum law (Huygens) forms the core of this 

approach. The loss of energy inherent to any real impact process is taken into account by the 

means of the coefficient of restitution (Newton). The restitution coefficient is not an intrinsic 

material property. It depends on the material of the bodies, their surface geometry and the 

impact velocity. The major advantage of the restitution coefficient concept is its 

mathematical simplicity. However, the engineering value of the information thus obtained 

remains highly dependent on and very sensitive to an accurate knowledge of the restitution 

coefficient. Moreover, the restitution coefficient can only be used for perfect normal impacts. 

For oblique impacts (impacts with tangential relative velocity) the use of a ratio of the 

                                                 
4 Besides these two theories there exists also the ‘elastic wave theory’ and the ‘plastic deformation theory 
(including plastic wave theory)’. The first theory is used when energy loss due vibrations is very important and 
the second theory is used for very high velocity impacts generally associated with explosives and projectiles.   
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tangential and normal impulse components is mandatory. Again, the determination of this 

coefficient requires an accurate experimental work. 

The highest disadvantage of the stereomechanics approach is that the theory is unable to 

predict the contact forces between the impacting bodies and the deformations and stresses in 

them (Faik and Witteman, 2000). 

 

2.5.1.2 Contact mechanics approach  

 

The above mentioned limitations of the classical mechanical approach led many researchers 

to consider the continuous-dynamics models of collision where bodies deform during impact 

and the collision dynamics are treated as continuous-time dynamic phenomena. In its general 

form, the force-displacement relationship may look like: 

( ) ( , ) ( , )e v pF F F Fδ δ δ δ δ= + +� �  (2.6)  

with  F  the normal contact force [N] 
 eF   the elastic (conservative) part of the contact force [N] 

 vF the dissipative part due to viscous damping [N] 

 pF the dissipative part due to plastic deformation [N] 

 δ  the approach of the colliding objects, displacement [m] 

 δ�  the deformation rate [m/s] 
 
Viscous dissipation can be related to the rheological properties of the materials. Plastic 

dissipation can be determined from the materials’ stress-strain curve.  

An overview of different types of contact force models is given below. 

 

2.5.1.2.a Elastic contact force models ( )eF δ  

 

The simplest model to model the elastic part is Hooke’s law: 

eF kδ=                                                        (2.7) 

with  eF  the normal force pressing the solids together [m] 

         δ  the approach of the objects [m] 
         k the spring parameter [N/m] 
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The well known landmark in contact mechanics was the work of Hertz on the elastic contact 

of spheres published in the year 1882. He demonstrated that the contact force between two 

elastic spheres is better modelled by: 
3/ 2

eF kδ=                                                     (2.8) 

with  eF the normal force pressing the solids together [N] 

 δ the approach of the two spheres, i.e. total of deformation of both spheres [m] 
k the spring parameter depending on the sphere radii and elastic properties  of the sphere materials 
[N/m3/2] 

 

2.5.1.2.b  Viscoelastic contact force models ( ( )eF δ ; ( , )vF δ δ� ) 

 

The simplest model for the viscous behaviour is the one modelled after Newtonian liquids: 

vF cδ= �                                                        (2.9) 

with vF the viscous damping force [N] 
         c  the damping parameter [kg/s] 

         δ� the deformation rate [m/s] 
 

Together with the linear elastic force it forms the well known Kelvin-Voigt model or linear 

spring-dashpot model with spring and damper in parallel:  

F k cδ δ= + �                                                 (2.10) 

 

This Kelvin-Voigt model is often used in particle based simulation methods. However, the 

viscous damping force is unable to describe the material behaviour accurately. Two reasons 

therefore can be mentioned. The first reason is related to the restitution coefficient. By using 

the linear spring-dashpot model the restitution coefficient is given by the following equation 

(Pöschel and Schwager, 2005): 

2

exp
2 2eff eff eff

c k c
e

m m m
π� 	� 	−
 �= −
 �
 �
 �
 �� � 

 (2.11) 

with effm the effective mass given by ( )i j i jm m m m+ , with /i jm the mass of  particles i /j [kg]  

 

As seen in equation (2.11), the linear force law leads to a coefficient of restitution that is 

independent of the impact velocity. Experiments, however, contradict this assumption of 

constant coefficient of restitution. Different authors (Kuwabara and Kono, 1987; Falcon et 

al., 1998; Ramirez et al., 1999) demonstrated that the coefficient of restitution follows the 

behaviour: 
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1/51 (v )ie f= −                                            (2.12) 

with vi the impact velocity [m/s] 

 

Pöschel and Schwager (2005), claim that the linear spring-dashpot model violates the basic 

laws of the theory of viscous bodies.  

The second reason is that by using the linear model the contact force in the beginning of the 

impact is different from zero (maximum viscous force due the maximum velocity) what is in 

contradiction with the reality (Zhang and Whiten, 1996, 1998ab, 1999; Tsuji et al., 1992, 

1993). Therefore, different nonlinear spring-dashpots models were proposed by different 

authors. 

As far as known, the first authors describing a nonlinear viscoelastic contact force model 

were Hunt and Crossley (1975). A hysteresis form of the damping parameter was proposed. 

Hunt and Crossley (1975) demonstrated that the following nonlinear contact force model 

better describes the actual force-deformation curve of viscoelastic materials than the linear 

Kelvin-Voigt model5: 
3/ 2 3/ 2F k cδ δ δ= + �                                  (2.13) 

with  F the contact force [N] 
          k the spring parameter [N/m3/2] 
          c the damping parameter [kg.m-3/2.s-1] 
          δ� the deformation rate [m/s] 
          δ the deformation [m] 
 

As can be seen, both the elastic and viscous part are nonlinear. By introducing the term 
3/ 2cδ for the damping term, the initial condition of the force being zero at the beginning of 

impact is met. Using as condition that the dissipated energy during impact is small compared 

to the elastic energy (restitution coefficient close to one) Hunt and Crossley (1975) 

calculated the damping parameter as: 

3 1
2 vi

e
c k

� 	−= 
 �
� 

 (2.14) 

 

Later Lankarani and Nikravesh (1990, 1994) improved the model of Hunt and Crossley, but 

their model is still based on the condition that the dissipated energy during impact is small 

                                                 
5 In contrast to the Kuwabara and Kono contact force model (see further) this model is not based on the basic 
constitutive laws of viscoelasticity 
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compared to the elastic energy (restitution coefficient close to 1). The relationship between 

the damping parameter and the restitution coefficient6 was given by:  
23 (1 )

4vi

k e
c

−=  (2.15) 

or 

4 v
1

3
ic

e
k

= −  (2.16) 

 

As can be seen, from equation (2.16), the restitution coefficient, in accordance with the 

empirical equation (2.12), decreases with increasing impact velocity. 

Pioneering work in viscoelastic contact force modelling was accomplished by Kuwabara and 

Kono (1987) and by Brilliantov et al. (1996ab). Kuwabara and Kono and Brilliantov et al. 

used a different physical approach to come up with the same physical equations7: 
3/ 2 1/ 2F k cδ δ δ= + �                                      (2.17) 

with  F the contact force [N] 
          k the spring parameter [N/m3/2] 
          c  the damping parameter [kg.m-1/2.s-1] 

          δ� the deformation rate [m/s] 
          δ the deformation [m] 
 

The contact force model (2.17) is a result of a derivation based on basic constitutive laws of 

elasticity and viscosity. A detailed derivation of the model can be found in Brilliantov et al. 

(1996a).   

The damping parameter for the impact of two spheres with identical material properties is 

described by: 

c Ak=  (2.18) 
with A the dissipative material parameter [s] 

 

The dissipative material parameter A is defined by: 
2

2 1
2

2 1

(3 )1 (1 )(1 2 )
3 3 2

A
E

η η ν ν
η η ν

− − −=
+

 (2.19) 

with   E the elastic modulus [E] 
           ν the Poisson’s ratio [-] 

1η  and 2η the viscous constants (mathematically they relate the dissipative stress tensor to the 

deformation rate tensor) [Pa.s] 

                                                 
6 The effect of effective mass on the restitution coefficient of the colliding objects is neglected  
7 The research group of Brilliantov report the equations of Kuwabara and Kono were guessed, but not derived 
(Pöschel et al 2003). In our opinion, this is far too exaggerated, but the approach of Billiantov’s research group 
can be considered as physically more correct.  
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A disadvantage of equation (2.19) is that the viscous constants are not known for most 

materials and are hard to measure.  

Rigorous calculations by the Brilliantov research group revealed the following relationship 

(Schwager and Pöschel, 1998) for the restitution coefficient: 
2/5 1/5 2 4/5 2 /5

1 21 v v ...i ie C A C Aκ κ= − + ±  (2.20) 

with vi the impact velocity [m/s] 
         1/ 2C empirical constants [-] 
 

where κ can be calculated as: 
3/ 2 *

2

3
2 (1 )eff

E R
m

κ
ν

� 	= 
 � −� 
 (2.21) 

with *R the effective radius of curvature defined as *
1 21/ 1/ 1/R R R= + ,  1/ 2R radii of  the impacting     

         spheres [m] 
        E the elastic modulus of the impacting spheres [Pa] 
        effm the effective mass [kg] 

         ν the Poisson’s ratio [-] 
  

As can be seen from equation (2.20) the restitution coefficient depends on the impact 

velocity and also on the effective mass and the radius of curvature of the impacting spheres. 

Equation (2.20) is the most accurate expression for the restitution coefficient at present for 

purely viscoelastic materials (Hertzsch et al., 1995; Brilliantov et al., 1996ab; Schwager and 

Pöschel, 1998; Ramirez et al., 1999; Brilliantov and Pöschel, 2000, 2001; Pöschel and 

Brilliantov, 2001; Hertzsch, 2002; Pöschel et al., 2003; Pöschel and Schwager, 2005) 

 

The viability conditions of the Kuwabara and Kono and Brilliantov model is summarized by 

Brilliantov et al. (1996ab)8 and Kuwabara and Kono (1987): 

 

1. The impact velocity has to be much less than the speed of sound in the material of the 

colliding particles.    

2. The colliding materials have to be purely viscoelastic, so there may not be any 

energy loss due to vibrations or plastic deformation. 

 

                                                 
8 In the case of apples and tomatoes the first viability condition is fulfilled. Energy loss due to vibration for 
apples and tomatoes can be considered negligible. The absence of plastic deformation is only true below the 
damage threshold (see further).  
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Unlike the Lankarani and Nikravesh model, this model can still be used when the dissipative 

loss is considerable, so the model can still be applied when the restitution coefficient is not 

close to unity.  

For completeness, two other viscoelastic contact force models are presented.  

A model is described in literature that combines the Hertz model for the elastic force and the 

linear model for the viscous force, it is called the dissipative Hertz model (Schäfer et al., 

1996): 
3/ 2F k cδ δ= + �  (2.22) 

 

The model was constructed in an ad hoc fashion. Taguchi (1992) demonstrated that by 

applying this model the restitution coefficient increases with an increasing impact velocity, 

exactly the opposite of what happens in reality. Although this model has been used in DEM 

simulations, it is not preferred. 

Another nonlinear viscoelastic contact force model was proposed by Tsuji et al. (1992, 

1993): 
3/ 2 1/ 4F k cδ δ δ= + �  (2.23) 

with  F the contact force [N] 
          k the spring parameter [N/m3/2] 
          c  the damping parameter [kg.m-1/4.s-1] 

          δ� the deformation rate [m/s] 
          δ the deformation [m] 
 

The damping parameter is given by: 
1/ 2 1/ 2c m kα=  (2.24) 

with   α the empirical constant 
          m the effective mass [kg] 
          k the spring parameter [N/m3/2] 
 

This model was found heuristically by the authors. However, a physical link is missing9. It 

must be stated that in the Tsuji model it is not specified whether viscous or plastic 

dissipation is involved. The disadvantage is that the parameter α  has to be determined 

empirically. The model assumed a restitution coefficient independent of the impact velocity 

and can therefore be considered as less realistic. 

 

 

 

                                                 
9 In spite of its heuristically derivation, this model has been applied by several authors in DEM simulations 
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2.5.1.2.c Elasto-plastic contact force model ( ( )eF δ ; ( , )pF δ δ� ) 

 

Walton and Braun (1986) developed a linear elasto-plastic contact force model. The 

derivation of the model was distracted from finite element modelling. They assume that there 

are different spring constants 1k and 2k , for the loading and unloading part of the contact: 

1

2 0

, 0 ( )

( ) , 0( )

k loading
F

k unloading

δ δ
δ δ δ

� ≥�= �
− <��

�

�
 (2.25) 

0δ is the value of δ where the unloading curve crosses the X-axis, or the permanent 

deformation. 

In this model the restitution coefficient is constant and calculated as: 

1 2/e k k=  (2.26) 

 

So, the Walton and Braun model assumes a restitution coefficient independent of the impact 

velocity. In reality, as for purely viscoelastic materials, the restitution coefficient of elasto-

plastic materials is also decreasing with increasing impact velocity.   

Schäfer et al. (1996) proposed to make 2k a function of the maximum force maxF achieved 

during loading ( max
2 1k k sF= + ), with s an empirical constant.  By doing this the restitution 

coefficient is given by (Schäfer et al., 1996): 

1/ 2
1

1

v ( / ) 1i eff

e
s m k

=
+

 (2.27) 

As can be seen the restitution coefficient decreases by increasing impact velocity, like it is 

the case in reality. 

Thornton and Ning (1998) developed a nonlinear elasto-perfectly plastic contact force model.  
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The elasto-perfectly plastic impact is modelled in three phases (Thornton and Ning, 1998; 

Thornton et al., 2001; Mishra and Thornton, 2002; Wu et al., 2003; Mishra, 2003): 

 

Loading phase 1: In the perfect elastic phase, where no plastic deformation occurs the Hertz 

law is used (nonlinear elasticity): 

            * * 1/ 2 3/ 24
( )

3
F E R δ=                   (2.28) 

Loading phase 2: Above the critical force (yield stress) plastic deformation occurs and a 

Hertzian pressure distribution is assumed. This leads to the following linear relationship: 

            *( )y y yF F p Rπ δ δ= + −    (2.29)                                                                        

  with     yF  the critical force, the force above plastic deformation occurs [N] 

              yp the critical pressure (=critical force/contact surface) [Pa] 

              yδ the displacement (relative approach) at yF  [m] 

 

Unloading phase: If plastic deformation occurred during the loading stage the effective 

radius of curvature *( )pR  during unloading is greater than *R , due to permanent deformation 

of the contact surfaces (flattening).  

During unloading the force-displacement behaviour is assumed to be elastic and is provided 

by the Hertzian equations but with the effective radius of curvature *
pR . The contact force is 

given by the following equation: 

           * * 1/ 2 3/ 24
( ) ( )

3 p pF E R δ δ= −    (2.30) 

 with pR the effective  radius of curvature of the deformed spheres [m] 

         pδ the permanent deformation [m] 

*E the equivalent elastic modulus [Pa] defined as *
1 2

1 1 1
E EE

= + with 1/ 2E the elastic modulus of     

  the impacting bodies 
 
 

 pR can be calculated as: 

            
3/ 2**

*
*

24
3 2

y
p

y

F FE
R

F pπ
� 	+

= 
 �
 �
� 

 (2.31) 

 where *F the maximum force during loading [N] 
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Thornton and Ning (1998) also proved that the coefficient of restitution behaves realistically 

and is decreasing with increasing impact velocity: 

The restitution coefficient is given by the equation: 
1/ 4

1/ 21/ 2 2

2

v
v v6 3 1

1
5 6 v v v6 1

2
v 5 5 v

y

y i

i
y y

i i

e

� �
� 	� �
 �� � � �� 	 � 	 � � �= − � �
 � 
 �
 � � ��  � ��  � 	 � 	� � + −� �
 � 
 �

� ��  � � �

(2.32) 

with vi the impact velocity [m/s] 

         v y the critical impact velocity, the velocity above plastic deformation starts to occur [m/s] 

 

 The critical impact velocity can be calculated as (Thornton and Ning, 1998): 
1/ 25 *3

*4v 3.194 y
y

eff

p R

E m

� 	
= 
 �
 �

� 
 (2.33) 

 

Johnson (1985) derived an equation for the critical impact velocity with a prefactor different 

from 3.194. 

Vu-Quoc and Zhang, adapted the model of Thornton and Ning to allow also for strain 

hardening, i.e nonlinear plastic loading curve (Vu-Quoc and Zhang 1999; Vu-Quoc et al. 

2000, 2001; Zhang and Vu-Quoc 2002ab). Therefore, new coefficients were introduced. 

However, until present the link of these coefficients with material properties is missing. 

Nevertheless, these parameters can be determined from FEM simulations or from 

experimental impact measurements by parameter estimation techniques (Zhang and Vu-

Quoc, 2002a).  

 

2.5.2 Contact force model selection for simulations of viscoelastic bodies like 
apples and tomatoes 

 
For impact velocities above the critical impact velocity both viscous and plastic dissipation 

will occur. However, at present no viscoelastic-plastic contact force model has been 

described in literature10.  

From the literature examination of the contact force models, two models were regarded as 

state of the art and were considered suitable for describing the real impact behaviour of 

apples and tomatoes: 
                                                 
10 There has been accomplished some rheological work on viscoelastic-plastic materials. These models describe 
on a mathematical way the material behaviour, but these models can not be used as a contact force model.  
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1. The Kuwabara and Kono (Brilliantov-Pöschel) model for viscoelastic spheres. The 

model is restricted to impacts where the only energy dissipation mechanism is 

viscous loss 

2. The Thornton (Vu-Quoc) model for elasto-plastic spheres. The model is restricted to 

impacts where the only energy dissipation mechanism is energy loss due to plastic 

deformation11. 

 

A real impact of apples and tomatoes can be divided in two phases: 

 

1. Until the bio-yield pressure, the body can be considered as purely viscoelastic. Bio-

yield pressure was defined by Mohsenin (1986) as the pressure above which plastic 

deformation starts to occur. 

2. At contact pressure above the bio-yield pressure, besides viscous dissipation also 

plastic deformation has to be considered as an energy dissipation mechanism. The 

body can be allocated viscoelastic-plastic behaviour.   

 

At impact velocity levels where the maximum contact pressure is not exceeding the bio-yield 

pressure, the Kuwabara and Kono model for viscoelastic spheres can be applied. The critical 

impact velocity for apples and tomatoes can be calculated using the Thornton and Ning 

equation (2.33). 

One solution for the problem of the absence of a viscoelastic-plastic contact force model 

could be to use the elastic-plastic Thornton model by totally neglecting the viscous 

behaviour of the apples and tomatoes. However, for an impact causing clear bruising grosso 

modo half of the energy loss is due to viscous dissipation and the other half to plastic 

dissipation (Bajema and Hyde, 1998 and own research). It can be expected that by applying 

the Thornton contact force model for elasto-plastic spheres the errors made by neglecting the 

viscosity are too high. However, this has not been demonstrated. 

The other solution could be to use the Kuwabara and Kono model also for impacts above the 

critical impact velocity level. One would expect that errors made by neglecting the plastic 

dissipation (≅ ½ of total energy loss for average impact) are also too high to be justified. 

However, below it is outlined that this is not the case. 

Mathematically, the Kuwabara and Kono equation is describing the hysteresis force-

deformation curve of an impact. The dissipated energy can be evaluated trough the work 
                                                 
11 Both models are neglecting energy loss due the elastic wave propagation (vibration). 
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done by the damping force 1/ 2cδ δ� in the Kuwabara and Kono equation. The energy loss may 

be expressed as 1/ 2c dδ δ δ� �� . �� , the circular integral, refers to the integration around the 

hysteresis loop. A higher damping parameter c indicates a higher energy loss. 

Mathematically, with the damping parameter c , no distinction is made between energy losses 

due to viscous or plastic dissipation. In the case of a viscoelastic-plastic impact the damping 

parameter c describes energy loss that is a combination of viscous and plastic dissipation.  

However, physically the combination of viscous and plastic energy loss in one damping term 

is not correct. The ideal viscoelastic-plastic contact force model breaks down the energy loss 

in plastic and viscous energy dissipation. At present no such contact force model has been 

described in literature.  

In literature, the method that is most extensively used to determine the damping parameter is 

the experimental determination of the restitution coefficient. However, a link between the 

coefficient of restitution and the damping parameter is not known in the case of combined 

viscous and plastic dissipation, so the restitution coefficient method can not be used. In this 

work an alternative method is applied to obtain the model parameters, i.e. a parameter 

estimation technique minimizing the error between measured and modelled contact force, 

displacement and displacement rate (see Chapter 3). 

 

As a footnote, it must be stated that spring-dashpot contact force models (linear and 

nonlinear) have been used extensively in DEM, even for non viscoelastic bodies. The 

pioneers of DEM, Cundall and Strack, used linear spring-dashpots model (Kelvin-Voigt 

model) to simulate rock deformation what can be considered as an elasto-plastic material. It 

is just recently that researchers (Thornton, Mishra, Vu-Quoc) argue replacing the classic 

spring-dashpot models with the Thornton model, for DEM modelling of elasto-plastic 

materials. The arguments therefore are:  

 

• Linear and nonlinear spring-dashpot models lead to an unrealistic negative contact 

force at the end of impact.  

 

• The damping parameter c is difficult to determine experimentally12. Vu-Quoc and 

Zhang (1999) argue no solid basis exists for obtaining the coefficient of the dashpot 

as the dependency of the damping parameter on the collision velocity prevents the 

use of quasi-static methods. Also Mishra (2003) considers the dependency of the 

coefficient of restitution on the impact velocity as a difficulty.  

                                                 
12 All the parameters used in the Thornton model are directly linked to material properties. 
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Nevertheless, both arguments can be criticized: 

 

• The negative contact force of the spring-dashpot model at the end of the impact was 

discussed by Tsuji (1992, 1993) and Zhang en Whiten (1996ab, 1998, 1999). The 

authors attributed this anomaly to the way the dashpot is incorporated in the contact 

force model. Pöschel and Schwager (2005) give a good explanation for this anomaly: 

“Real particles do not overlap (like in DEM and Hertz theory), but they deform. In 

the expansion phase the particles gradually recover their spherical shape. At the time 

the modelled contact force becomes negative (real contact force is zero), the centers 

of the particles separate too fast from each other to allow the surfaces to keep touch 

while recovering their shape. Hence, although 0δ > , the particles do not touch each 

other. Consequently, the particles stop to interact”. The solution of the problem is to 

replace the contact force model in DEM simulations by (Pöschel and Schwager, 

2005): 

 

      { }max 0, Kuwabara KonoF F −=  (2.34) 

 

In this way the negative, attractive force, leading to an underestimation of the 

separation velocity of the particles is eliminated. Furthermore, by using the Thornton 

model, in case it is not stated that the contact is broken when the contact force 

becomes zero, the contact force can also become negative.  

 

• Using the mathematical relationship between damping and coefficient of restitution is 

not the only possibility to determine the damping parameter. The damping parameter 

can also be determined by parameter estimation methods as stated in this work (see 

Chapter 3). 
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It can be concluded, the best contact force model to date for use in DEM simulations of 

apples and tomatoes is the Kuwabara and Kono (Brilliantov-Pöschel) model: 

 

• This model is the best choice to model the exclusive viscoelastic behaviour of the 

fruit below the critical impact velocity. The model is the most physically correct 

model available in literature. 

 

• The model is the best choice to model viscoelastic-plastic behaviour, in anticipation 

of more physically correct contact force models that combine the viscoelastic and 

plastic behaviour. 

 

2.5.3 Detailed discussion of the Kuwabara and Kono contact force model  
 

In this section the relationship between the parameters of the Kuwabara and Kono model and 

the material parameters of the impacting objects is discussed. 

 

2.5.3.1 Relationship between the spring parameter k and the material parameters 

 

The relationship between the spring parameter k and the material parameters was derived by 

Hertz (1892), in his basic work of contact mechanics.  

The following assumptions were made by Hertz (Mohsenin, 1986): 

• The material of the contact bodies is homogenous (what is in fact never fulfilled) 

• The applied loads are static 

• The radii of curvature of the contacting solid are very large compared to the radius of 

the surface of contact 

• No tangential forces exist (contacting bodies are sufficiently smooth)  

 

Even with these assumptions, the Hertz model is applied in case some of these conditions are 

not fulfilled. For example Hertz theory is used by many researchers to model dynamic 

impacts of non-smooth materials. In these conditions Hertz theory can model the contact 

force in an acceptable way. Nevertheless, Hertz theory is not applicable when the contact 

radius of both materials approaches infinity (extreme case impact two flat planes). Caution 
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has to be taken when the ratio of radius of the contact area/effective radius13 of curvature is 

higher then 1/10.  

Taking in account the assumptions made by Hertz, the contact radius of the contact area of 

the impacting spheres can be expressed as (derivation of this formula see Hertz, 1881; 

Johnson, 1985):   
1/3*

*

3
4
FR

a
E

� 	
= 
 �
� 

              (2.35) 

with    F the contact force [N] 

           *R the effective  radius of curvature [m] 

           *E the equivalent elastic modulus [Pa] 
 

The effective radius of curvature can be defined as: 

*
1 2

1 1 1
R R R

= +                          (2.36) 

with 1R  and 2R respectively the radius of sphere 1 and 2 [m] 

 

The equivalent elastic modulus can be calculated as: 
2 2

1 2
*

1 2

1 11
E E E

ν ν− −= +              (2.37) 

with  1E and 2E the elastic modulus of spheres 1 and 2 [Pa] 

          1ν and 2ν the Poisson’s ration of spheres 1 and 2 [-] 

 

The combined deformation (or overlap) δ of the spheres is defined as (Timoshenko and 

Goodier, 1951; Johnson, 1985)14: 
2

*

a
R

δ =                                      (2.38) 

Substituting equation (2.35) in this equation (2.38) yields: 

1/32 2

* * *2

9
16

a F
R R E

δ � 	
= = 
 �

� 
            (2.39) 

 

 

                                                 
13 Effective radius of curvature is   *

1 21/ 1/ 1/R R R= +   with 1R and 2R the radii of curvature of the 

impacting bodies at the place of impact     14 This relationship between δ and a is derived from the Hertz contact pressure profile in combination with 
geometry. A derivation can be found in Johnson (1985) and in more detail in Timoshenko and Goodier (1951) 
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Equation (2.39) can also be written as (Johnson, 1985): 

* * 3/ 24
3

F R E δ=                                 (2.40) 

By this, the relationship between the spring parameter k (of Hertz nonlinear model) and the 

material properties (effective radius of curvature and equivalent elastic modulus) is given by: 

* *4
3

k R E=  (2.41) 

 

Special case:  impact soft sphere - hard sphere or hard flat plate15 
 
In the special case of an impact of a soft sphere with a hard sphere or hard flat plate the 

elastic modulus of the soft sphere can be calculated in case the spring parameter k  and the 

radii of curvature of the impacting bodies are known. This is demonstrated below: 

The elastic modulus of a soft sphere (for example an apple or tomato) is much lower than the 

elastic modulus of the hard sphere or plate (for example a metal impactor) 16 . As a 

consequence, the elastic modulus of the soft sphere 1E can be calculated from the equivalent 

elastic modulus *E , because  2E (elastic modulus hard sphere) >>> 1E (elastic modulus soft 

sphere): 

2 2
1 2

*
1 2

1 11
E E E

ν ν− −= +  (2.42) 

Or  
2 *

1 1(1 )E Eν= −                                 (2.43) 

 

Small corrections to Hertz contact force model by impact of soft elastic spheres with a hard 
sphere or impact of two soft elastic spheres 
 

Hay and Wolff (2001) calculated that small corrections to the Hertz contact force model are 

necessary when applied to the impact of soft elastic sphere with a hard elastic sphere or a 

soft elastic sphere with another soft elastic sphere. The reason for this correction is the 

penetration of the hard sphere into the soft sphere or the soft spheres into each other. By this 

the contact radius a is somewhat underestimated by the Hertz theory.                                   

 

 

                                                 
15 This is the case with the pendulum device where an apple or tomato can be considered as a soft sphere and 
the round or flat metal impactor respectively as hard sphere and hard flat plate 
16 The elastic modulus of the apple and tomato are respectively in the order of magnitude 106 and 105 N/m2 
compared to an elastic modulus of hard metal (aluminium) plate in the order of magnitude 109 
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For the contact hard sphere – soft sphere a correction factor can be added to equation (2.40): 

* * 3/ 24
3

F R Eγ δ=  (2.44) 

With the correction factorγ : 

2(1 2 )
1

3 (1 )
a
R

νγ
π ν

−= +
−

 (2.45) 

As can be seen this correction factor γ  depends on
a
R

. The contact radius a varies during 

impact with the consequence that also correction factor γ  is not constant. This makes the 

correction factor difficult to apply. Hay and Wolf (2001) demonstrated that a slight different 

correction factor γ  is needed for the impact of two soft spheres. However they conclude that 

in both cases the use of the correction factor γ  is a slight improvement of the Hertz model. 

Nevertheless, an ‘average correction factor17’ was inherent to the parameter estimation 

method that was used in this work to determine the contact force model parameters (see 

Chapter 3). The correction factor is incorporated in the value of the spring parameter k of the 

impact. 

 

2.5.3.2 Relationship between damping parameter c and the material parameters 

 

In this section the relationship between the damping parameter c and the material parameters 

is discussed. The Kuwabara and Kono (1987) and Brilliantov et al. (1996) contact force 

model is recapitulated here: 
3/ 2 1/ 2( )F k Aδ δ δ= + �  (2.46) 

 

Using the Hertz theory (equation(2.41)) equation (2.46) can also be written as: 

( )* * 3/ 2 * 1/ 24
3

F R E Aδ δ δ= + �         (2.47) 

with *A  some kind of equivalent dissipative parameter, combining the viscous properties of the two impacting 

bodies [s] 

 

Actually, equation (2.47) was not represented in this form by Brillinatov et al. (1996). The 

equivalent dissipative parameter *A is a theoretical definition that is introduced as the 

combined viscous properties of the two impacting spheres. 

                                                 
17 ‘Average’ is meaning that a correction factor is applied for the whole impact instead the correction factor is 
changing during impact  
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Originally, the model was developed for the impact of viscoelastic spheres with identical 

material properties (Brilliantov et al., 1996). 

For spheres with identical elastic modulus the equivalent elastic moduli *E becomes: 

*
22(1 )

E
E

ν
=

−
 (2.48) 

So, for spheres with identical material properties equation (2.47) can be written as: 

( )
*

3/ 2 1/ 2
2

2
3(1 )

E R
F Aδ δ δ

ν
= +

−
�  (2.49) 

 

The dissipative parameter A  mentioned here, is identical for the two spheres. The weakness 

in the theory of the viscoelastic impact of spheres of Brillinatov et al. (1996) was its 

limitation to the impact of spheres with identical viscosity. More exactly, it was not indicated 

how the equivalent dissipative parameter *A must to be calculated when the viscosity of the 

two impacting spheres is not identical. 

 

Personal communication with Dr. Thörsten Pöschel (Institute of Biochemistry of the 

Humboldt-Universität, Berlin) led to early insight in the extension of the viscoelastic model 

to the impact of spheres with different viscosity (Pöschel and Schwager, 2005). 

Pöschel and Schwager (2005) derived heuristically that equation (2.47) can also be written as: 

* * 3/ 2 1/ 21 1 2 2
2 2

1 2

4 1
3 4 1 1

E A E A
F R E δ δ δ

ν ν
� �� 	

= + +� �
 �− −� � �

� (2.50) 

with 1A and 2A the dissipative parameters of spheres 1 and 2 [s] 

 

It can be shown that for describing the impact of identical spheres (spheres with identical 

elasticity and viscosity) equation (2.50) becomes equation (2.49).  
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2.5.3.3 Special case:  impact soft sphere - hard sphere or hard flat plate18 

 

In the case of the impact of a soft sphere with an aluminium sphere or a hard flat plate the 

viscosity of the hard sphere/plate can be taken as zero ( 2 0A = ) 

By doing this, equation (2.50) becomes: 

* * 3/ 2 1/ 2
1

4 1
3 4

F E R Aδ δ δ� 	= +
 �
� 

�  (2.51) 

So, from (2.51) it follows: 

* *
1

4 1
3 4

c E R A=  (2.52) 

Further using equation (2.41) equation (2.52) becomes: 

1

4c
A

k
=  (2.53) 

 

2.6 Tangential contact force model 
 

Tangential motion can be divided in sliding, spinning and rolling. Sliding and spinning 

consist of a relative peripheral velocity of the surfaces at their point of contact, and stand 

respectively for a translational and rotational relative velocity. Rolling involves a relative 

angular velocity of the two bodies about an axis lying in the tangent plane through the 

contact point. Rolling and sliding, or spinning, can take place at the same time (Johnson, 

1985). Cundall and Strack (1979) developed a theoretical model to describe the tangential 

contact force for sliding. Mathematically the model can be represented as: 

min( , )t t NF k Fδ µ= −  (2.54) 

with tk  the tangential spring parameter [N/m] 

        µ the dynamic friction coefficient [-] 

       NF  the normal force [N] 

       tF the tangential force [N] 

       δ the displacement [m] 
 

Sliding involves tangential deformation at small tangential forces and once the tangential 

force exceeds the static friction force, slipping occurs with a constant dynamic friction force. 

Later on Walton and Braun (1986) introduced a nonlinear tangential stiffness with a 

decreasing tangential stiffness with increasing tangential force.  This model is far more 

                                                 
18 The special case of an impact of a soft sphere with a hard sphere or hard flat plate is valid in the case of apple 
or tomato impact (soft sphere) with the round or flat metal impactor of the pendulum (respectively hard sphere 
and hard flat plate). 
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realistic than the previous one. The two drawbacks of these models are that they only apply 

when the normal force is constant (which in real situations is never the case) and that there 

exists no physical meaning for the tangential stiffness tk and as a consequence no 

experimental method to determine this parameter. To perform DEM simulations with 

viscoelastic materials, Li et al. (2001) added a damping constant ( tc ) to the Cundall and 

Strack model. Mathematically the model can be represented as: 

min( , )t t t NF k c Fδ δ µ= − + �  (2.55) 

with tk the tangential stiffness [N/m] 

        tc the tangential damping [kg/s] 

       µ the dynamic friction coefficient [-] 

       NF the normal contact  force [N] 

       tF the tangential force [N] 

       δ the displacement [m] 

       δ� the displacement rate [m/s] 
 
 
This model has the same drawbacks as the model for elastic materials: the model is only 

valid for the case with a constant normal force and no physical meaning can be attributed to 

the parameters tk and tc  .For these two reasons it was decided to use physically more realistic 

models. Mindlin (1949) pioneered a continuum mechanics analysis of the problem of two 

elastic spheres in torsional tangential contact, later extended by Lubkin (1951). Mindlin and 

Deresiewicz (1953) developed a more generalized model for elastic spheres in sliding 

(translation) or torsional contact with varying normal force. These are complicated models 

based on physical modelling of slip and stick phenomena occurring at the contact area of the 

spheres. Slip starts at the edge of the contact area and moves to the inner center of the 

contact surface as the torque (in the case of sliding the tangential force) increases. This leads 

to the development of an annulus of microslip surrounding an inner region of sticking in the 

contact area. Because friction laws are strongly nonlinear, the size and form of the annulus 

of microslip depend on the loading-unloading history of the contact. This makes the 

prediction of tangential deformation and friction forces, in a given situation, complicated, 

but still feasible.  

There exists a typical relation between the angular displacement and the torque. The curve 

monotonically increases to a certain asymptote value. At this asymptote, slip starts to occur.  

Because in our applications the materials are not perfectly elastic, an attempt was undertaken 

to add a viscous term to these continuum mechanical models.  
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From an analysis of the continuum problem of two viscoelastic spheres in torsional contact, 

similar to that of Mindlin (1949) and Lubkin (1951), the tangential contact compliance 

(inverse of the tangential contact stiffness), defined as 

t
z

d
C

dM
β= , (2.56) 

is given by:  

( )
( ) 1

2
23
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2 4 1

16 1
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( ) 8
1 3 5 z
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A W

F aµ
� 	

= − − −
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� 

                  (2.57)  

with β   the angular displacement [rad] 

        zM the applied torque [N.m] 

         a  the radius of the circular contact area [m] 
        G  the shear modulus of the sample material [Pa] 
        µ  the dynamic friction coefficient of the contact [-] 

       NF  the normal contact force [N] 

 

The factorW , captures the contribution of viscous forces and is given by 
32 a

W
d

πηω
µ

=  (2.58)   

with η   the viscosity [Pa.s] 
        ω  the angular velocity [rad/s] 
        d  the deformation depth from the contact plane to a fixed plane in the interior of the spheres where the      
              viscous  force becomes zero [m] 
 

The original Lubkin model is achieved from equation (2.57) by putting W=0 (η=0). The 

material parameters to be determined experimentally are the shear modulus G, the viscosity 

η and the dynamic friction coefficient µ . Further, the normal force FN, the contact radius a, 

the factor d and the angular velocity ω  also have to be known. A detailed derivation of this 

model is presented in Dintwa et al. (2004ab). A viscoelastic extension of the Mindlin and 

Deresiewicz model for translational tangential contact of spheres was recently developed 

(Dintwa et al., unpublished).     
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2.7 Conclusions 
 
 
In this chapter a general description of DEM was presented and the structure of a typical 

algorithm was outlined. However the main focus of this chapter was on contact force models, 

an essential part of DEM. It was indicated that the Kuwabara and Kono (1987) normal 

contact force model for viscoelastic spheres, further developed by Brilliantov et al. (1996ab), 

is the most appropriate normal contact force model for DEM simulation of fruits. The 

Kuwabara and Kono model for viscoelastic spheres is physically the most correct model for 

the impact of apples and tomatoes below the bioyield point. Also beyond the bioyield point 

the Kuwabara and Kono model is still capable to describe the real impact behaviour because 

the damping parameter can capture besides the viscous dissipation also the plastic dissipation. 

However in the latter case (combination of viscous and plastic dissipation) a physical link of 

the damping parameter with material properties is still missing. In addition, in this chapter an 

extension of the Kuwabara and Kono normal contact force model for impact of spheres with 

non identical material properties (different elasticity and viscosity) was presented. 

The physically most realistic tangential contact force model for elastic spheres of Mindlin 

and Deresiewicz (1953) was extended to viscoelastic spheres by adding a viscous term. More  

details of this model are provided in Dintwa et al. (2004ab).
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Chapter 3 

Determination of normal contact force model 
parameters for viscoelastic materials (fruits) 

using a pendulum device 
 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 
 
In contrast to most engineering materials to which DEM modeling is mainly focused, 

agricultural and food materials tend to behave like viscoelastic materials when they are 

subjected to various conditions of stress and strain (Mohsenin, 1986). Although a 

viscoelastic normal contact force model, one of the basic ingredients in DEM, has been 

described in literature (Kuwabara and Kono, 1987; Brilliantov et al., 1996ab) an 

experimental method to determine the parameters in the model for viscoelastic materials is 

still lacking. The viscoelastic Kuwabara and Kono contact force model has been described in 

detail in the previous chapter (section 2.5.3). The two objectives of this chapter are the 

description and validation of an experimental procedure to determine the parameters of the 

Kuwabara and Kono contact force model for viscoelastic materials and the discussion of the 

contact force model parameters that were obtained for apples and tomatoes using this 

experimental procedure.  

This chapter is divided in four major sections. First, the development of a pendulum device 

will be discussed in detail (section 3.2). The pendulum was constructed for two main reasons: 

to make it possible to determine the contact parameters of the normal contact force model of 

viscoelastic materials (this chapter) and to establish bruise prediction models for apples and 

tomatoes (see Chapter 5) (Van Zeebroeck et al., 2003b). Subsequently, a nonlinear least 

squares data fitting technique to estimate the parameters (stiffness and damping) of the 
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Kuwabara and Kono (1987) viscoelastic contact force model (equation 2.17 and 2.49) will 

be outlined and will be validated using a rubber ball (section 3.3) (Van Zeebroeck et al., 

2003b). Next, a basic analysis of the parameters of the Kuwabara and Kono model for 

impacts of apples, tomatoes and potatoes for impacts below the critical impact velocity will 

be presented (section 3.4) (Van Zeebroeck et al., 2003b). In the last section (section 3.5) the 

effect of the effective radius of curvature and the impact velocity on the parameters of the 

Kuwabara and Kono contact force model will be discussed in more detail for apples and 

tomatoes.  

 

3.2 Development of pendulum device 
 

3.2.1 Introduction 
 

During the 40 years of research of fruit impact damage different test equipment was 

developed to assess the dynamic stresses in fruits. Unlike the equipment used for the 

measurement of (quasi) static stresses, almost none of the research was executed with 

commercially available equipment. At present no standard technique for performing impact 

testing of agricultural products is available and of the variety of methods documented no 

single technique is reported to be superior and universally used. Probably the main reason 

for it is that the experimental procedure to use is dictated by a specific problem.   

Among the dynamic apparatus there are two main types of design:   a drop and pendulum 

design. During a drop test, either a product is dropped on an instrumented surface (rigid or 

cushioned) or an instrumented mass is dropped upon the product. To characterize the impact 

an accelerometer was used by Hammerle and Mohsenin (1966) and Ragni and Berardinelli 

(2001). However, most researchers used a force transducer (Wright and Splinter, 1967; 

Fluck and Ahmed, 1972; Diener et al., 1979; Lichtensteiger, 1982; Chen et al., 1985; 

Brusewitz and Bartsch, 1989; Chen and Yazdani, 1991). In the late eighties commercial 

impact testing machines, known as impact tables were developed for use in the packaging 

industry. Siyama et al. (1988) used such equipment to characterize apple impact.  

Because drop testing methods either lack the possibility of a controllable impact location on 

the fruit or, when a guide track is used, the friction is introducing errors in the measurements, 

many researchers preferred the use of a pendulum apparatus (Sarig, 1991). The standard 

impact testing machines commonly used for Izod and Charpy tests 19  of various non-

                                                 
19 Izod and Charpy are two test procedures to determine the amount of energy dissipated during fracture under 
dynamic loading of metals, polymers and polymers composites. Many commercial pendulums are available 
(Instron®, Ceast®instruments, Gatha® instruments, etc.) for these tests. None of these instruments can 
measure within the measuring range (impact velocity, impact energy) suitable for fruits.  
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biological materials were introduced by Finney and Massie (1975), but mostly special test 

equipment was developed to attain the specific impact velocities and energies encountered in 

impact of agricultural products. Simpson (1971) and Srivastava et al. (1976) applied the 

pendulum together with an accelerometer (acceleration during impact). Srivastava et al. 

(1976) also utilized an angular displacement sensor to measure the impact rebound angle. A 

pendulum device was used by many others (Fridley et al., 1964; Park, 1963; Bilanski, 1966; 

Nelson and Mohsenin, 1968; Horsfield et al., 1972; Hoag 1972; Jindal and Mohsenin, 1976). 

Jarimopas et al. (1990) employed a pendulum device together with a piezoelectric force 

transducer. Bajema and Hyde (1992; 1998) constructed a pendulum with a force transducer, 

a piezoelectric accelerometer, an area sensor and an infrared sensor (to measure impact 

velocity). Bajema et al. (1998) developed a so called tissue pendulum (impact of cylindrical 

samples of apple flesh). Besides the piezoelectric accelerometer and the force transducer also 

an angular displacement transducer was used, not only to measure the impact and rebound 

angle of the pendulum rod, but also to measure its position during impact. This is probably 

the first time an angle sensor (angular displacement transducer in this case) has been utilized 

to measure displacement during impact of agricultural materials. Before, displacement 

during impact was measured indirectly by means of double integration of the acceleration 

signal (Hammerle and Mohsenin, 1966; Wright and Splinter, 1968; Fluck and Ahmed, 1973; 

Chen et al., 1985; Bajema and Hyde, 1992, 1998) or using an electro-optical device (Finney 

and Massie, 1975; Jarimopas et al., 1990).    

Baheri (1997) developed a pendulum device for his study of potato mechanical damage. 

Three different sensors were used: accelerometer, force transducer and an analog angle-

sensor to measure impact and rebound angle of the pendulum rod.    

 

3.2.2 Description of pendulum device 
 

The pendulum developed by Baheri (1997) was taken as point of departure. An exact 

duplicate of the pendulum frame was made. The advantage of the pendulum frame is 

reflected in the ranges of the impact energies (0-2 J) and impact velocities (0-1.6 m/s) that 

are within the range apples and tomatoes are subjected to in practice in Belgium. However 

the pendulum is not suited to simulate impact conditions during mechanical harvest of apples 

and tomatoes and during their rougher handling conditions compared to fruit for the fresh 

market. In this case impact energies and velocities can exceed 2 J and 1.6 m/s respectively.  
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The effective mass of the pendulum rod was taken more or less equal to the mass of an 

average potato (or apple) in practice. The rod was made of pinewood because Baheri (1997) 

found a pinewood rod minimizes the vibrations during rebound20 and impact. 

The main reason to construct a new pendulum was that Baheri’s pendulum was not suited for 

the objective of the thesis to determine the normal contact force model parameters. This 

necessitated, besides the measurement of the contact force during impact, also the 

measurement of displacement and displacement rate (velocity) 21 . To achieve this, the 

introduction of a new sensor, an incremental optical encoder, was necessary.  

 

The pendulum consists of a 0.515 m long rod with at its tip an aluminium impactor of 

spherical shape (radius of curvature: 25 mm) (see Figures 3-1 and 3-2). The impactor itself is 

mounted to a force sensor (Dytran 1051V3, Dytran instruments, Chatsworth, California, US; 

sensitivity: 11mV/N). At the same location an accelerometer is attached (PCB 352C22, PCB 

piezotronics, Buffalo, New York, US; sensitivity: 10mV/g). At the hinge of the pendulum 

rod an incremental optical encoder (Heidenhain RON 275, Heidenhain, Traunreut, Germany) 

is mounted. The data signals of these three sensors are collected by a National Instrument 

PCI-MIO-16E-1 card and processed by a LABVIEW (National Instruments Belgium NV, 

Zaventem, Belgium) program. 

 

                                                 
20 However because the elastic energy in the new pendulum configuration is determined from the kinetic 
energy just after impact and not from the potential energy, vibrations during rebound are not important. The 
pine wood pendulum arm was remained to minimize the  energy loss due to arm vibration during impact 
21 Baheri’s pendulum is able to measure the impact and absorbed energy and the impact force (acceleration) 
during impact. These quantities are satisfactory to construct the statistical bruise models (Chapter 5). 
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Figure 3-1. General view of pendulum device (scheme see figure 3-2) 

 

 

Figure 3-2. Schematic representation of the pendulum rod and anvil. The positions of the different 
sensors and of the impacted body (“fruit”) are indicated. 
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In our pendulum the displacement during impact is determined in a direct way by using an 

incremental optical encoder. The encoder sends out two digital signals (block signal) that are 

90° phase-shifted. Each signal has a resolution of 18000 cycles/rev (pulses/rev). The 

resolution of the encoder is increased five times by an electronic interpolation integrated in 

the encoder itself. After analyzing the digital transitions of the two phase-shifted signals 

together in the LABVIEW program (procedure known as edge-detection) a resolution of 

0.001° is achievable: 18000 cycles/rev x 5 time interpolation x 4 (as a result of the edge 

detection of the 90° phase shifted A and B signal) = 360000; 360°/360000=0.001°. Taking in 

account the distance of impactor to encoder shaft, the resolution is 8.7 µm. The accuracy of 

the encoder, measured in the factory, is 0.0014°. Each signal (force sensor signal, encoder 

signal A and B) is sampled at a rate of 200 kHz, giving a temporal resolution of 5 µs. The 

time to switch between signal channels during data acquisition is at most 1 µs. This high 

sampling rate is necessary to avoid missing of a transition of the encoder signal at the point 

of maximum velocity (just before impact). Because all the signals are measured at a 

sampling rate of 5 µs a force-deformation curve can be constructed by plotting force against 

displacement measurements22. 

The sample to be tested (fruit for example) is mounted to an anvil by an elastic band. The 

anvil is rigid enough to assume that its deflection or vibration is insignificant during impact. 

Some samples (apples and potatoes) are cut in two to minimize energy absorption and 

deformation at the contact surface of the anvil with the sample. By varying the initial angle 

of the pendulum rod, different impact energies can be created. The contact force ( )c iF t  in de 

direction normal to the contact surface, displacement ( )itδ and displacement rate ( )itδ� of the 

impactor during impact are measured simultaneously, at the sampling times 0it t i f= +  

( 1,...,i n= ), with f  the sampling frequency. 0t and nt denote the start and the end of the 

contact, respectively.  

The contact force ( )c iF t  is measured by the force sensor. The acceleration ( ( )itδ�� ), measured 

by the accelerometer was used as verification for the force sensor signal by taking in account 

the rotational inertia (I) and length (l) of the pendulum rod ( ( )c iF t  = (I/l2) ( )itδ�� ).  

                                                 
22 Normally the encoder signal is read with a digital channel of a data acquisition card counting the transitions 
in the signal (for example 4 V is 1; 0.5 V is 0, depending on the encoder). The channel is called a ‘counter’. 
With the data acquisition card that was used, it seemed not to be possible to couple the time during impact with 
each transition (for analog channels it is called ‘sampling time’). However this is needed because the 
displacement has to be known on exactly the same time during impact as the force. Therefore the encoder 
signals were also connected to the analog channels (like the force sensor) of the data acquisition card. It can be 
argued that this way is preferable (even when the time of measurement can be coupled with the counter signal), 
because in this way one is absolutely sure the sampling time of the force is maximum 1 µs different from the 
sampling time of the encoder signals. 
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Displacement and displacement rate are measured by an optical incremental encoder which 

in fact measures the angular position of the impactor. The tangential displacement of the 

impactor is calculated from the displacement angle by taking in account the length of the 

pendulum rod.  

The time of first contact of the impactor with the sample is detected by the force sensor. The 

rise in voltage (or corresponding force) beyond the noise level of the force sensor is taken as 

triggering signal. The noise level of the force sensor is quite high (~1 N). As a consequence, 

no data is available of the impact force below 1 N. The displacement at the point of first 

contact of the impactor with the sample is set equal to zero. Utilizing the triggering point 

significantly decreases the calculation time of decoding the digital encoder signal. The 

displacement rate of the impactor during impact is obtained from the instantaneous position 

as 

1 1

2
i i

i dt
δ δδ + −−=�                (3.1) 

with dt  the time lapse between successive signals.  

 

Absorbed energy is calculated by subtracting rebound energy of the impact. The impact and 

elastic energy are obtained from the calculated kinetic energy of the pendulum rod just 

before and just after impact.  

1( )impact kinE E t−=  

1( )elastic kin nE E t +=  

absorbed impact elasticE E E= −  (3.2) 

 

1t−  and 1nt +  denote the time of the final signal before impact, and the first signal after the 

impact, respectively. The kinetic energy is obtained as: 
2

21 1
2 2 2

( )
( ) ( )kin

I t
E t I t

l
δω= =
�

 (3.3) 

with   ω  the angular velocity of the impactor [rad/s] 
           I the moment of inertia of the pendulum rod [kg.m2] 
           l the length of the pendulum rod [m] 
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The moment of inertia I [kg.m2] was measured by using the equation of Sears and Zemansky 

(1965), also used by Baheri (1997): 
2

24
gT Mgr

I
π

=                                                (3.4) 

with T the oscillation period of the pendulum rod [s] 
       M the mass of the pendulum rod [kg] 
       g  the gravity [9.81 m/s2] 

       gr  the distance of the rotating axis of the pendulum rod  to the centre of gravity of the rod [m] 

  

The period of the pendulum rod was determined from the displacement-time signal of the 

free swinging rod. The centre of gravity was determined by balancing the rod. The calculated 

moment of inertia was 0.0773 kg.m2. 

The calculation of the impact and elastic energy by means of the kinetic energy is 

uncommon. Most authors, like Baheri (1997) calculated the impact and elastic energy 

respectively from the impact and rebound angle, applying the potential energy law (Fluck 

and Ahmed, 1973; Bajema and Hyde, 1998; Molema, 1999). The authors admit that errors 

on the value of the impact and elastic energy are made because of the friction at the pivot of 

the pendulum rod and the energy loss due to rod vibration during rebound. The authors tried 

to minimize this error by minimizing friction and vibration of the pendulum rod. The 

application of the kinetic energy instead of the potential energy, in the device described here, 

has the advantage that the errors made by friction and vibration of the pendulum rod can be 

excluded.  

To test the accuracy of the pendulum device, the impact energy and absorbed energy 

calculated from the kinetic energy of the pendulum rod was compared to the calculation of 

the work performed by the pendulum rod by integrating the force-deformation curve. The 

equations are depicted below. Graphically it is demonstrated in the force-deformation curve 

of a tomato impact (Figure 3-3). A good agreement was found between impact energy and 

absorbed energy calculated from the kinetic energy and the performed work. 

1 20

m

impactE Fd A A
δ

δ= = +�  (3.5) 

1 20

m m

r
absorbedE Fdx Fdx A A

δ δ

δ
= − = −� �  (3.6) 
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Figure 3-3. Force-deformation curve of a meat tomato impacted with a velocity of 0.7 m/s. mδ is the 

maximum deformation during impact, rδ is the permanent deformation. A1 indicates the surface below 

the part of the curve indicated by ••••, A2 indicates the surface below the rest of the curve.  
 
3.2.3 Comparison of displacement during impact measured by the 

incremental encoder and measured by double integration of the 
accelerometer signal 

 

In the literature displacement rate and displacement are determined respectively by 

integration and double integration of an accelerometer signal. Several authors however have 

pointed out the inaccuracy of such numerical integration (Fluck and Ahmed, 1973; Musiol 

and Harty, 1991). The reason is the uncertainty associated with the individual integration 

constants of the different frequencies in the signal. The use of highpass filtering can correct 

this effect to a certain extent.  Highpass filtering is satisfactory when there is zero-mean 

displacement (vibration). When non-zero mean displacement is present, it can only be used 

for a short time interval (like impact), taking into account that the error on the integration 

still increases with time (Musiol and Harty, 1991).  

Comparison of the force-deformation curve calculated from the accelerometer signal (with 

high-pass filtering) with the force-deformation curve calculated from the encoder signal 

indicated that the deformation calculated from the accelerometer signal overestimates the 

maximum deformation and underestimates the resilience of the tissue at the end of impact 
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(Figure 3-4). This is in agreement with the fact that the errors made by numerical integration 

of the accelerometer signal increase with time (Musiol and Harty, 1991). 
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Figure 3-4. Comparison of force-deformation curve obtained from the accelerometer with the force-
deformation curve obtained from the encoder for an simultaneously measured apple impact. 

 
3.3 Parameter estimation method to extract the parameters of 

the Kuwabara and Kono contact force model from 
experimental impact data 

 

3.3.1 Introduction 
 

In this section an experimental technique will be described to estimate the contact force 

model parameters of the Kuwabara and Kono contact force model (equation (2.17)). The two 

impacted bodies will be a piece of fruit and a metal impactor. Principally, the technique can 

be generalized to impacts of other materials (for example a piece of fruit with packaging 

materials and machine parts).  

The experimental device being used for measuring contact force and displacement during 

impact is a pendulum. The pendulum simultaneously determines the contact force, the 

displacement of the surface of the impacted body, and the displacement rate. A pendulum is 

a classical device to determine bruise susceptibility of fruit and potatoes (Nelson and 

Mohsenin (1968); Bajema and Hyde (1998); Baheri (1997)). The pendulum has been used in 

this context for determination of the bruise susceptibility of apples and tomatoes (see 
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Chapter 5).  To a less extent, a pendulum has also been used to determine the parameters of 

contact force models. The only reference that has been found is Nigg and Liu (1999). They 

determined the stiffness and damping parameter in a nonlinear viscoelastic contact force 

model for flat plate impact by least squares data fitting of the experimentally measured 

force-deformation during impact of shoe-soles with a flat impactor. 

 

3.3.2 Description of the indirect parameter estimation technique  
 

The experimental data of an impact consisted of the normal contact force ( )c iF t , the 

displacement of the impactor ( )itδ , the displacement rate ( )itδ� , at the sampling times it  

( 1,...,i n= ). 

The parameters, k  and c , of the Kuwabara and Kono model were estimated from the 

experimental data by minimizing an error function that is measuring the difference between 

the experimental data and predictions based on the Kuwabara and Kono contact force model. 

The equation of motion for the impactor is given by: 
*sin coscI mgl F lθ θ θ= − −��  (3.7)  

with  *
cF the modelled contact force, the asterisk indicates it is the modelled contact force is intended [N]    

               θ  the angle between the rod of the impactor and the direction of gravity [rad] 
 m the mass of the pendulum rod [kg] 
 I  the inertia of the pendulum rod [kg.m2] 
 g  the gravitational acceleration [9.81 m/s2] 

 l   the length of the pendulum rod [m] 
 

The direction of the angle θ  was such that θ�  was positive during loading. The impacted 

object was positioned so that 0( ) 0tθ = . Since sin 0θ ≅  the influence of the gravity force in 

equation (3.7) could be neglected. The contact force  *
cF  was given by the Kuwabara and 

Kono contact force model during contact, and vanished after contact was lost. The 

displacement δ  during contact was related to the angle θ  by sinlδ θ= and could be 

approximated by / lθ δ≅ , since θ  was close to zero. The equation of motion (3.7) was 

easily solved by an explicit Runge-Kutta equation of order 4/5 (Matlab routine ode45 of 

MATLAB, Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, US).  

The parameter estimation was carried out using a nonlinear least squares data fitting 

technique (routine lsqnonlin of the Matlab optimisation toolbox) using the trust region 

method, based on the interior-reflective Newton method.  

The technique minimized the cost function C :  
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( ) ( ) ( )22 2* * *( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i i i F c i c i
i i i

C w t t w t t w F t F tδ δδ δ δ δ= − + − + −� � ��
� �  (3.8) 

with *( ); ( )i it tδ δ respectively the experimental and modelled displacement [m] 

        *( ); ( )i it tδ δ� � respectively the experimental and modelled displacement rate [m/s] 

        *( ); ( )c i c iF t F t  respectively the experimental and modelled contact force [N] 

        ; ; Fw w wδ δ� are respectively weight factors for displacement, displacement rate and contact force 

 

The cost function (equation (3.8)) measured the error between experimental data and the 

solution of the equation of motion (3.7), which is denoted by the asterisk. The weights wδ , 

wδ�  and Fw  could be chosen to vary the relative importance of the corresponding state 

variables ( ( )itδ , ( )itδ� and ( )c iF t ) and could be put on zero if desired. By putting some 

weights on zero the cost functions in Table 3-1 were obtained.  

Table 3-1. Overview of possible cost functions 

State variable cost function 

( )itδ  ( )2*( ) ( )i i
i

C w t tδ δ δ δ= −�  

( )itδ�  ( )2*( ) ( )i i
i

C w t tδ δ δ δ= −�� �
� �  

( )c iF t  ( )2*( ) ( )
cF F c i c i

i

C w F t F t= −�  

( )itδ , ( )itδ�  ( ) ( )22* *( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i i i
i i

C w t t w t tδδδ δδ δ δ δ= − + −� �� �
� �  

( )itδ , ( )c iF t  ( ) ( )2 2* *( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
cF i i F c i c i

i i

C w t t w F t F tδ δ δ δ= − + −� �  

( )itδ� , ( )c iF t  ( ) ( )2 2* *( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
c i i F c i c iF

i i

C w t t w F t F tδ δ δ δ= − + −� �� �
� �  

( )itδ , ( )itδ� , ( )c iF t  ( ) ( ) ( )22 2* * *( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
c i i i i F c i c iF

i i i

C w t t w t t w F t F tδδδ δδ δ δ δ= − + − + −� � �� �
� �  
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3.3.3 Validation of the indirect parameter estimation technique  
 

3.3.3.1 Sensitivity of cost function 

 

To validate the experimental methodology, the use of a test material with predictable 

behaviour was mandatory. Biological materials are to be avoided, because their behaviour is 

subject to many factors, which are still poorly understood. They exhibit biological variability. 

Even when obvious factors23 are kept constant, material properties can still vary significantly 

because their state is not constant over time. The material chosen was rubber. Its stiffness is 

of the same order of magnitude as for the biological materials under study, it does not show 

biological variability, and it does not yield. A rubber sphere (radius of curvature: 41.5 mm) 

was cut in two equal parts and one part was mounted on the anvil. A pendulum impact 

experiment with an initial drop angle of 10° has been repeated 20 times. 

The parameters, k  and c , of the Kuwabara and Kono model were estimated for each 

repetition. 

In the cost function (Table 3-1) the weights wδ , wδ� and 
cFw were chosen to normalize the 

different terms ( 1qw q= ). q� �indicates the average value of the state variable during 

impact. In this way, each state variable realizes an equal influence on the parameter 

estimation. Besides the repeatability of the measuring method, differences in the cost 

function were analyzed. 

The results of the parameter estimations for these different cost functions are depicted in 

Table 3-2. When the parameter estimation was carried out on contact force (
cFC in Table 3-1) 

or displacement (Cδ in Table 3-1) and respectively the displacement and contact force were 

calculated according to the estimated parameters, a good fit was found between the 

experimental and calculated displacement and contact force respectively. The fact that two 

independent devices (force sensor and encoder) led to approximately the same result was 

encouraging. 

However, quantitatively, the difference between parameter estimation based on displacement 

(Cδ ) and parameter estimation based on contact force (
cFC ) seemed to be more pronounced: 

a difference of 176 kg.m-1/2.s-1 in damping parameter (28 %) and 20622 N.m3/2 in spring 

parameter (5 %) between both cost functions was identified.  

                                                 
23 Obviously, biological materials can generally not be prepared in a controlled way. E.g. apples harvested at 
the same, even from the same tree, may have a very different history in terms of growth conditions and 
therefore can exhibit a wide variability for material properties. The obvious factors refer to the conditions 
which are under the control of the experimenter, such as harvest time, storage conditions, conditions in the 
experimental setup, etc… 
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The standard deviation of the damping parameter estimated by the different combinations of 

the state variables ranged between 1.6 % and 1.8 % (except for the estimation based on 

experimental displacement Cδ the standard deviation was 4 %, see Table 3-2). The standard 

deviation of the spring parameter ranged between 0.7 % and 0.8 %. The measurement error 

of the spring and damping parameters were acceptable. 

In the basic analysis of the parameters for biological materials (see section 3.4) the ‘triple 

criterion cost function’ was used. The reason therefore was to minimize the measurement 

error on force sensor and encoder. Figure 3-5, 3-6 and 3-7 compare experimental and 

optimized displacement, displacement rate and contact force respectively for the estimation 

using the three state variables together (cost function(3.8)). The conclusion is that the 

Kuwabara and Kono contact force model can fit accurately the experimental displacement 

and displacement rate (see Figure 3-6 and 3-7). The prediction of the contact force itself is 

worse, but still acceptable (see Figure 3-5). 

In later analysis of the contact force model parameters of biological materials (section 3.5) 

‘the double criterion cost function’ of contact force and displacement was preferred above 

‘the triple criterion cost function’ as used in section 3.4. The reason for this was that the 

displacement rate as derived parameter of displacement seemed to be dependent on the 

applied data processing method (degree of mathematical smoothing or cut-off frequency of 

low-pass filtering).  

The nonlinear parameter estimation procedure presented so far is not the only possible 

procedure to determine the contact force model parameters. In principle the contact force 

model parameters could also be estimated using the linear regression procedure: 

1 2Y kX cX= +  (3.9) 

with  

 *
cY F=  

 *3/ 2
1X δ=  

 *1/ 2 *
2X δ δ= �  

The difference with the nonlinear parameter estimation method is that the linear regression 

procedure is only applicable on condition that all three state variables δ , δ� , and *
cF  are 

available. The nonlinear parameter estimation method can still be applied if one or two of 

these state variables are missing. Currently further research is executed on the linear 

regression procedure as alternative for the nonlinear parameter estimation procedure like it is 

used in this work. 
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Table 3-2. Parameter estimation for a rubber ball for the Kuwabara and Kono contact force model (3.40) 
using different cost functions. 

Cost function kk σ±  [N m-3/2] cc σ±  [kg m-1/2 s-1] Residual norm C 2 

Cδ  391057 ± 2893 725 ± 29 0.1*10-3 ± 0.03*10-3 

Cδ�  394933 ± 3001 688 ± 12 111 ± 7 

cFC  411679 ± 2900 549 ± 10 3.17 ± 0.29 

Cδδ�  394927 ± 3000 688 ± 12 111 ± 7 

cFCδ  411653 ± 2919 549 ± 10 3.17 ± 0.29 

cFCδ�  394921 ± 2993 681 ± 11 121 ± 7.4 

cFCδδ�  394931 ± 2990 681 ± 11 121 ± 7 

 

 

Figure 3-5. Rubber: Experimental and simulated contact force with parameter estimation based on 
displacement, contact force and displacement rate. Solid line: simulation; Dotted line: experimental 
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Figure 3-6. Rubber: Experimental and simulated displacement with parameter estimation based on 
displacement, contact force and displacement rate. Solid line: simulation; Dotted line: experimental 

 

Figure 3-7. Rubber: Experimental and simulated displacement rate with parameter estimation based on 
displacement, displacement rate and contact force. Solid line: simulation; Dotted line: experimental 

 

3.3.3.2 Validation of the indirect parameter estimation technique using a Universal Testing 

Machine (UTS) 

 

In order to further validate the estimation procedure using the pendulum device an 

alternative experimental method based on quasi-static compression was used to measure the 

state variables. The universal testing machine being used was the UTS-5 (UTS testsystheme 

GmbH, Ulm, Germany). The rubber ball was placed on a stationary horizontal plate. A 

horizontal cross-head moved a second horizontal plate downward with a pre-defined speed. 

A force sensor with a range of 0-200 N and a resolution of 0.001 N was placed between the 
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cross-head and the second horizontal plate. A computer measured and controlled the speed 

of the motor. By tracking the measuring time continuously the displacement was calculated 

at every time-step. By plotting the force and the displacement at the same time-step a force-

deformation curve could be constructed.   

The rubber ball was compressed at a constant deformation rate of 0.00017 m/s (= 10 

mm/min) and 0.0017 m/s (100 mm/min) until the force of 170 N was reached. The 

maximum deformation was 4.1 mm. Because the noise of the force sensor signal in the low 

force region was too high, only that part of the force-deformation curve above a deformation 

of 2 mm was used for further analysis. The force-deformation curves were highly 

reproducible. 

The force-deformation curves of two different measurements with a deformation rate of 

0.00017 and 0.0017 m/s were analyzed in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, 

US). Linear regression was used to determine the parameters k en c in the Kuwabara and 

Kono model. The parameters obtained were k = 733809 N/m3/2 and c = 1078 kg.m-1/2.s-1
 with 

a coefficient of variation less than 1 %. 

To compare these parameters with the parameters estimated with the pendulum device a 

transformation was necessary because the effective radius of curvature *R was not identical 

between pendulum and UTS. In the case of the pendulum a spherical impactor was used to 

deform the rubber ball and in the case of the UTS a flat plate. As mentioned before the 

Kuwabara and Kono model can be represented as (Brilliantov et al., 1996): 
.

* * 3/ 2 * 1/ 24
3

F R E Aδ δ δ� 	= +
 �
� 

 (3.10) 

 

Only the effective radius of curvature R* differs between the pendulum and the UTS 

measurement. A straightforward computation revealed (with a radius of curvature of rubber 

ball and impactor respectively 0.0415 and 0.025 m respectively): 

0.63pendulum utsk k=  (3.11) 

and 

0.63pendulum utsc c=  (3.12) 

 

The spring parameter of the rubber ball (kuts) measured with the universal testing machine 

(UTS) was 733196 N/m3/2. The spring parameter measured with the pendulum (kpendulum) was 

394931 N/m3/2 (triple criterion cost function). When the above equation (3.11) is used 

kpendulum becomes 461913 N/m3/2. 
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The substantial difference between the spring parameter measured with the UTS and the 

pendulum is probably due to the fact that the impactor was not perfectly spherical. In fact the 

radius of curvature was varying rapidly from 2.5 cm in the centre of the contact area to 

approximately 1 cm at the outside. For this reason, in future research a new impactor with 

well known radius of curvature was used. Another explanation could be the possible 

deformation rate dependency of the spring parameter k of the rubber ball (like it was proven 

for apples and tomatoes, see section 3.5).    

The damping parameter of the rubber ball (cuts) measured with the universal testing machine 

(UTS) was 1078 kg m-1/2 s-1. The damping parameter measured with the pendulum (cpendulum) 

was 681 kg.m-1/2.s-1 (triple criterion cost function). By using the above equation(3.12), 

cpendulum becomes 673 kg.m-1/2.s-1. The difference in the damping parameter between UTS and 

pendulum measurement is only 4 kg.m-1/2.s-1.  

These results, may lead to the conclusion that the UTS is a perfect alternative for the 

pendulum to determine the contact force parameters. This is to some degree true for rubber 

(as demonstrated here), but it is totally untrue for biological materials like apples and 

tomatoes. In section 3.5, it will be demonstrated that the damping parameter is highly 

dependent on the impact velocity (or deformation rate). The maximum deformation rate of 

the UTS (0.033 m/s) is more than a factor 10 slower than the velocity during dynamic 

loading with the pendulum device. As a consequence, the UTS is not an alternative for the 

pendulum for the determination of the parameters of the Kuwabara and Kono contact force 

model in the case of apples and tomatoes. 

 

3.4 Basic analysis of the parameters of the Kuwabara and Kono 
contact force model for biological materials for impacts 
below the critical impact energy 

  

The parameters (damping and stiffness) of the Kuwabara and Kono model are estimated for 

apples, tomatoes and potatoes, based on the experimentally measured displacement, 

displacement rate and contact force.  

Twenty Jonagold apples, meat tomatoes, and Bintje potatoes were obtained from a local 

supermarket and were measured the same day. The apples, tomatoes and potatoes were cut in 

two. Each half was mounted on the anvil and impacted 1 time, resulting in 40 repetitions for 

each sample. 

The impact energy was chosen below the critical impact level of the biological material 

involved, i.e. the material does not yield. In the derivation of the Kuwabara and Kono model 
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the most important assumption was the lack of plastic deformation (see Chapter 2). The 

impact energy for potatoes was 0.024 J, for apples 0.010 J and for tomatoes 0.006 J. 

This impact energy level in the experiment was below the critical impact level for apples and 

potatoes. For the same potato cultivar used in the experiments (‘Bintje’), Baheri (1997) 

stated that the critical impact energy is situated between 0.065 and 0.115 J. For McIntosh 

apples Studman et al. (1997) stated that the critical impact energy level is between 0.010 and 

0.017 J. Own research indicated that 0.010 J is below the critical impact energy level for 

‘Jonagold’ apples (see Chapter 5). In literature no data is available about critical impact 

levels or critical impact height for external bruising of tomatoes. The reason is that bruise 

detection of tomato fruit is difficult due to a lack of visible tissue discolouration.  

The constant height multiple impact (CHMI) method, validated for apples and potatoes 

(Bajema and Hyde, 1998), was used to estimate the critical impact energy level of tomato 

fruits used in the experiment. According to the CHMI method no tissue damage has occurred 

when the force vs. time graph of a repeated impact with the same impact energy on the same 

spot shows identical force vs. time graph as the first impact.  Starting from an impact energy 

level of 0.0095 J with tomatoes a shift in the force-time curve of the second impact occurred 

compared to the first one. This is an indication that mechanical damage was present. The 

impact energy level of 0.0095 J was also the starting point of the sense of a dent on the 

impacting spot. However, the correlation between the force-time shift and real tomato cell 

debonding or cell rupture is not known. Further investigation is necessary to correlate cell 

damage with the force-time shift.  

It can be concluded that no clear evidence was found that no cell damage at the impact 

energy level of 0.006 J occurs, but the starting point of the force-time shift at 0.0095 J can be 

seen as an indication that this is not the case.  

In the cost function (3.8) the weights, wδ , wδ� and 
cFw were chosen to normalize the different 

terms ( 1qw q= ) (‘triple criterion cost function’).  The results are summarized in Table 3-3. 

Figures 3-8, 3-9 and 3-10 compare experimental and simulated contact force, displacement 

and displacement rate of a typical potato impact (the curves for apples and tomatoes are 

similar). 

The standard deviation of the parameter estimations of the biological materials seemed to be 

quite high. Two possible explanations could be given. The differences could be caused by 

geometrical differences or by biological variability in mechanical tissue properties. 

Concerning the geometrical differences, it was stated before that the contact force (Fc) is also 

dependent on the radii of curvature of the colliding bodies. In future research the radii of 

curvature were included in the model (see section 3.5).   
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The higher standard deviation of the parameter estimations for potatoes than for apples and 

tomatoes, can be explained by the more irregular shape of potatoes compared to apples and 

tomatoes. The higher standard deviation (coefficient of variation) of the parameter 

estimations of tomatoes compared to apples can be explained by the higher anisotropy of 

tomato internal structure.  

Table 3-3. Kuwabara and Kono contact force model parameter estimation of apples, tomatoes and 
potatoes based on displacement, displacement rate and contact force 

Sample 
kk σ±  

103 * 3 / 2/N m  
 

cc σ±  
1/ 2 1[ ]kgm s− −  
 

Residual norm C 2 

Apples 
Tomatoes 
Potatoes 

754 ± 133 (18 %) 
141 ±  460 (33 %) 
654 ± 208 (32 %) 

1524 ± 263 (17 %) 
680 ±  200 (29 %) 
1587 ± 320 (20 %) 

87 ± 41 
16 ± 15 
77 ± 27 

 

 

Figure 3-8. One potato: Experimental and simulated contact force with parameter estimation based on 
displacement, displacement rate and contact force. Solid line: simulation; Dotted line: experimental 
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Figure 3-9. One potato: Experimental and simulated displacement with parameter estimation based on 
displacement, displacement rate and contact force. Solid line: simulation; Dotted line: experimental 

 

 

Figure 3-10. One potato: Experimental and simulated displacement rate with parameter estimation 
based on displacement, displacement rate and contact force. Solid line: simulation; Dotted line: 
experimental 
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3.5 Detailed study of the parameters of the Kuwabara and Kono 
contact force model for apples and tomatoes 

 

3.5.1 Introduction 
 

The first experiments (section 3.4) demonstrated that the pendulum method in combination 

with the proposed nonlinear parameter estimation method is satisfactory to obtain the contact 

parameters of the Kuwabara and Kono contact force model. In this section, the dependence 

of the contact parameters on the effective radius of curvature and impact velocity will be 

investigated. The dependence of the contact parameters on the radii of curvature of the 

impacting bodies was described by Kuwabara and Kono (1987), but the dependence on the 

impact velocity was not. The relationship between the contact parameters and material 

parameters will also be demonstrated in this section, although the theoretical analysis of this 

relationship is discussed in Chapter 2. 

In contrast to section 3.4 also impacts beyond the critical impact level will be analyzed; i.e. 

besides viscous energy dissipation also plastic energy dissipation takes place.  

 

3.5.2 Apples 
 

3.5.2.1 Materials and methods 

 

Twenty “Jonagold” apples were utilized to determine the contact parameters of the normal 

contact force model. The apples were obtained from the Belgian auction “Veiling 

Haspengouw”. All apples were picked in the same orchard and were stored under identical 

conditions (controlled atmosphere for ± 2 months until the measurement and storage at 3°C, 

85% RH during the measurement period in the lab). The acoustic stiffness of the apples was 

28.3 ± 1.1 Hz2.kg2/3.  

Each apple was divided in a red and green side and mounted on the pendulum was impacted 

with a flat metal plate ( R = ∞ ). Seven velocity levels were applied in the experiment: 0.1; 

0.2; 0.3; 0.4; 0.6; 1 and 1.2 m/s. Ten apples were used for the velocity level 0.1-0.4 m/s and 

ten apples for the velocity level 0.6-1.2 m/s. For the velocity level 0.1-0.4 m/s twenty halves 

of an apple were repeatedly impacted (on one spot), starting with 0.1 m/s, subsequently 0.2, 

0.3 and 0.4 m/s. As a consequence for each impact velocity (0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4 m/s) the 

impact was measured on twenty halves of an apple. Previous research pointed out that 

‘Jonagold’ apples at room temperature start to bruise starting from 0.35 m/s. Most likely the 

impact properties of damaged tissue are altered.  Integrating the contact parameters of 
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damaged tissue in the DEM simulations is too far-reaching in this stage of research. To avoid 

the influence of damaged tissue on the contact force parameters, the impact levels 0.6; 1; 1.2 

m/s were not measured on the same halve of an apple. Six halves of an apple were measured 

at 0.6 m/s, six halves of an apple at 1 m/s and eight halves of an apple at 1.2 m/s.  

The local radius of curvature of each half of an apple (at the location of impact) was 

measured with a radius of curvature meter (details about the radius of curvature meter are 

given in Chapter 5). Because the apple is not a perfect sphere, the harmonic average was 

calculated of the circumferential radius of curvature and the meridian radius of curvature 

(see Figure 3-11), more or less corresponding for Jonagold apples with the minimum radius 

of curvature (R) and the maximum radius of curvature (R’) respectively. The harmonic 

average (
2 '

'
RR

R R+
), was preferred over the arithmetic average, because the harmonic average 

privileges the smaller radius of curvature (R) and this radius of curvature contributes more to 

the peak contact pressure (Hertz theory). 

 
Figure 3-11. Graphical representation of an apple indicating the different directions 

 

For each impact the parameters were determined by performing a nonlinear least squares 

parameter estimation method minimizing the error between the experimental measured state 

variables (contact force and displacement) and the predictions by the Kuwabara and Kono 

contact force model. The data were processed with the statistical software package SAS 

(SAS version 8.2, The SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, U.S.A.). 1-factorial covariance analysis 

with three concomitant variables was performed (proc GLM). The discrete variable side of 

apple has two levels: red and green. The concomitant variables (continuous variables in 

covariance model) are duration of impact t , effective radius of curvature r and impact 

velocity v . 
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A backward stepwise (step-down) procedure was used to select the relevant independent 

variables and their interactions. The significance level for staying in the model was set at 

0.05. Sensitivity analysis of the regression equations was performed in EXCEL. 

 

3.5.2.2 Results and discussion 

 

3.5.2.2.a. Contact parameters 

 

All independent variables (side of apple, effective radius of curvature, impact velocity and 

impact time) had a significant effect (95 % level) on the contact force model parameters. 

Nevertheless, regression equations without the impact time as independent variable were 

also constructed because this variable is not known a priori (only after the impact) and as a 

consequence the regression equations including the impact time can not be used in DEM.    

In Table 3-4 the statistically significant models with all the independent variables are 

presented (side of apple, effective radius of curvature, impact velocity and impact time). 

Figures 3-12 and 3-13 give the predicted value-experimental value plot of the model 

including the impact time for respectively the damping and spring parameter. In Table 3-5 

the statistically significant models are described by elimination of the impact time as 

independent variable. Figures 3-14 and 3-15 show the predicted value-experimental value 

plot for the reduced model for respectively the damping and spring parameter. In Figures 3-

16 and 3-17 the statistical relationship between the contact parameters and the impact 

velocity and effective radius of curvature is shown graphically.  

Table 3-4. Apple: Treatment regression equations of the models with impact time included 

    R2 

 
Rc = -10410 + 9279 v + 303000 r + 1291794 t - 134000 v r - 787568 v t - 32419000 r t    × × ×  

Gc  = -10738 + 9799 v + 303000 r + 1291794 t - 134000 v r - 787568 v t - 32419000 r t    × × ×  
  0.57 

/   3258994  5282475v  25762000  -  287734236  -  81786000 v  -  542201717 v  R Gk r t r t= + + × ×
 

  0.89 

c: damping parameter [kg m-1/2 s-1]; k: spring parameter [N/m3/2]; subscript R: red side of apple; subscript G: 

green side of apple;  v: impact velocity [m/s]; r: effective radius of curvature [m]; t: impact time [s] 
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Figure 3-12. Apple: Model with impact time included (Table 3-4): predicted value – experimental value 
plot of the damping parameter c [kg m-1/2 s-1] 
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Figure 3-13. Apple: Model with impact time included (Table 3-4): predicted value – experimental value 
plot of the spring parameter k [N/m3/2] 
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Table 3-5. Apple: Treatment regression equations of the models without impact time 

     R2 

 - 612 1872 v  54000  -  76000 v   Rc r r= + + ×  
 8  2187 v  27000  -  76000 vGc r r= + + ×  

 
0.48 

  865408 -  432426 v  23444000 Rk r= +  
 725855 -  432426 v  23444000 Gk r= +  

0.31 

c: damping parameter [kg m-1/2 s-1]; k: spring parameter [N/m3/2]; subscript R: red side of apple; subscript G: 

green side of apple;  v: impact velocity [m/s]; r: effective radius of curvature [m]; t: impact time [s] 
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Figure 3-14. Apple: Model without impact time (Table 3-5): predicted value – experimental value  plot of 
the damping parameter c [kg m-1/2 s-1] 
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Figure 3-15. Apple: Model without impact time (Table 3-5): predicted value – experimental value plot of 
the spring parameter k [N/m3/2] 

 
 

Figure 3-16. Apple: 3-D plot of the effect of the effective radius of curvature and impact velocity on the 
damping parameter c [kg m-1/2 s-1], produced from the regression equations of Table 3-5. Upper plane 
(black) is for the red side of the Jonagold apple. Lower plane (grey) is for the green side of the ‘Jonagold’ 
apple. 
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Figure 3-17. Apple:  3-D plot of effect radius of effective radius of curvature and impact velocity on the 
spring parameter k [N/m3/2], produced from the regression equations of Table 3-5. Upper plane (black) is 
for the red side of the Jonagold apple. Lower (grey) plane is for the green side of the ‘Jonagold’ apple. 

 
In Table 3-6 and 3-7 the extra sum of squares for the regression models without the impact 

time are given for the spring parameter k and damping parameter c respectively. 

 
Table 3-6. Type I Extra sum of squares for spring parameter k  
 
Type I Extra sum of squares Absolute number 2 2 1 1 1( , ) / ( ) *100SSR X X X X SSE X� × �� �  

( , )SSR r r side side×  122.08*10  18.4 
( , v v)SSR r r ×  121.37*10  13.0 

(v, v )SSR side side×  121.43*10  12.6 
(v, v )SSR r r×  119.40*10  9.3 

( , )SSR side side r r×  118.46*10  7.2 
( , v v)SSR side side×  116.28*10  6.0 

The third column indicates the coefficient of partial determination multiplied by 100. It indicates with how 
many percent the error sum of squares when only 1X  is in the model is further reduced when 2 2 1,X X X× are 
added to the model 
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Table 3-7. Type I Extra sum of squares for damping parameter c  
 
Type I Extra sum of squares Absolute number 2 2 1 1 1( , ) / ( ) *100SSR X X X X SSE X� × �� �  

( , )SSR side side r r×  62.10*10  19.3 
( , v v)SSR side side×  61.83*10  18.1 

(v, v )SSR r r×  61.92*10  17.7 
(v, v )SSR side side×  61.66*10  16.7 
( , )SSR r r side side×  61.19*10  12.0 

( , v v)SSR r r ×  58.24*10  8.1 
The third column indicates the coefficient of partial determination multiplied by 100. It indicates with how 
many percent the error sum of squares when only 1X  is in the model is further reduced when 2 2 1,X X X× are 
added to the model 
 

From the results can be seen that eliminating the impact time decreases the statistical 

prediction of the contact parameters considerably. The impact time was eliminated because it 

is not known a priori and as a consequence cannot be used in DEM. The reason for the much 

better fit when the impact time is included, is the mathematical relationship between the 

impact time and the material parameters (A and E). For the Kuwabara and Kono contact 

force model for viscoelastic spheres this relationship is given by (Schwager and Pöschel, 

1998): 
2/5 2 /5 4 /52

1/5 1/5 2 /5
0 1 2

3 3
v v v ...

2 2i i i i
eff eff eff

t D D A D A
m m m
ρ ρ ρ

−

−
� 	� 	 � 	 � 	� 	
 �= + + +
 � 
 � 
 �
 �
 � 
 � 
 �
 �� �  �  � � 

(3.13) 

with effm the effective mass [kg] 

        vi the impact velocity [m/s] 

        A  the dissipative parameter [s] 
 

ρ can be calculated as *
2

2
3(1 )

E
Rρ

ν
=

−
 

 

The mathematical relationship between the material parameters and the contact parameters 

has been discussed before (see Chapter 2, section 2.3.3). By interpreting equation (3.13) it 

can be seen that higher elasticity leads to shorter impact time and higher viscosity leads to 

longer impact time. By correlation analysis in SAS it could also be shown statistically: 

,( )k tr = -0.64 and ,( )c tr = 0.20. 

From the regression equations (Table 3-5 and Figures 3-16 and 3-17) can also be seen that 

higher effective radius of curvature leads to higher contact force parameters. This is in 

accordance with the Kuwabara and Kono contact force model (equation (2.17)). The only 
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exception was for high impact velocities, where on opposite effect of the effective radius of 

curvature on the damping parameter c was identified. The negative effect of the impact 

velocity on both the spring parameter k and the damping parameter c of the Kuwabara and 

Kono contact force model is remarkable (see Table 3-4 and 3-5). This has not been described 

in literature before.  

The negative effect of the impact velocity on the damping parameter c could be expected. As 

described before, the damping is correlated with the (mathematical) dissipative parameter A, 

which in turn is correlated with the material bulk and shear viscosity 1/ 2η . As will be 

described in chapter 4, the shear viscosity of most materials (like apples) is negatively 

correlated with the shear rate 24 . Also equation (2.16) describing the relation between 

damping, stiffness and impact velocity of the Lankarani and Nikravesh model 25  (2.13) 

predicts a lower damping parameter with increasing impact velocity. As can be seen in 

Figure 3-16 the effect of the impact velocity on the damping parameter is very strong for 

high effective radius of curvature. The negative effect of the impact velocity on the spring 

parameter k was not expected. In preliminary experiments with another batch of Jonagold 

apples the dependency of the spring parameter on the impact velocity could not be 

indicated26 . Also, by applying the Kelvin-Voigt model on the experimental data27 , the 

opposite was found:  an increase in the spring parameter k by increasing the impact velocity 

(data not shown). The latter result confirms the research of Lichtensteiger et al. (1988a) who 

evaluated the dependency of the coefficients of the Kelvin-Voigt model with the impact 

velocity for viscoelastic spheres. 

It was also found that the spring parameter k and the damping parameter c are not the same 

for the red or green side of the “Jonagold” apple: the damping parameter and spring 

parameter were higher for the red side of the “Jonagold” apple.  

 

From the extra sum of squares analysis presented in Table 3-6 and 3-7 can be concluded that 

most of the variance of the spring parameter k is explained by the effective radius of 

curvature r  at the location of impact, followed by the impact velocity v  and the side of the 

apple (red or green side). However most variance of the damping parameter is explained by 

the side of the apple, closely followed by the impact velocity v . The effective radius of 

curvature at the location of impact r has the least effect on the damping parameter c . 

                                                 
24 At average the shear rate of the deformation of an impact with higher impact velocity can also be considered 
to be higher. 
25 A nonlinear contact force model close to the Kuwabara and Kono contact force model 
26 The data is not shown due to inaccurate measurement of the radius of curvature at the location of impact 
27 As explained before, the Kelvin-Voigt model is inadequate to predict the impact behaviour; this can be seen 
from the inaccurate fit of the real impact data (not shown). 
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A sensitivity analysis of the regression equations in Table 3-5 was performed in EXCEL to 

obtain a more detailed picture of the effects of the independent variables on the response 

variables.  

From this analysis can be concluded that the effect of the impact velocity (-) and the 

effective radius of curvature (+) on the spring parameter is comparable: ≅ 20 % change in 

spring parameter between the highest and lowest value of impact velocity and effective 

radius of curvature in the experiment.  Because of the interaction term in the regression 

equations for the damping parameter, the interpretation is more complex. A 50 % reduction 

in the damping parameter was noted between the lowest (0.2 m/s) and highest value of the 

impact velocity (0.9 m/s) for low effective radius of curvature (0.035 m). For high effective 

radius of curvature (0.045 m) even a reduction of 90 % was identified for the damping 

parameter between the lowest (0.2 m/s) and highest (0.9 m/s) value of the impact velocity in 

the experiment. The effect of the effective radius of curvature for low impact velocity (0.2 

m/s) is modest: a 20 % increase in damping parameter between low effective radius of 

curvature (0.035 m) and high effective radius of curvature (0.045 m). For high impact 

velocity the opposite effect of the effective radius of curvature on the damping parameter, 

not according to the Kuwabara and Kono model, was noted. No explanation for this result 

could be found.   

 

3.5.2.2.b Material parameters 

 

The material parameters were calculated from the contact parameters using equations (2.41) 

and (2.52). In Table 3-8 the statistically significant models with all independent variables are 

depicted (side of apple, impact velocity and impact time). Figures 3-18 and 3-19 give the 

predicted value-experimental value plot of the model including the impact time for 

respectively the equivalent elastic modulus E*  (E.(1-ν2)) and the dissipative parameter A for 

the impact apple-metal (could be noted *A , equivalent dissipative parameter, but this is not a 

generally accepted terminology).  

In Table 3-9 the statistically significant models are given by elimination of the impact time 

as independent variable. Figures 3-20 and 3-21 show the predicted value-experimental value 

plot for the reduced model for respectively the equivalent elastic modulus and the dissipative 

parameter.  
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Table 3-8.  Apple: Treatment regression equations of the models with the impact time included 

     R2 

*
/ 14631167 7033963v 960852947 1568559609vR GE t t= + − − ×     0.73 

0,004198 0.0100944v 0.9366971 1.399362675vRA t t= − + + − ×  
0.00449972 0.011061866v 0.9366971 1.399362675vGA t t= − + + − ×  

 
0.31 

 *E : Equivalent elastic modulus [Pa]; A: Dissipative parameter for impact apple-metal [s]; subscript R: red side 
of apple; subscript G: green side of apple; v: impact velocity [m/s]; t: impact time [s] 
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Figure 3-18. Apple: Model with impact time included: predicted value – experimental value plot of the 

equivalent elastic modulus *E [Pa]  
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Figure 3-19. Apple: Model with impact time included: predicted value – experimental value plot of the 
dissipative parameter A [s] 
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Table 3-9. Apple: Treatment regression equations of the models without the impact time 

       R2 

* 6790286 1823034vRE = −  
* 6242440 1823034vGE = −  

         
0.20 

 0.00303 0.00102vRA = −  
0.00266 0.00102vGA = −  

 
0.13 

 *E : Equivalent elastic modulus [Pa]; A: Dissipative parameter for impact apple-metal [s]; subscript R: red side 

of apple; subscript G: green side of apple; v: impact velocity [m/s] 
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Figure 3-20. Apple: Model without impact time: predicted value – experimental value plot of the 

equivalent elastic modulus *E  [Pa] 
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Figure 3-21. Apple: Model without the impact time: predicted value – experimental value plot of the 
dissipative parameter A [s] 

 

Better statistical relationships could be obtained with the impact time included in the 

statistical model. The explanation of the correlation of the impact time with the material 

parameters has been discussed in the previous section (section 3.5.2.2.a).  

The low coefficient of determination of the statistical models without the impact time 

indicate that impact velocity and side of impact (red/green side of apple) as only independent 

variables are insufficient to predict the elastic modulus and dissipative parameter of the 

apples. In other words other independent variables that were not included in the model (for 

example the fact the apple was positioned on the tree toward the sun side or not) explain 

more the variation of the elastic modulus and the dissipative parameter of the apples than the 

impact velocity (or deformation rate) and the side of impact. 

However, especially the dissipative parameter has a low coefficient of determination. 

Therefore also second reason can be mentioned. To calculate the dissipative parameter in the 

case of impact tomato-metal plate it was indicated in Chapter 2 (equation 2.53) that the 

relationship 4 /fruitA c k=  applies. Dividing the damping parameter by the spring parameter 

increases the variability of the dissipative parameter compared the variability of the 

damping- and spring parameter separately.  
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The negative relationship between the impact velocity and the dissipative parameter was 

expected and is explained in the previous section (section 3.5.2.2.a).  

The elastic modulus of the apples, calculated from the equivalent elastic modulus by 

multiplying with 21 ν−  , with Poisson’s ratio ν for Jonagold apples 0.35 (Golacki and 

Stropek, 2001), was 5.09 ± 0.83 MPa. The order of magnitude of the elastic modulus 

calculated from the pendulum experiment is comparable with the elastic modulus determined 

by quasi-static compression tests. Lammertyn et al. (1998) measured an elastic modulus of 

3.63 ± 0.41 MPa for Jonagold apples, own research (Chapter 4) indicated an elastic modulus 

of 3.02 ± 0.44 MPa for Jonagold apples (not the same apples were used as for the pendulum 

experiment).  

 

As for the spring parameter in the previous section, a negative relationship between the 

(equivalent) elastic modulus and the impact velocity was found. This is in contradiction with 

preliminary research where a statistical relationship between impact velocity and elastic 

modulus could not be identified (data not shown). These results were compared with the data 

about strain rate dependency of the elastic modulus of apples found in literature. However, a 

direct comparison with the elastic modulus from compression tests (Instron testing machine) 

is difficult. Firstly, the strain rate during impact is not constant (like it is in compression tests) 

and secondly due to the curvelinear shape of force-deformation and stress-stain curve the 

modulus of elasticity is dependent on the deformation. In contrast to the compression tests 

the elastic modulus calculated from the nonlinear parameter estimation method described 

above is not measured at a certain deformation (or strain) but must be seen as ‘an average 

elastic modulus’ during impact. Besides, with increasing impact velocities both the 

maximum deformation and the average deformation rate (strain rate) increase. The effect of 

deformation and deformation rate on the elastic modulus is mixed. 

 

The literature about the effect of strain rate on the elastic modulus by compression of apples 

is limited. Bajema et al. (1999) found there exists no relationship between the strain rate and 

the apparent elastic modulus (secant elastic modulus at point of failure) for red Delicious 

apples. In some cases they found an increase of the elastic modulus in other cases a decrease 

in elastic modulus with strain rate. Maybe this result can be explained by the research results 

of Pitt and Chen (1983). These authors found that the effect of the strain rate on the stress-

strain curve is dependent on the tissue turgor.  

A higher elastic modulus and dissipative parameter was found for the red side of the 

Jonagold apple compared to the green side. 
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3.5.3 Tomatoes 
 

3.5.3.1 Materials and methods 

 

Fifty meat tomatoes were utilized to determine the contact parameters of the normal contact 

force model. From each tomato a distinct partition and compartment was identified and 

impacted by the flat plate of the pendulum device.  Eight velocity levels were applied: 0.2; 

0.3; 0.4; 0.5; 0.6; 0.7; 0.8 and 1 m/s. For the velocity level 0.2-0.6 m/s. 25 tomatoes were 

repeatedly impacted with a flat plate ( R = ∞ ) at one compartment and one partition, for each 

impact increasing the impact velocity (starting at 0.2 m/s, subsequently 0.3; 0.4; 0.5. 0.6 m/s). 

As a consequence for each impact velocity 25 impacts were obtained both for compartment 

and partition. Additionally for each impact level in the range 0.5-1 m/s the compartment and 

partition of five tomatoes was single impacted. As a consequence, velocity levels 0.5 m/s 

and 0.6 m/s were both measured on multi impacted tomatoes (at one spot the velocity 

increases from 0.2 m/s  to 0.5 (0.6) m/s) and single impacted tomatoes. This was done to 

investigate the influence of already impacted tissue – and the unknown onset of plastic 

deformation – on the contact parameters.  

In contrast to the apple experiment intact tomatoes, enclosed by plasticine, were impacted. 

Hard fruit, like apples are cut in two when mounted on the pendulum to limit the 

deformation of the impacted fruit on the location of impact. It has been shown that by 

dividing the tomato in two the rigidity of the tomato is lost, leading to altered impact 

behaviour. It can be assumed that enclosing the tomato by the plasticine gives rise to more 

realistic contact force model parameters than the use of tomato halves. 

The local radius of curvature of each partition and compartment was measured by a radius of 

curvature meter (details about the radius of curvature meter are presented in Chapter 5).  

Because the tomato is not a perfect sphere, the harmonic average was calculated of the 

circumferential radius of curvature and the meridian radius of curvature (see section 3.5.2.1). 

For each impact the parameters were determined by performing a nonlinear least squares 

estimation minimizing the error between the experimental measured quantities (contact force 

and displacement) and the predictions by the Kuwabara and Kono model.  

The data were processed with the statistical software package SAS (SAS version 8.2, The 

SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, U.S.A.). 1-factorial covariance analysis with three concomitant 

variables was performed (proc GLM). The discrete variable side of tomato has two levels: 

compartment and partition. The concomitant variables (continuous variables in covariance 

model) are duration of impact t , effective radius of curvature r and impact velocity v . 
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A backward stepwise (step-down) procedure was used to select the relevant independent 

variables and their interactions. The significance level for staying in the model was set at 

0.05.  Sensitivity analysis of the regression equations was performed in EXCEL. 

 

3.5.3.2 Results and discussion 

 

No significant difference (95 % level) in contact parameters could be identified for multi and 

single impact tomatoes for the 0.5 and 0.6 m/s impact level. As a consequence, the data was 

pooled.  

 

3.5.3.2.a. Contact parameters 

 

In Table 3-10 the statistical significant models with all the independent variables are 

described (side of tomato, effective radius of curvature, impact velocity and impact time). 

Figures 3-22 and 3-23 show the predicted value-experimental value plot of the model 

including the impact time for respectively the damping and spring parameter In Table 3-11 

the statistical significant models are given by elimination of the impact time as independent 

variable. Figures 3-24 and 3-25 indicate the predicted value-experimental value plot for the 

reduced model for respectively the damping and spring parameter. In Figures 3-26 and 3-27 

the statistical relationship between the contact parameters and the impact velocity and 

effective radius of curvature is shown graphically.  

Table 3-10. Tomato: Treatment regression equations of the models including impact time 

   R2 

2617 2258v 107779 112511vPc t t= − − + ×  

2577 2258v 107779 112511vCc t t= − − + ×  

 
0.74 

677366 417215v 299662 34773750 22962260vPk r t t= − + − + ×  

633157 417215v 299662 31456877 22962260vCk r t t= − + − + ×  

 
0.91 

c: damping parameter [kg m-1/2 s-1]; k: spring parameter [N/m3/2]; subscript P: tomato partition; subscript C: 

tomato compartment;  v: impact velocity [m/s]; r: effective radius of curvature [m]; t: impact time [s] 
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Figure 3-22. Tomato: Model with impact time included (Table 3-10): predicted value – experimental 
value plot of the damping parameter c [kg m-1/2 s-1]   
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Figure 3-23. Tomato: Model with impact time included (Table 3-10): predicted value – experimental 
value plot of the spring parameter k [N/m3/2] 
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Table 3-11.  Tomato: Treatment regression equations of the models without the impact time 

    R2 

767 549v 8949Pc r= − +  
948 549v 1033Cc r= − −  

 
0.55 

 100292 115017v 3294360pk r= − +  
142422 115017v 655983Ck r= − +  

 
0.42 

c: damping parameter [kg m-1/2 s-1]; k: spring parameter [N/m3/2]; subscript P: tomato partition; subscript C: 

tomato compartment;  v: impact velocity [m/s]; r: effective radius of curvature [m] 
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Figure 3-24. Tomato: Model without impact time (Table 3-11): predicted value – experimental value plot 
of the damping parameter c [kg m-1/2 s-1]  
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Figure 3-25. Tomato: Model without impact time (Table 3-11): predicted value – experimental value plot 
of the spring parameter k [N/m3/2] 

 

Figure 3-26. Tomato: 3-D plot of the effect of the effective radius of curvature and impact velocity on the 
damping parameter c [kg m-1/2 s-1], produced from the regression equations of Table 3-11. Upper plan 
(black) indicates tomato partition. Lower plane (grey) indicates tomato compartment. 
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Figure 3-27. Tomato: 3-D plot of the effect of the effective radius of curvature and impact velocity on the 
spring parameter k [N/m3/2], produced from the regression equations of Table 3-11. Upper plane (black) 
indicates tomato partition. Lower plane (grey) indicates tomato compartment. 

 
In Table 3-12 and 3-13 the extra sum of squares for the regression models without the impact 

time are given for the spring parameter k and damping parameter c respectively. 

 
Table 3-12.  Type I Extra sum of squares for spring parameter k  
 

Type I Extra sum of squares Absolute number 2 2 1 1 1( , ) / ( ) *100SSR X X X X SSE X� × �� �  

(v, v )SSR side side×  111.45*10  31.1 
(v, v )SSR r r×  111.43*10  30.3 

( , )SSR side side r r×  103.87*10  8.2 
( , v v)SSR side side×  98.13*10  2.5 
( , )SSR r r side side×  103.29*10  7.1 

( , v v)SSR r r ×  88.82*10  0.3 
The third column indicates the coefficient of partial determination multiplied by 100. It indicates with how 
many percent the error sum of squares when only 1X  is in the model is further reduced when 2 2 1,X X X× are 
added to the model 
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Table 3-13. Type I Extra sum of squares for spring parameter c  
 

Type I Extra sum of squares Absolute number 2 2 1 1 1( , ) / ( ) *100SSR X X X X SSE X� × �� �  

(v, v )SSR r r×  63.73*10  49.0 
(v, v )SSR side side×  63.66*10  47.9 
( , v v)SSR side side×  56.67*10  14.9 
( , )SSR side side r r×  56.20*10  8.0 

( , v v)SSR r r ×  54.25*10  9.5 
( , )SSR r r side side×  53.04*10  4.1 

The third column indicates the coefficient of partial determination multiplied by 100. It indicates with how 
many percent the error sum of squares when only 1X  is in the model is further reduced when 2 2 1,X X X× are 
added to the model 
 

Eliminating the impact time from the model decreases the statistical prediction of the contact 

parameters considerably. The same explanation can be given as for the apples (section 

3.5.2.2). 

From the regression equations (Table 3-10 and 3-11) can be seen that higher radii of 

curvature led to higher contact force model parameters as predicted by the Kuwabara and 

Kono contact force model. The only exception was for the damping parameter of the tomato 

compartment where a slight negative effect of the effective radius of curvature was identified. 

No explanation for this exception could be found. 

The negative effect of the impact velocity on spring parameter k and damping parameter c of 

the Kuwabara and Kono contact force model was also found in the case of tomatoes. The 

same comments can be made as for the apples (see section 3.5.2.2). 

It was identified that the damping and stiffness are higher for the partition compared to the 

compartment of the tomato.  

 

From the extra sum of squares analysis presented in Table 3-12 and 3-13 can be concluded 

that by far most of the variance of the spring parameter k and damping parameter c is 

explained by the impact velocity v . The effect of the side of impact (compartment or 

partition) and the effective radius of curvature r is much less.  

 

A sensitivity analysis of the regression equations in Table 3-11 was performed in EXCEL to 

obtain a more detailed analysis of the effect of the independent variables on the response 

variable. For the tomato partition the effect of the impact velocity (-) on the damping 

parameter is considerably higher than the effective radius of curvature (+): ≅45 % change in 

damping parameter between the highest and lowest value of impact velocity compared to  

≅25 % change in damping parameter between the highest and lowest effective radius of 
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curvature in the experiment.  For the tomato partition the effect of the impact velocity (-) on 

the spring parameter is also higher than the effective radius of curvature (+): ≅50 % change 

in damping parameter between the highest and lowest value of impact velocity and ≅40 % 

change in damping parameter between the highest and lowest effective radius of curvature in 

the experiment. 

For the tomato compartment a different picture was seen. A reduction of 45 % in the 

damping parameter was noted between the lowest (0.3 m/s) and highest value of the impact 

velocity (0.9 m/s). Also a reduction of 50 % was noted for the spring parameter between the 

lowest (0.3 m/s) and highest (0.9 m/s) value of the impact velocity in the experiment. On the 

other hand almost no effect of the effective radius of curvature was noted for the damping 

parameter and only a 13 % increase of the spring parameter was noted for the lowest (0.035 

m) and highest (0.055 m) value of the effective radius of curvature in the experiment. It can 

be concluded that the effect of the impact velocity on both damping and spring parameter for 

the tomato compartment is much stronger than the effect of the effective radius of curvature.  

 

3.5.3.2.b   Material parameters  

 

The material parameters were calculated from contact parameters applying equations (2.41) 

and (2.52). 

In Table 3-14 the statistically significant models with all the independent variables are given 

(side of tomato, impact velocity and impact time). Figures 3-28 and 3-29 depict the predicted 

value-experimental value plot of the model including the impact time for respectively the 

equivalent elastic modulus E* (E.(1-ν2)) and the dissipative parameter A. In Table 3-15 the 

statistically significant models are presented by elimination of the impact time as 

independent variable. Figures 3-30 and 3-31 give the predicted value-experimental value plot 

for the reduced model for respectively the equivalent elastic modulus and the dissipative 

parameter. 

Table 3-14.  Tomato: Treatment regression equations of the models including the impact time 

    R2 

2972109 1662007v 147221863 89933301vPE t t= − − + ×  
2279080 1662007v 109777078 89933301vCE t t= − − + ×  

 
  0.91 

 0.01285 0.03458v 0.82284 2.07385vPA t t= − + + ×  
0.00884 0.03458v 0.82284 2.07385vCA t t= − + + ×  0.36 

*E : Equivalent elastic modulus [Pa]; A: Dissipative parameter for impact apple-metal [s]; subscript P: tomato 

partition; subscript C: tomato compartment; v: impact velocity [m/s]; t impact time [s] 
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Figure 3-28. Tomato: Model with impact time included (Table 3-14): predicted value – experimental 

value plot of the equivalent elastic modulus *E  [Pa] 
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Figure 3-29. Tomato: Model with impact time included (Table 3-14): predicted value – experimental 
value plot of the dissipative parameter A [s] 
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Table 3-15.  Treatment regression equations of the models without the impact time 

 R2 

* 893576 609713vPE = −  
* 564008 331094vCE = −  

  0.55 

0.01966 0.0089vPA = −  
0.01754 0.0089vCA = −  

   0.12 

*E : Equivalent elastic modulus [Pa]; A: Dissipative parameter for impact apple-metal [s]; subscript P: tomato 

partition; subscript C: tomato compartment; v: impact velocity [m/s]; t: impact time [s] 
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Figure 3-30. Tomato: Model without impact time (Table 3-15): predicted value – experimental value plot 

of the equivalent elastic modulus  *E  [Pa] 
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Figure 3-31. Tomato: Model without the impact time (Table 3-15): predicted value – experimental value 
plot of the dissipative parameter A [s] 

 

Better statistical relationships could be obtained with the impact time included in the 

statistical model. The explanation of the correlation of the impact time with the material 

parameters has been given in the previous section (section 3.5.2.2) for the Jonagold apples.  

 

The low coefficient of determination of the statistical models without the impact time 

indicate that impact velocity and side of impact (partition/compartment of tomato) as only 

independent variables are insufficient to predict the elastic modulus and dissipative 

parameter of the tomatoes. In other words other independent variables that were not included 

in the model (for example the ripeness of the tomato) explain more the variation of the 

elastic modulus and the dissipative parameter of the tomatoes than the impact velocity (or 

deformation rate) and the side of impact. 

However, especially the dissipative parameter has a low coefficient of determination. 

Therefore also second reason can be mentioned. To calculate the dissipative parameter in the 

case of impact tomato-metal plate it was indicated in Chapter 2 (equation 2.53) that the 

relationship 4 /fruitA c k=  applies. Dividing the damping parameter by the spring parameter 

increases the variability of the dissipative parameter compared the variability of the 

damping- and spring parameter separately.  
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The negative relationship between the impact velocity and the dissipative parameter was 

expected. This was discussed in section 3.5.2.2 for the apples. The dissipative parameter A  

for the tomatoes is ≅ 7 times higher than the dissipative parameter for the apples.  

 

The elastic modulus of the tomatoes, calculated from the equivalent elastic modulus by 

multiplying with 21 ν−  , with Poisson’s ratio ν  for red tomatoes 0.32 (Kopec, 1979), was 

0.43 ± 0.16 MPa. The order of magnitude of the elastic modulus calculated from the 

pendulum experiment is comparable with the elastic modulus determined by quasi-static 

compression tests. Duprat et al. (1997) measured an elastic modulus between 0.2 and 1 MPa 

for tomatoes of different ripeness (lowest values for red tomatoes like in experiment). Van 

linden (unpublished) indicated an average elastic modulus of 0.322 ± 0.090 MPa for orange-

red tomatoes.  

 

As for the spring parameter in the previous section, a negative relationship between the 

(equivalent) elastic modulus and the impact velocity was identified. The dependency of the 

calculated elastic modulus of the tomatoes on the impact velocity was much more 

pronounced than for the apples. It is important to realize that with increasing impact velocity 

both the maximum deformation of the tissue and the average deformation rate increase. Most 

likely the strong heterogeneity of the tomato tissue is responsible for the high dependency of 

the elastic modulus on the impact velocity. For low impacts the effect of the locular gel on 

the impact characteristics (contact force, displacement and displacement rate) is less 

pronounced than for high impacts. 

 

A higher elastic modulus and dissipative parameter was found for the tomato partition 

compared to the tomato compartment. 
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3.6 Conclusions 
 

In this chapter an experimental technique was developed to derive the parameters (damping 

and stiffness) of the Kuwabara and Kono model for viscoelastic spheres (fruits). The 

technique is a nonlinear least squares data fitting technique, determining the parameters by 

minimizing the error between the experimental impact quantities (contact force, 

displacement and displacement rate) and those determined by solving the Kuwabara and 

Kono equation of motion. 

To determine these experimental impact quantities (contact force, displacement and 

displacement rate) a pendulum was constructed. The pendulum design of Baheri (1997) was 

taken as a departure point. The main improvements were achieved by application of a high 

resolution and high accuracy incremental digital encoder (‘angle sensor’). The encoder 

enabled high resolution measurements of the displacement of the pendulum rod during 

impact. It was indicated that direct measurement of the displacement by means of the 

encoder gave more accurate results than double integration of the accelerometer signal. By 

means of differentiation of the displacement signal, i.e. the velocity (displacement rate) of 

the pendulum rod before, during and after impact was determined. The measurement of the 

velocity of the pendulum rod before and after impact enabled the calculation of the kinetic 

energy of the pendulum rod to determine respectively the impact and the elastic energy. The 

calculation of the impact and elastic energy from the kinetic energy of the pendulum rod can 

be considered as more accurate than the use of the potential energy because the errors 

introduced by friction and vibration of the pendulum rod are totally eliminated. All impact 

quantities (displacement, displacement rate and contact force during impact; impact- and 

elastic energy; coefficient of restitution, etc.) were logged to the computer for further 

analysis.  

The agreement between the calculation of the work performed by the pendulum rod, derived 

by integration of the force-deformation curve, and the impact- and elastic energy of the 

pendulum rod demonstrated the accuracy exerted by the pendulum rod for experimental use. 

 

The nonlinear least squares data fitting technique using the pendulum device was validated 

by comparing the parameters of the Kuwabara and Kono contact force model of a rubber ball 

obtained by impact with the parameters obtained by quasi-static compression. Statistical 

analysis of the spring and damping parameter of apples and tomatoes demonstrated a 

dependency on the effective radius of curvature at the location of impact, the impact velocity 

and the location of impact (red or green side of the Jonagold apple and compartment or 

partition of the tomato). The dependency of the spring and damping parameter on the 
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effective radius of curvature follows the theoretical relations described by Kuwabara and 

Kono (1987). The dependency of the parameters of the Kuwabara and Kono model on the 

impact velocity, not described in literature before, was discussed. Much better statistical 

models were achieved if besides the effective radius of curvature at the impact location, the 

impact velocity and the place of impact (red/green side of Jonagold apple or 

compartment/partition of tomato) also the impact duration was included in the model. 

However, these statistical models cannot be used in DEM simulations because the impact 

duration is not known before impact. The theoretical link with the impact time and the 

contact parameters was indicated. The spring and damping contact parameters were 

transformed into respectively the (equivalent) elastic modulus and the theoretical dissipative 

parameter of the Kuwabara and Kono model. The calculated elastic moduli of apples and  

tomatoes were in agreement with the literature. 
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Chapter 4 

 Determination of the tangential contact 
force model parameters for viscoelastic 

materials (apples) using a rheometer 
 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 
 
A rheometer device was considered to be very promising for determining the tangential 

contact force model parameters and for its validation. Current rheometers are extremely 

accurate instruments mostly used to determine the viscoelastic properties of fluids and semi 

solids by putting the sample material in contact with an object with a well-characterized 

geometry and monitoring the samples’ response to torsion. For fruit, or viscoelastic bodies in 

general, the response to torsion is a contact force moment acting in the contact plane. As 

such, it bears a close relationship to tangential contact forces. An additional advantage is that 

it is possible to control the normal contact force and the contact area of the objects. 

Rheology is the study of the manner in which materials respond to applied stress or strain. 

With regard to fruit, the rheometer is extensively used to determine the viscoelastic 

characteristics of juices, but is used to a lesser extent for solid tissue. A rheometer has been 

used to determine the viscoelastic properties of tomato pericarp (Jackman and Stanley, 1995), 

and apple flesh (Martinéz et al., 2002). As far as known, until the present work, application 

of a rheometer for the determination of the parameters of a tangential contact force model 

has not been used. 
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This chapter proceeds as follows. In the material and methods section (section 4.2) the 

working principles of the rheometer were described (section 4.2.1). The following sections 

(section 4.2.2. and section 4.2.3) the description of the experimental procedure is presented 

to measure the shear modulus, viscosity and dynamic friction coefficient of apple-apple 

contact with the rheometer device, needed for the viscoelastic extension of 

Lubkin/Mindlin/Deresiewicz model for torsional contact of spheres equation (2.56)).  The 

material and methods section ends with the description of an experimental procedure for the 

validation of the above mentioned model (section 4.2.4). In the results and discussion section 

(section 4.3), first the results of the measurement of the shear modulus, viscosity and 

dynamic friction coefficient of apple-apple contact are discussed (section 4.3.1 and section 

4.3.2) and subsequently the results are presented of quasi-static (section 4.3.3.1) and 

dynamic experiments (section 4.3.3.2) for respectively the validation of the 

Lubkin/Mindlin/Deresiewicz model and its viscoelastic extension (equation (2.57)).  

 
4.2 Materials and methods 
 

4.2.1 Description of the rheometer device 
 

The rheometer TA instruments AR-1000N is a controlled stress type rheometer. A rotational 

stress is applied and the angular displacement is measured. The rheometer contains an 

electronically-controlled induction motor with an air bearing support for all the rotating parts. 

The drive motor is equipped with a hollow spindle, with a detachable draw rod inserted 

through it. The draw rod has a screw-threaded section at the bottom, which allows the 

geometry to be securely attached. The torque range is between 0.1 µNm and 100 mNm. The 

measurement of the angular displacement is done by an optical encoder with a resolution of 

0.62 µrad. The normal force range of the transducer is between 0.001 N and 49 N with a 

resolution of 0.01 N.   

 

4.2.2 Determination of shear modulus G, viscosityηηηη, apparent elastic 
modulus E 

 

In order to measure the (apparent) shear modulus G, a torsion test can be used. Although the 

use of a rheometer to measure the shear modulus is rare, the measurement of the G modulus 

by torsion is not. For example, the G modulus of potatoes has been determined by twisting a 

whole potato (Van Lancker et al., 1975). Because of the inhomogeneity of most materials, 
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determining the G modulus by twisting the whole material and locally twisting of the 

material, as with a rheometer, are not identical.   

The G modulus was measured by applying a sinusoidal torsional torque instead of a 

gradually increasing torque because, besides the G modulus, also the dynamic viscosity ( 'η ) 

was determined. A sinusoidal torque (stress) was applied on the apple tissue, while the strain 

was measured. If the applied sinusoidal stress is within the linear viscoelastic region, a 

sinusoidal strain will result, phase-shifted by an angle δ. This stress-strain relation can be 

represented as having a component in phase with stress ( 'G ) and a component 90° out of 

phase with stress (G′′ ). The complex modulus G* is defined as the ratio of the stress and 

strain amplitude. The storage modulus 'G (representing elasticity) is defined is as 

 
*' cosG G δ=  (4.1) 

 

The loss modulus ''G (representing viscosity) is defined as 

 
*'' sinG G δ=  (4.2) 

 

The dynamic viscosity is determined as: 

 

''
'

Gη
ω

=  (4.3) 

 

Because the oscillation program of the rheometer software makes use of stress and strain 

data, the dimensions of the sample have to be well defined. The parallel plate geometry was 

used for the experiments. A nearly cylindrical sample, diameter 1 cm, height 1 cm, and skin 

on one side, was put between the parallel plates. The diameter of the upper parallel plate (1 

cm) was small enough to ensure full contact with the curved surface (skin) of the cylindrical 

apple sample.    

The frequency of the sinusoidal oscillation was increased in time using the frequency sweep 

program of the rheometer software. The shear stress amplitude was kept constant at 200 Pa. 

This stress amplitude remained within the linear viscoelastic region of the apple and was low 

enough to avoid slipping of the upper parallel plate on the cylindrical sample. Although it 

was believed that the effect of slipping was negligible at the applied torque amplitude, 

torsion clamps (to clamp the cylindrical sample) will be utilized in future experiments.  The 
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samples were compressed with a normal force of 5 N. By selecting this normal force, enough 

pressure is applied on the sample to avoid slipping and sample damage.   

The apparent elastic modulus was measured by quasi-static compression using a universal 

testing machine (UTS testsystheme GmbH, Ulm, Germany) with the parallel plates 

configuration, using halves of an apple. The E modulus was calculated from the force-

deformation curve by applying Hertz contact theory (ASAE standards, 1999, standards for 

engineering practices and data adopted by the American Society of Agricultural Engineers 

for compression test of food materials of convex shape). 

 

4.2.3 Determination of the dynamic friction coefficient µµµµ 
 

The rheometer device was also utilized to measure the dynamic friction coefficient.  

Although it is not a classical instrument to measure the friction coefficient, the application of 

a rheometer has some advantages compared to more classical methods. Thanks to the 

rotational instead of translational motion, like it is the case with more classic devices to 

measure friction coefficients, it becomes very simple to measure friction coefficients 

between curved materials like apples. Another advantage is that during rotation the normal 

force and the contact surface can be controlled accurately.   

An additional difference with more classical devices like the inclined plane, rotating disk or 

wagon method (Mohsenin, 1986) is that the calculation of the friction coefficient is not 

based on Coulomb’s law of friction. Sherwood (Mohsenin, 1986), indicated that some basic 

assumptions of Coulomb’s law do not apply. Due to irregularities at the contact surface, the 

friction coefficient is dependent on the contact surface. The equation (4.4) to calculate the 

friction coefficient in rotation incorporates the contact surface, and is based on the physical 

reality of stick-slip transition at the contact surface. A disadvantage of the rotational method 

is that only the dynamic friction coefficient, not the static friction coefficient, can be 

determined. The static friction coefficient can’t be determined because the pressure 

distribution is not equal over the whole contact surface. As a consequence, the static friction 

force is not equal either. During increase of the torque, the contact zone where the static 

friction force is exceeded moves from the edge to the center of the contact surface.  
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The dynamic friction coefficient can be derived from the following relation (Lubkin, 1951): 

3
16s d NM F a
π µ=     (4.4) 

with sM  represents the critical torque, i.e. the torque at which free sliding starts [N.m] 

        NF   the normal force [N] 

         dµ  the dynamic friction coefficient [-] 

          a   the contact radius [m] 
 
 
The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 4-1. The experiment consists of two halves of 

an apple put on each other. The bottom half of an apple was attached by a stand clamp, to 

prevent rotation of the lower half of an apple at high torques. The upper half of an apple was 

attached to the draw rod of the rheometer by another clamp. Before the test was conducted, 

the contact surface area between the two apple halves was measured using a tactile film with 

a spatial resolution of 1.6 mm2 (5051, see Figure 4-1). The tactile sensors indicated that the 

contact area could be approximated by a circular surface, at least if the apples were in 

contact by their equator as in the experiment (maximum and minimum radii of curvature are 

almost identical). The contact radius was calculated by using the formula 2S rπ= . The 

rotational test was performed at the same normal force at which the contact surface had been 

measured. The torque of the apple was gradually increased in time while the angular 

displacement and angular velocity were measured (continuous stress ramp program of the 

commercial rheometer software). At the critical torque a sudden increase in angular 

displacement and angular velocity (10 times increase) occurred.    

 

 

Figure 4-1. Detail of the measurement of the dynamic friction coefficient, with the rheometer. The 
membrane between the two apples is used to measure the contact area. 
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4.2.4 Validation experiments 
 

A quasi-static validation was carried out to validate the original Lubkin model (equation 

(2.56)) for the torsion of apples. A dynamic validation was carried out to evaluate the effect 

of the viscous term that was added to the Lubkin model by Dintwa et al. (2004ab). The 

validation experiments were performed with five ‘Jonagold’ apples. The shear modulus, and 

viscosity and dynamic friction coefficients, were specifically measured for the apples that 

were also used in the validation experiments. The validation experiment and determination 

of the friction coefficient experiment were carried out on the intact halves of the apple. In a 

following experiment, a cylindrical sample, cut from one half of the apple, was used to 

determine the shear modulus and viscosity. An identical setup and procedure was applied for 

the quasi-static validation. The torque was increased with time and the angular displacement, 

angular velocity and normal force were registered.   

For the dynamic validation, the same setup was used, but another type of test was performed. 

Due to constraints of the standard software of the rheometer, high angular velocities can only 

be reached in oscillation mode. The oscillation program was mandatory to validate the 

tangential contact force model dynamically. An oscillation at 5 Hz was performed with 

torque amplitude of 0.010 or 0.025 Nm. In contrast to the oscillation experiments to 

determine the shear modulus and viscosity, high torque amplitude was desirable because 

slipping of the upper apple was induced. Unlike the oscillation experiment to determine the 

shear modulus and viscosity, the rough data, the applied sinusoidal torque and the measured 

angular displacement, were recorded for further analysis. By plotting the torque and angular 

displacement data, measured at the same time interval, an angular displacement-torque curve 

could be obtained.  

A nonlinear least squares data fitting technique (routine lsqnonlin of the Matlab optimisation 

toolbox) using Levenberg-Marquardt method with quadcubic line-search was applied to 

investigate the influence of the parameters and variables of the tangential contact force 

model on the tangential force. From the experimentally measured angular deformation-

torque curve the stiffness tS  for each data point was calculated from the equation: 

( ( ) ( 1)) /( ( ) ( 1))t z zS M i M i i iβ β= − − − −     (4.5) 

 

The inverse of the theoretical compliance (2.56, 2.57) provides the theoretical stiffness. An 

error function between the measured and theoretical stiffness was minimized for all data 

points: 

expmin( ( ) ( ))t theoretical t erimentalS i S i−                  (4.6) 
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By integrating the theoretical stiffness curve, a theoretical angular displacement-torque curve 

could be plotted. The estimated parameters were the shear modulus G , the viscosity η  and 

the dynamic friction coefficient µ . The estimated variables were the normal force NF , the 

contact radius a and factor d .  As an initial guess, the measured parameters and variables 

were used. 

 

4.3 Results and discussion 
 

4.3.1 Shear modulus and viscosity   
 
By using the measurement method described in section 4.2.2., the shear modulus (G ) and 

viscosity (η ) of cylindrical apple samples were measured. 

The storage modulus 'G  was quasi-independent of the frequency (data not shown). Owing 

to this frequency independency the value of the storage modulus 'G is equal to the shear 

modulus G (Kelvin model; Barnes, 2000, p92). 

Since the measurement of the shear modulus by a rheometer device is not common, the 

results were compared with the apparent elastic modulus measured by quasi-static 

compression. For isotropic materials the following relationship exists between the shear 

modulus G and the elastic modulus E: 

2 (1 )E G ν= +  (4.7) 

with ν  the Poisson’s ratio [-] 

 

To determine the elastic modulus the radii of curvature and the Poisson’s ratio have to be 

known. The Poisson’s ratio of ‘Jonagold’ apples was taken from the literature. (0.35, 

Golacki and Stropek, 2001). Because the Poisson’s ratio varies from apple to apple and the 

relationship between the E and G modulus is valid only for isotropic materials (apples are 

anisotropic), the calculation of the G modulus from the E  modulus can only be regarded as 

an estimate. In Figure 4-2 the calculated G modulus is compared with the measured G  

modulus. The difference was on average, 10 %  ± 8 %. Taking into account the assumptions 

made for the calculation of the G  modulus, the difference between measured and calculated 

values is acceptable. 

The measured dynamic viscosity ( 'η ) of ‘Jonagold’ apples is represented in Figure 4-3 (1-10 

Hz). As can be seen, the dynamic viscosity of ‘Jonagold’ apples was strongly dependent on 

the frequency, with a decreasing dynamic viscosity when the frequency increased (shear-

thinning behaviour).  
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However, the viscosity to be used in the extended Lubkin model (2.57) is not the dynamic 

viscosity ( 'η ), but the steady shear viscosity (η ). The relationship between the dynamic 

viscosity and the steady shear viscosity (viscosity at a certain shear rate) is complex. Steady 

shear viscosity is measured by a viscometer or a rheometer in the flow procedure instead of 

the oscillation procedure. However, the measurement of the steady shear viscosity of apple 

tissue was not feasible with the flow procedure due to slipping at higher shear rates. For this 

reason the steady shear viscosity was calculated from the oscillation experiments by 

applying the extended Cox-Merz rule (Doraiswamy et al., 1991). These authors showed that 

the plot of the complex viscosity  d ( * /G ω ) versus the strain amplitude multiplied by the 

angular frequency ( 0γ ω ) is equivalent to the plot of the steady shear viscosity versus the 

shear rate. They claim that the extended Cox-Merz rule is valid for a wide range of materials.  

In Figure 4-4, the extended Cox-Merz rule was applied to the oscillation data of Figure 4-3.   
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Figure 4-2. Comparison of the G modulus of 7 apples measured with the rheometer and calculated from 
the E modulus that was measured with the compression machine  
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Figure 4-3. The frequency dependency (1-10 Hz) of the dynamic viscosity of ‘Jonagold’ apples 
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Figure 4-4. Steady shear viscosity as a function of the shear rate after applying the extended Cox-Merz 
rule on the oscillation data 
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4.3.2 Friction coefficient  
 

Because a rheometer is not commonly used to determine the dynamic friction coefficient, 

experiments were designed the make it possible to compare the results with those from the 

literature. Besides the dynamic friction coefficient of apple-apple contact, the dynamic 

friction coefficient between apple and aluminium was also determined. In total, the dynamic 

friction coefficient of 10 apple halves at two normal forces (20 and 40 N) was determined. 

Because there was no significant difference (95 % significance level)) between the friction 

coefficient measured at  20 or 40 N, as Coulomb’s law of coefficient of friction indicates, all 

the data were analyzed together to determine the friction coefficient of a ‘Jonagold’ apple in 

contact either with another apple or an aluminium plate.    

The dynamic friction coefficient for the apple-apple contact was 0.27 ± 0.08 and the 

dynamic friction coefficient between apple and aluminium was 0.27 ± 0.03. No data could 

be found in the literature for the friction coefficient for apple-apple contact, but the friction 

coefficient of aluminium-apple contact was in agreement with that of steel-apple contact 

found in the literature (0.32, the average of six apple varieties) (Mohsenin, 1986). 

 

4.3.3 Validation experiments 
 

4.3.3.1 Quasi-static validation (Validation of the Lubkin model) 

 

In Table 4-1 the measured parameters and variables are compared with the estimated ones.  

The parameter estimation procedure that has been used is explained in section 4.2.4. For two 

out of five validations the results are visualized in Figures 4-5 and 4-6. The experimental 

angular displacement-torque curve was plotted together with the non-optimized and 

optimized theoretical angular displacement-torque curves. The curve, which monotonically 

increases to a certain asymptote, was measured and could be modelled. At the asymptote slip 

starts to occur. Validations 1 (Figure 4-5) and 2 (Figure 4-6) show respectively the highest 

and lowest difference between the measured angular displacement-torque curve and the 

theoretical curve with measured variables and parameters. For all five apples used in the 

validation experiments, good parameter estimation could be obtained. The contact radius a, 

was the only variable that was significantly changed by the nonlinear least squares 

estimation routine to obtain a good model fit. The maximum change between measured and 

optimised contact radius a was 1.2 mm (apple 5). In relative value, this is an overestimation 

of the contact radius by 23.5 %. Besides the contact radius a , a parameter change between 

measurement and estimation was found for the dynamic friction coefficient µ . The highest 
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change in dynamic friction coefficient was noted for apples 1 and 3, but even then it was 

small, 0.014 (5.5-6 %). For all the other parameters and variables the change between 

measurement (initial guess) and estimation was negligible.  

Remarkably, for all five validations the contact radius was overestimated. This systematic 

overestimation could be explained by the measuring technique. The tactile films are 

constructed out of cells with a resolution of 1 mm2. When electrical wires in the cells sense a 

pressure beyond the noise level, they count for a 1 mm2 contact area. Cells at the edge of the 

contact area between the apples can be electrically stimulated without being in full contact 

with the apple tissue.    

The great importance of the contact radius in the tangential contact force model was obvious 

from the parameter estimations.  This is not surprising, because it is present to the power 

three in the equation of the tangential contact force model(2.57). It can be concluded that in 

DEM simulations, for a correct application of the tangential contact force model, accurate 

estimation of the contact radius between the particles is essential. 

 
Table 4-1. Comparison of the measured and estimated parameters and variables for the quasi-static 
validation of the Lubkin model 

Apple  Measured 
variable/parameter 

Estimated 
variable/parameter 

1 a [m] 0.0050 0.0045 
2 a [m] 0.0053 0.0044 
3 a [m] 0.0061 0.0053 
4 a [m] 0.0054 0.0052 
5 a [m] 0.0057 0.0045 
    
1 µ 0.23 0.216 
2 µ 0.31 0.312 
3 µ 0.26 0.246 
4 µ 0.25 0.251 

5 µ 0.27 0.276 

    
1 FN [N] 19.57 19.55 
2 FN [N] 18.93 18.92 
3 FN [N] 19.09 19.06 
4 FN [N] 17.00 17.00 
5 FN [N] 17.93 17.93 
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1 G [MPa] 3.36 3.36 
2 G [MPa] 3.90 3.90 
3 G [MPa] 2.73 2.73 
4 G [MPa] 2.24 2.24 
5 G [MPa] 3.42 3.42 
    
1 Resnorm / 1.09 
2 Resnorm / 0.27 
3 Resnorm / 5.40 
4 Resnorm / 2.79 
5 Resnorm / 4.18 
a: contact radius, µ:  dynamic friction coefficient, FN: normal force, G: shear modulus  

 

 

Figure 4-5. Torque vs. angular displacement curve for apple 1. 
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Figure 4-6. Torque vs. angular displacement curve for apple 2. 

 

4.3.3.2 Dynamic validation 

 

The steady shear viscosity was determined from the dynamic viscosity by applying the 

extended Cox-Merz rule (see section 4.3.1) to the oscillation data of the cylindrical apple 

samples (used for the validation experiments). It was determined at the average shear rate 

recorded during the validation experiments. The shear rate was calculated by applying the 

following equation: 

a
d

ωγ =�   (4.8) 

with γ� the shear rate [1/s] 
        ω  the angular velocity [rad/s] 
         a  the contact radius [m] 
         d  the gap, distance between bottom plate and upper plate of the rheometer [m] 
 

The average angular velocity and contact radius during the five validation experiments was 

used to calculate the (average) shear rate. For factor d  the maximum value of 4 cm (height 

of the half of an apple) was taken. 

In Table 4-2 the measured parameters and variables are compared with the estimated ones 

for the tangential contact force model with and without the viscous term added. For one 

validation, the results are visualized in Figures 4-7 to 4-10. The experimental angular 
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displacement-torque curve is plotted along with the non-estimated (=with measured 

parameters and variables) and estimated theoretical angular displacement-torque curves for 

the model with and without the viscous term (Figures 4-7 and 4-8). In Figures 4-9 and 4-10 

the experimental stiffness vs. angular displacement curve is plotted along with the non-

estimated and estimated theoretical stiffness vs. angular displacement curve for the model 

with and without the viscous term. Unlike the parameter estimations obtained for the quasi-

static validations, the best estimations for the dynamic validation were reached with 

unrealistic values for the dynamic friction coefficient and normal force. By keeping the 

friction coefficient and normal force unchanged, the estimations were only slightly worse. 

As a consequence, it can be concluded that the unrealistic friction coefficient and normal 

force were due to an optimisation artifact rather than a problem with the tangential contact 

force model itself.  

It was demonstrated that by adding a viscous term to the tangential contact force model of 

Lubkin (2.57), a better model for the dynamic rotation of viscoelastic spheres could be 

achieved. This is shown by the improvement of the residual error (resnorm) and the clearly 

better fit of the experimental stiffness vs. angular displacement curve (Figures 4-9 and 4-10), 

although it’s less clear when the (estimated) angular displacement-torque curves are 

compared to the experimental ones (Figures 4-7 and 4-8). This could be due to the 

inaccuracy of the applied integration method to obtain the theoretical angular displacement-

torque curve from the theoretical stiffness.  

The irregular shape of the measured and modelled stiffness vs. angular displacement curve, 

with viscous term included, is remarkable. It can be explained by the effect of a varying 

viscous term during the oscillation. The viscous term W in equation (2.57) is given by  

 
34

2
a

W
d

πηω
µ

=  (4.9) 

 

The angular velocity ω  varies during the oscillation, resulting in a varying viscous term. It 

can be concluded that the model of Lubkin, in contrast to the Lubkin model with the viscous 

term included, cannot describe the varying stiffness during oscillation of viscoelastic 

spheres. 

By blocking the friction coefficient (and normal force) at the measured value, the only 

variables that changed significantly by the nonlinear least squares estimation procedure, 

were the contact radius a  and factor d (Table 4-2). At first, it may look contradictory that for 

the quasi-static validations the contact radius was overestimated and for the dynamic 

validations, with the model including the viscous term, the contact radius was 

underestimated, although this may be due to the sub-optimal conditions in which the 
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dynamic validation was performed. For the quasi-static validation, the apples were only 

sliding (free slipping) at the end of the measurement. When free sliding started to occur, the 

measurement was stopped. For the dynamic validations it was obliged, due to constraints in 

the rheological software, to perform the test in an oscillative way, given a maximum torque 

amplitude. The torque amplitude was, based on the quasi-static validations, 0.015 Nm (or 

0.010 Nm). During oscillations (torque driven) the apple behaviour changes between a stage 

of slip-stick (low torque) to a stage of the beginning of free sliding (above critical torque). 

Because of the irregular shape of the apple, fluctuations can occur in the contact area during 

oscillation. In contradiction to this explanation, for the model without the viscous term, still 

an overestimation of the contact radius was observed (Table 4-2). Nevertheless, by taking for 

the model with the viscous term added, the estimated contact radius of the model without the 

viscous term, still a better fit of the experimental stiffness with the model including the 

viscous term was noted (data not shown). 

Factor d  was defined as the depth from the contact plane to a fixed plane in the interior of 

the sphere where the viscous force becomes zero. With regard to fluids, factor d is the gap 

between the upper and bottom plate of the parallel plate geometry. As an initial guess the 

height of the lower half of an apple (� 4 cm) was taken as factor d . Theoretically the value 

of factor d has to be between 0 and the height of the half of an apple (� 4 cm). The estimated 

value of factor d ranged from 1.1 cm to 4.3 cm (see Table 4-2). This is rather a substantial 

difference. Further research is needed to find out whether this is an optimisation artifact or 

factor d is really changing that much from apple to apple. This factor d can be considered as 

a weak point in the model because of it is a quantity that cannot be measured. In a recent 

modification, the new equation for the viscous force is lacking the factor d (Dintwa et al., 

2004b). 

A small change in shear modulus G between measured and estimated shear modulus was 

noted. Although, for two out of five validations, little improvement in the model fit could be 

reached with unrealistic high values of shear modulus G (apples 2 and 5). Therefore the 

value of the shear was fixed on the measured value (see Table 4-2). Also a small change 

between the measured and estimated viscosity η was noted for all nonlinear least squares 

estimations. 
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Table 4-2. Comparison of the measured, estimated parameters and variables for the model with and 
without the viscous term.  

Apple  
   Measured 
Parameters 

and variables 

Estimated parameters and 
variables : 

Model without viscous term 

Estimated 
parameters and 

variables : 
Model with viscous 

term 
1 � [Pa.s] 5714 / 5722 
2 � [Pa.s] 5906 / 5921 
3 � [Pa.s] 6290 / 6289 
4 � [Pa.s] 6506 / 6502 
5 � [Pa.s] 6658 / 6660 
     
1 Factor d 0.040 / 0.01725 
2 Factor d 0.040 / 0.0107 
3 Factor d 0.040 / 0.0319 
4 Factor d 0.040 / 0.0431 
5 Factor d 0.040 / 0.0274 
     
1 a [m] 0.0052 0.0046 0.0058 
2 a [m] 0.0056 0.0046 0.0058 
3 a [m] 0.0061 0.0060 0.0067 
4 a [m] 0.0056 0.0055 0.0064 
5 a [m] 0.0050 0.0051 0.0064 
     
1 µ 0.23 0.23 0.23 
2 µ 0.31 0.31 0.31 
3 µ 0.26 0.26 0.26 
4 µ 0.25 0.25 0.25 
5 µ 0.27 0.27 0.27 
     
1 FN [N] 18.13 18.13 18.12 
2 FN [N] 19.32 19.32 19.32 
3 FN [N] 19.71 19.71 19.71 
4 FN [N] 19.01 19.01 19.01 
5 FN [N] 20.05 20.05 20.05 
     
1 G [MPa] 3.36  3.23  3.42  
2 G [MPa] 3.39  3.39  F  3.39  F 
3 G [MPa] 2.73  2.61  2.93  
4 G [MPa] 2.24  2.39  2.42  
5 G [MPa] 3.42  3.42  F 3.42 F 
     
1 Resnorm  / 1.75 0.55    
2 Resnorm  / 5.32 2.07  
3 Resnorm  / 4.20 1.55  
4 Resnorm  / 1.01 0.66  
5 Resnorm  / 4.44 1.15  
�, viscosity, d, factor d (definition see text), a, contact radius, µ, dynamic friction coefficient, FN, 

normal force, G, shear modulus, F stands for fixed on the measured value. 
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Figure 4-7. Torque vs. angular displacement curve for apple 4 for the model without the viscous term 

 

Figure 4-8. Torque vs. angular displacement curve for apple 4 for the model containing the viscous term 
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Figure 4-9.  Stiffness vs. angular displacement curve for apple 4 for the model without the viscous term. 

 

Figure 4-10. Stiffness vs. angular displacement curve for apple 4 for the model containing the viscous 
term. 
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4.4 Conclusions 
 

In this chapter it was demonstrated that a rheometer, a device normally intended to measure 

viscoelastic properties of fluids and semi-solids, can be applied to determine the parameters 

of the most physical realistic tangential contact force model described in literature: the 

Lubkin/Mindlin/Deresiewicz model for torsional contact between elastic spheres. Although 

this model is only valid for rotational tangential contact of spheres, a similar model with 

identical material parameters exists for translational tangential contact between elastic 

spheres (Mindlin and Deresiewicz, 1953). The material parameters determined by the 

rheometer, were the shear modulus of the spheres (apples) and the dynamic friction 

coefficient of sphere-sphere (apple-apple) contact. Since the determination of the shear 

modulus and dynamic friction coefficient by means of a rheometer is not a standard method, 

it was compared with literature. Some advantages of the determination of the shear modulus 

and dynamic friction coefficient by means of a rheometer device were discussed.   

The Lubkin/Mindlin/Deresiewicz tangential contact force model is only valid for elastic 

spheres. Because of the viscoelastic nature of the fruits, an extension of the 

Lubkin/Mindlin/Deresiewicz model for viscoelastic spheres was proposed (see Chapter 2).  

For the viscoelastic extension of the model, besides the shear modulus and the dynamic 

friction coefficient, also the viscosity of the spheres (apples) needed to be measured. The 

viscosity of the spheres (apples) was also determined by use of the rheometer.  

The rheometer was not only utilized to determine the material parameters needed for the 

tangential contact force model but also for its validation. By means of a quasi-static 

validation procedure it was demonstrated that the Lubkin/Mindlin/Deresiewicz model for 

elastic spheres is an accurate model to describe the tangential contact behaviour of apple-

apple contact. By means of a dynamic validation procedure it was demonstrated that the 

extension of the Lubkin/Mindlin/Deresiewicz model for viscoelastic spheres improves the 

modelling of the tangential contact behaviour during dynamic contact of apples.  

The nonlinear least squares estimation routine indicated the importance of the contact radius 

of the contact area between spheres (apples) for accurate modelling results of the tangential 

contact behaviour. An accurate estimation of the contact radius is also indispensable for 

DEM simulations. 

 

The tangential contact force model will be incorporated in the discrete element software 

DEMeter++ to simulate mechanical damage during transport and handling of fruit and 

vegetables. Not only the rotational, but also the translational version of the tangential contact 

force model will be included. In this regard, the viscoelastic extension of the Mindlin and 
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Deresiewicz model for translational tangential contact of spheres was recently developed 

(Dintwa et al., unpublished).     

However, for the DEM simulations in this work (Chapter 6 and 7), in expectation of the 

incorporation of these models in DEMeter++, a more simplified tangential contact force 

model was applied.  
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Chapter 5 

 Bruise prediction models for apples and 
tomatoes: statistical approach 

 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 
 

In the previous two chapters the normal and tangential contact force model was outlined. For 

DEM simulations of fruit bruise damage also a bruise prediction model is indispensable. 

Bruise prediction models are not inherent to DEM itself, but essential for the utility of the 

DEM for the bruising problem, because they relate the contact force during impact, as 

modelled by the contact force models, with the real bruise damage. The bruise prediction 

model connects the impact characteristics (drop height, impact time, peak contact force) with 

bruise damage taking in consideration some fruit properties (temperature, ripeness, etc.) 

determining the bruise sensitivity. Apart from DEM these statistical models can provide 

useful information about the influence of fruit properties (for example ripeness) on bruise 

susceptibility, leading to recommendations for fruit handling.   

Statistical bruise prediction models described in literature are restricted to the effect of only 

two fruit properties (either fruit temperature or fruit ripeness). Besides the statistical bruise 

models described in literature are inconsistent. Probably this is due to the ignorance of some 

fruit properties in the model like the radius of curvature and the ignorance of interaction 

effects between the fruit properties and interaction effects between fruit properties and the 

severity of impact.  

Bruise prediction models including the effect of packaging materials described in literature 

are limited. Moreover, in most studies the effect on apple bruise damage of cushioning 

materials not used in practice (lab designed) was investigated.  
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The inconsistent and/or limited information about bruise prediction models, for apples but 

certainly for tomatoes, leads to the objective of this chapter: Development of bruise 

prediction models for apples and tomatoes, including different fruit properties like fruit 

temperature, fruit ripeness, harvest date, radius of curvature and for apples also considering 

the effect of packaging materials used on the Belgian market. The bruise prediction models 

must be applicable in association with DEM simulations.  

Besides statistical modelling also theoretical modelling could be used to connect the impact 

properties and the bruise damage. However, Siyama et al. (1988) demonstrated the 

superiority of multiple linear statistical models above theoretical models in predicting the 

bruise damage.    

 

Statistical models in this chapter were made either including impact energy or peak contact 

force. Both models have advantages and disadvantages in perspective to DEM. The 

advantage of the models including the peak contact force is that they can be generalized to 

impacts of materials with different material properties28. An example will make this clear. 

When an apple falls from the same height on the one hand on another apple and on the other 

hand on a metal plate, the bruise will be larger in the latter case. The underlying reason is 

that the impact characteristics are different. For instance, the peak contact force is higher for 

apple-metal plate contact than for apple-apple contact. The contact force models (Chapter 3) 

used for DEM consider these differences in material properties to calculate the right (peak) 

contact force. The statistical models including the peak contact force that were measured for 

apple-metal impactor contact can be applied (to some degree45) for apple-apple contact. On 

the other hand, the model including the impact energy is useless because in both cases 

(apple-apple and apple-metal plate) the impact energy is identical. The bruise volume is 

drastically overestimated in the case the model including the impact energy for apple-metal 

impactor contact, is used for apple-apple contact. A solution is to build different statistical 

models including impact energy for each impact pair, demanding a lot of experimental work. 

However, a disadvantage of the use of statistical models including the peak contact force is 

that the peak contact force is most likely to be influenced by the fruit properties itself 

(temperature, ripeness, etc.). If DEM simulations are performed without adaptation of the 

parameters of the contact force model to the different fruit properties, the (peak) contact 

force is (slightly) over or underestimated. As a consequence, statistical models including the 

peak contact force may over- or underestimate the experimental bruise volume. 

                                                 
28 The generalization is even more accurate when besides the peak contact force also the impact time is 
included in the model. It has been demonstrated that impact time is also an important factor in determining 
bruise damage (Chen and Yazdani, 1991). 
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An advantage of the models including the impact energy is that the above mentioned 

problem does not occur: the impact energy is not influenced by the fruit properties. As a 

consequence, these models are better suited to investigate the effect of fruit properties on 

bruise susceptibility. 

 

This chapter is divided into three major sections. In section 5.2 statistical bruise prediction 

models for apples are developed with bruise volume as bruise evaluation parameter. The 

influence on the bruise susceptibility (bruise volume) of the radius of curvature of the apples, 

harvest date, acoustic stiffness, and apple temperature is discussed. Bruise prediction models 

are developed with besides the fruit properties both the impact energy and the peak contact 

force as independent variables. In section 5.3 statistical bruise prediction models for 

tomatoes are developed with absorbed energy as bruise evaluation parameter. The influence 

on bruise susceptibility (absorbed energy) of the radius of curvature of the tomatoes, ripeness 

and tomato temperature is discussed. Models are developed with besides the fruit properties 

both the impact energy and the peak contact force as independent variables.  Section 5.4 

discusses the influence of packaging materials, used on the Belgian market, on the bruise 

damage of apples. Statistical bruise prediction models are developed with both the impact 

energy and the peak contact force as independent variable.   

 

5.2 Bruise prediction models for apples 
 

5.2.1 Introduction 
 

Owing to the enzymatic browning of the apple when the tissue is damaged, the measurement 

of the bruise size is a very objective method to quantify the bruise damage.  

To quantify bruise damage, bruise volume has been selected in this research because it is by 

far the mostly applied bruise quantification method in scientific publications. Nevertheless 

some critics have been made by Pang et al. (1996) that the bruise surface should be used to 

measure bruise damage. The argument therefore is that only the bruise surface is noticed by 

consumers when purchasing the apples.  

In the experiment to establish the bruise prediction models for apples, besides the bruise 

volume also dynamic yield pressure (DYP) was used as dependent variable. The DYP is the 

minimum pressure at which plastic deformation starts to occur (Mohsenin, 1986). This DYP 

can be calculated based on Hertz theory (Tabor, 1951). The accuracy of this calculation is 

limited due to the assumptions made in Hertz theory (Chapter 2). Bajema and Hyde (1992, 

1998) developed a method to measure this dynamic yield pressure using a pendulum device 
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in combination with tactile films (pressure membranes).  The method is called CHMI 

(constant height multiple impact). Details about this method are presented in Bajema and 

Hyde (1998). Although the method has been used in this experiment, the results will be 

given in reduced form. Several reasons for this can be mentioned. First of all, until present 

the accuracy of this method is not been determined, neither by literature, nor by us.  

Secondly, the DYP is only a bruise threshold; it does not provide information about degree of 

bruising once this dynamic yield pressure is exceeded. Thirdly, DYP is not the only factor 

determining the bruise sensitivity (although the most important, see equation (5.9) in this 

Chapter). Fourthly, the concept of DYP is difficult to combine with DEM29.  

 

Multiple regression models are made and discussed to link fruit properties, acoustic stiffness, 

apple temperature, radius of curvature, harvest date, with bruise damage. Statistical bruise 

prediction models are developed with both the impact energy and the peak contact force as 

independent variable. As dependent variable both DYP and bruise volume, as measure of 

bruise damage, were used. However the results of models with DYP as dependent variable 

are discussed briefly. 

 

5.2.2 Materials and methods 
 

5.2.2.1 Experimental setup 

 

For this experiment 540 Jonagold apples of harvest season 2001 were used. The apples were 

carefully harvested on three different days (24/09, 4/10 and 14/10) in the orchard of ‘K.U. 

Leuven Fruitteeltcentrum’ in Rillaar, Belgium. The apples were harvested at the same hour 

each day (to minimize turgor fluctuations). No rain was present before and during harvest 

(important to minimize turgor fluctuations). On each harvesting day, the apples were picked 

at random from the same four marked trees in the orchard. The apples were stored in optimal 

conditions (3°C, 85 % RH) during measurement in the lab of Landbouwwerktuigkunde K.U. 

Leuven. Maximum storage before measurement was 5 days. At least 12 hours before starting 

the measurements, the apples were stored at the desired temperature for the measurement. 

The apples at temperature of 1°C were measured within 10 minutes to minimize apple 

warming up. The apples were cut into two equal pieces and mounted on the pendulum. They 

were impacted by a round shaped metal impactor (R= 25 mm). No distinction was made 

between red and green side of the Jonagold apple. One half of an apple was single impacted 

with the desired impact velocity. The other half of an apple was multi-impacted with the 
                                                 
29 Using DYP in DEM necessitates the estimation of the contact area for each time step during particle impact 
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same impact velocity and a tactile film (Tekscan ®9500, Tekscan, Inc., South Boston, US, 

see Figure 5-1 and 5-2) was placed between apple and impactor. The latter setup was done to 

determine the Dynamic Yield Pressure30 (the method is described in detail in Bajema and 

Hyde, 1998).   

Tactile sensor Tekscan® measures dynamic and static load (type 9500) or only static load 

(type 5051) by means of changes in electrical resistance. A network of silverelectrode wires 

is separated by an interlaying gel. The gel has an electrical resistance that is pressure 

sensitive. Gel and wires are captured in a thermoplastic polyester material. The sensor is 

connected by means of a special holder to the computer. The load changes locally the 

electrical resistance of the gel that is ‘sensed’ by the network of silverelectrodes. After 

calibration of the sensor, the commercial software ISCAN® calculates a spatial distribution 

of the pressure in time. Tekscan® 9500 was used for the dynamic measurements in this 

chapter because of its rather high measure frequency of 1400 Hz. A technological 

consequence of this high measure frequency is its rather low spatial resolution (25.7 mm2). 
In Chapter 4, for a static application, Tekscan® type 5051 was used, with a higher spatial 

resolution (1.6 mm2). The maximum measurable load for 5051 and 9500 type is 1725 kPa 

and 690 kPa respectively. More details about the Tekcan® membranes to measure contact 

pressures between fruits are given in Geyer et al. (1999). 

 

 

Figure 5-1. Picture of Tekscan membrane 

Three impact levels were applied: ≅ 0.3 m/s, ≅ 0.7m/s and ≅ 1.1 m/s. For each impact the 

exact impact velocity (used to calculate impact energy) was measured and logged to a data 

file. Impact velocity differences were due to little fluctuations in drop height and apple 

positioning.  

                                                 
30 When Dynamic Yield pressure during impact is being exceeded, the apples start to bruise. 
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The bruise volume was measured (single impact) 24 hours later utilizing the equation by 

Chen and Sun (1981): 

2BV=
6

dD
π

 (5.1) 

where BV bruise volume [m3] 
           d bruise depth [m] 
          D  bruise diameter [m] 
 
Bruise volume (BV) and dynamic yield pressure (DYP) were the dependent variables in the 

statistical models. 

 

The independent variables were: 

• Impact energy or peak contact force  

• 3 harvest dates: optimal harvest date – 10 days, optimal harvest date, optimal harvest 

date + 10 days 

• 3 apple temperatures: 1°C, 15°C and 20°C 

• Apple radius of curvature at location of impact 

• Apple acoustic stiffness 

• Apple mass 

 

Impact energy and peak contact force were logged to a data file for each impact. The tree 

impacts levels that were used were (Table 5-1): 

Table 5-1. Overview of different impact levels used in the experiment.  

 Impact energy [J] Peak contact force [N] Bruise volume [mm3] 

Level 1 

Level 2 

Level 3 

≅ 0.015 

≅ 0.075 

             ≅ 0.18 

 ≅ 30 

 ≅ 60 

   ≅ 100 

≅ 100 

≅ 500 

  ≅ 1100 

 

Level 1 is situated on the edge of bruise detection ability. Level 2 and 3 are easily detectable 

bruises, clearly visible. During measurements that were executed with an electronic fruit 

(PMS-60) in orchards and sorting lines in Flanders, no impacts of level 3 were recorded 

(Van linden, unpublished). Nevertheless, Brown et al. (1990) measured that also impacts of 

level 3 occur during apple packaging..  

To determine the optimal harvest date the VCBT (Vlaams Centrum voor Bewaring van 

Tuinbouwproducten) was consulted. The optimal harvest date for all apple cultivars in 

Flanders is determined each year by VCBT. Successful storage results for hard fruit are 
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strongly dependent on an optimal harvest date. Too early harvested fruit will not ripe 

sufficiently (taste), too late harvested fruit diminishes shelf-life drastically. The parameters 

that are measured by the VCBT to determine the optimal harvest date are apple size, apple 

firmness (Magness-Taylor test), starch content, soluble solids and colour. The optimal 

harvest date for Jonagold apples is a two weeks period. For the orchard in Rillaar (one of the 

sample orchards in the VCBT research) this was determined more precisely.   

For conditioning of the apples on the desired temperature, two cooling cells were used (1°C, 

85 % RH and 15 °C, 85 % RH). Temporal storage in the measuring room provided the 

temperature of 20 °C. 

The radius of curvature was measured locally at the location of impact by a radius of 

curvature meter. Because the appropriate radius of curvature meter was not commercially 

available, it was constructed on the basis of a digital Mitutoyo® height meter, Mitutoyo 

Belgium NV, Kruibeke, Belgium (Figure 5-2 and 5-3). The spring constant of the meter is 

low enough to avoid damaging soft fruits like tomatoes. The radius of curvature was 

calculated using the following equation (Mohsenin, 1986): 
2( ) ( )

8( ) 2
AC BD

RADIUS
BD

= +  (5.2) 

Because the apple is not a perfect sphere, the harmonic average was calculated of the 

circumferential radius of curvature and the meridian radius of curvature (see section 3.5.2.1). 

   

Figure 5-2. Radius of curvature meter using a Mitutoyo® height meter. 

 

Figure 5-3. Schematic representation of geometry to calculated the radius of curvature of fruit 
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The apple acoustic stiffness was determined by the acoustic impulse technique (De 

Baerdemaeker et al., 1982; Chen, 1993; Chen and De Baerdemaeker, 1995; Schotte et al., 

1999; Landahl et al., 2000; De Ketelaere and De Baerdemaeker, 2001). The commercial 

AWETA® firmness sensor (AFS, Aweta, Nootdorp, the Netherlands) was utilized. The 

stiffness was measured acoustically at the same temperature the apple was impacted. 

The apple is smoothly impacted and the sound is recorded. The impact energy is partially 

absorbed by the fruit; the rest is transformed to a damped vibration resulting in a 

deformation of the fruit. At specific frequencies these deformations (amplitudes) are 

maximized. These frequencies are called resonance frequencies. The vibrations (resulting in 

sound) that are being recorded are filtered and amplified. A Fourier analysis is performed 

resulting in a frequency spectrum from where the resonance frequencies can be extracted. At 

the same time the apple is automatically weighted.     

The acoustic stiffness can be calculated using equation: 
22 3S f m≅    (5.3)    

with S acoustic stiffness [Hz2.kg2/3] 
        f first resonance frequency [Hz] 
        m mass of the apple [kg] 
 

 

microphone signal 

mass signal 

automatic 
excitation system 

 

Figure 5-4. Overview of acoustic resonance technique 

The 540 apples for the experiment were divided in 27 groups. For each harvest date-

temperature-impact level combination, 20 apples were tested. 

 

5.2.2.2 Statistical analysis 

 

The data were processed with the statistical software package SAS (SAS version 8.2, The 

SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, U.S.A.). A multiple linear or nonlinear regression model was 

setup (proc GLM or proc NLIN). In the case of nonlinear regression a Gauss-Newton 
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optimisation routine was applied and the coefficient of determination was calculated as: 

1
SSE

SSTO
− .  

A backward stepwise (step-down) procedure was used to select the relevant independent 

variables and their interactions. The significance level for staying in the model was set at 

0.05.  Cross-product terms were analyzed up to the three-factorial level. The cross-product 

term in multiple regression is often called interaction term in accordance with ANOVA, 

although the interpretation of interaction in multiple regression is less straightforward. From 

now on ‘interaction term’ has been utilized to identify the cross-product term. To facilitate 

the interpretation of the regression models, in particular the interactions in the model, the 

bruise volume was estimated for different values of the independent variables using EXCEL. 

The data was also analyzed with analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a class for harvest date 

(three levels: R1, R2 and R3), a class for temperature (three levels: 1°C, 15°C and 20°C) and 

a class for impact velocity (three levels: V1, V2 and V3). The impact velocity level can be 

identified with impact energy level. However the results of the analysis of variance are not 

integrated in this work. 

 

5.2.3 Results and discussion 
 

As stated in the introduction the result of the DYP is given briefly. The overall DYP for all 

apples in the measurements (this means apples at all temperatures, harvest dates and impact 

levels) was in the range 393 ± 83 kPa. A significant effect of temperature, harvest date and 

impact energy (impact velocity) on DYP could be identified (Van Zeebroeck, unpublished). 

These results are in agreement with Bajema et al. (1999) who found a DYP for Red 

Delicious apples between 320 – 450 kPa, depending on strain rate and apple size. 

 

The results of the analysis of variance (Van Zeebroeck, unpublished) were in agreement with 

the regression analysis given below. There are three reasons why the analysis of variance 

was not integrated in this work: 

• The results of the analysis of variance are less suitable to be integrated in the DEM 

simulations. 

• Measuring error has been introduced because the real impact velocity differs from the 

(theoretical/desired) impact velocity of the different levels (0.3 m/s, 0.7m/s and 1.1 

m/s). In the regression analysis this error was avoided because the real impact 

velocity (measured by the encoder) was utilized. 
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• The part of the bruise volume variance that can be explained by differences in radii 

of curvature or stiffness of the apples can not be integrated in the ANOVA model. 

 

In Figure 5-5 a schematic overview is presented of all the relations between the variables in 

the experiment. The grouping of some variables in the figure can be explained by the design 

of the experiment. Although the variables impact energy and peak contact force are 

continuous variables they appear in three different data clouds because the pendulum rod 

was released from three different heights. The control of the impact height was sub-optimal. 

Nevertheless, this is not introducing errors in the data analysis, because the exact impact 

energy/peak contact force was measured for each impact and was treated as a continuous 

variable.   

H

R1

R3

T

1

20

w

126
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S

25. 9

38. 0

BV

0. 0000
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0. 0098

0. 2121

 
Figure 5-5. Overview of the different relations between the independent/dependent variables 
H: Harvest date; T: Temperature [°C]; w: Weight [g]; S: Stiffness [Hz2.kg2/3]; BV: Bruise volume [mm3]; r: 

radius of curvature at location of impact [mm]; PF: Peak force [N] ; Ei: Impact energy [J] 
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5.2.3.1 Peak contact force as independent variable 

 

The discrete variable harvest date was made continuous by introducing dummy variables:  

Table 5-2. Dummy variables to make the discrete data continuous 

Harvest date X1 X2 

Optimal - 10 

Optimal 

Optimal +10 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

 

The significant main effects and interactions (up to three factorial level) between all 

variables (peak contact force, temperature, harvest date, acoustic stiffness, radius of 

curvature and mass) were analyzed on the 95 % significance level. Using the backward 

stepwise (step-down) procedure (model reduction), different linear and nonlinear statistical 

models were analyzed. Besides, different linear combinations of second and first order 

interaction terms, also a power law dependency between peak force and bruise volume in 

combinations with second and first order linear interaction terms were analyzed.  

Radius of curvature and apple mass appeared to be complementary variables. No effect was 

found for the radius of curvature when the mass was in the model and vice versa; therefore it 

was decided to eliminate the mass in the model. The elimination of the mass was preferred 

because firstly the only possible effect of the mass on the bruise volume is through the radius 

of curvature and secondly a higher coefficient of determination was obtained. It is important 

to realize that in the pendulum experiment the mass of the apple has no effect on the impact 

energy and impact force (the inertia of the pendulum rod and impact angle do). For an 

impacting apple in practice or in the DEM simulation the mass of the apple is of course also 

determining impact energy and contact force.  

The following statistical model was identified (P<0.0001): 

 
1.796

2 20 .239 43 .488 3 .484 1 .596 0 .112 3 .664 0 .102B V P F X T X P F P F T r r P F= + + − × − × − + ×
(5.4)  

2 0.896R =  

 

with   BV  bruise volume [mm3] 
          2X  dummy variable for harvest date 

           T   temperature [°C] 
          PF  peak contact force [N] 
           r radius of curvature on location of impact [mm] 
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In Figure 5-6 the predicted bruise volume- measured bruise volume plot is given.   
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Figure 5-6. Model 5.4: Predicted value (p) – measured value (BV) plot of the bruise volume [mm3]  

 

The different data clouds that can be seen in Figure 5-6 are a result of the experimental 

design. The pendulum rod was released from three different heights. 

As can be seen in model (5.4), the dummy variable 1X was not significant. It was identified 

that by eliminating the radius of curvature, also a significant effect of dummy variable 

2X could be identified (P<0.0001). This is due to the correlation between harvest date and 

apple size. 

 
1.794

1 2 1 20.304 98.040 6.166 0.518 1.966 0.731 0.072BV PF X X T X PF X PF PF T= − − + + × − × − ×
(5.5) 

2 0.895R =  

 

In Figure 5-7 the predicted bruise volume- measured bruise volume plot for this model is 

depicted.  
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Figure 5-7. Model 5.5: Predicted value (p) – measured value (BV) plot of the bruise volume [mm3] 

The fact that the peak contact force is the most important independent variable in the 

statistical model can be seen from the coefficient of determination: 

 
1.9100.165BV PF=  (5.6) 

2 0.875R =  

  

87.5 % of the variance of the bruise volume in the experiment is explained by the peak 

contact force. 

 

In Figure 5-8 the predicted bruise volume- measured bruise volume plot for this model is 

shown. 
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Figure 5-8. Model 5.6: Predicted value (p) – measured value (BV) plot of the bruise volume [mm3] 

Since no significant effect of the acoustic stiffness could be identified when it was analyzed 

together with harvest date (probably due to the biological relation between acoustic stiffness 

and ripeness), a statistical significant model is given without considering apple harvest date 

(P<0.0001): 
1 .8 6 40 .1 6 7 4 .6 5 8 3 .6 3 5 0 .1 4 1 0 .1 1 6B V P F S T S P F T P F= − + + × − ×

(5.7) 
2 0.888R =  

with S acoustic stiffness [Hz2.kg2/3] 

 

In Figure 5-9 the predicted bruise volume- measured bruise volume plot for this model is 

depicted. 
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Figure 5-9. Model 5.7: Predicted value (p) – measured value (BV) plot of the bruise volume [mm3] 

In the different predicted bruise volume - measured bruise volume plots can be noticed that 

the prediction of the bruise volume is inferior for higher bruise volumes. This is due to the 

increase of the error variance of the bruise volume for higher impact levels. Fortunately, 

these high bruise volumes are infrequent during postharvest treatment of fruit for the fresh 

market like it is the case in Belgium. 

In Table 5-3 the extra sum of squares of the remaining independent variables are given when 

the peak contact force is already in the model. To obtain the extra sum of squares also a 

linear relationship between the peak contact force and the bruise volume was assumed. In the 

nonlinear regression procedure the extra sum of squares cannot be calculated.  

 
Table 5-3.  Extra sum of squares for the remaining independent variables when the peak contact force is 
already included in the model 
 

Type I Extra sum of squares Absolute number 2 2 1 1 1( , ) / ( ) *100SSR X X X X SSE X� × �� �  

2 2( , )SSR X X PF PF×  58.80*10  7.0 
1 1( , )SSR X X PF PF×  58.01*10  6.4 

( , )SSR r r PF PF×  57.13*10  5.7 
( , )SSR T T PF PF×  56.89*10  5.5 
( , )SSR S S PF PF×  54.98*10  4.0 

The third column indicates the coefficient of partial determination multiplied by 100. It indicates with how 
many percent the error sum of squares when only 1X  is in the model is further reduced when 2 2 1,X X X× are 
added to the model 
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By far the most important factor in predicting the bruise volume is the peak contact force. 

This can be seen in the high coefficient of determination of the model including the peak 

contact force as only independent variable (model 5.6) and the low coefficient of partial 

determination of all the other independent variables if the peak contact force is already 

included in the model. Nevertheless, a significant effect of all fruit properties was identified.  

 

According to Table 5.3 the following classification of their importance in explaining the 

overall variance of the bruise volume can be made: 

 

1. Harvest date 

2. Radius of curvature at the location of impact 

3. Apple temperature 

4. Acoustic stiffness 

 

A sensitivity analysis was performed to obtain a more detailed understanding of the effect of 

the different independent variables on the bruise volume. The results of this analysis are 

presented below. 

 

Effect of apple harvest date on bruise volume (model 5.4 and 5.5) 

 

A significant interaction effect between peak contact force and harvest date was identified, 

giving rise to different conclusions for high and low impacts.  

The optimal harvest date (defined by VCBT) was taken as a reference. Late harvest (optimal 

date + 10 days) is leading to less bruise damage compared to harvest at the optimal date. The 

positive interaction of harvest date with peak contact force caused an increase in the absolute 

value of the bruise volume reduction with increasing peak contact force. When expressed in 

relative numbers (percentage), for impacts beyond 37 N a reduction in bruise volume around 

10 % was noted for late harvested apples compared to optimal harvested ones. For impacts 

below 37 N less than 10 % reduction in bruise volume was noted for late harvested apples 

compared to optimal harvested ones. 

Due to the same interaction term between harvest date and peak contact force, an opposite 

effect of early harvest date on bruise volume was noted for low and high impacts. Low 

impacts gave rise to less bruise damage; high impacts however gave rise to more bruise 

damage. The transition was around 51.5 N, with of course little effect of harvest date on 

bruise volume. The positive or negative effect of early harvest date was respectively 
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increasing with lower and higher peak forces. In relative number the positive effect was up 

to 50 % bruise volume reduction for low impacts (however, a high reduction in a small 

bruise volume is not so meaning full) and up to 9 % increase in bruise volume for high 

impacts. Because large bruises are more visible, the effect of harvest date can be simplified 

to an overall negative outcome of early harvest date on bruising of the apples. However, it 

must be stated that no statistical effect of early harvest date on bruise volume could be 

noticed when the radius of curvature was present in the model (model 5.4).  

In literature lots of contradicting results concerning the effect of harvest date on fruit bruise 

damage are present. Some authors like Johnson and Dover (1990) and Garcia (1995) found 

an increase in bruise damage with harvest date (contradicting our results). Other authors, like 

Diener et al. (1979) found the opposite effect confirming our results. Garcia (1995) gives an 

explanation for the contradicting results found in literature. Two processes are associated 

with ripening: decrease in turgor and decrease in apple firmness.  Decrease in turgor leads to 

less bruise damage. But in contrary, decrease in apple firmness leads to more bruise damage 

(Garcia et al., 1995).  The effect of turgor can be explained as such: cell walls of apple cells 

with less turgidity experience less stress and therefore, this stress added by the 

supplementary stress caused by impact will stay longer under the critical level. Garcia et al. 

(1995) states that the effect of maturity on bruise volume (+,= or -) depends on which 

process (turgor change or firmness change) dominates the ripening process. In this 

experiment only a slight reduction in apple firmness with increasing harvest date could be 

identified. This was concluded from the slight reduction in apple acoustic stiffness with 

increasing ripeness for the apples in the experiment (data not shown)31.  As a consequence, a 

hypothesis can be stated that the decrease in turgor with increasing harvest date is the 

causing factor of the decrease in bruise damage with increasing harvest date for the apples in 

the experiment (the turgor of the apples was not measured).    

More experiments are needed to verify whether the reduction of bruise susceptibility with 

maturity can be generalized to all Jonagold apples.   

 

Effect of apple temperature on bruise volume (model 5.4 and 5.5) 

 

A significant effect of apple temperature on bruise volume could be identified. Higher apple 

temperature leads to less bruising. The interaction term with the peak contact force indicates 

that the effect of temperature on the bruise volume in absolute value increases with higher 

peak forces. In relative value (percentage) the effect of temperature on bruise volume 

                                                 
31 Different authors demonstrated a positive correlation between apple stiffness and firmness (Abbott et al., 
1996, Galili and De Baerdemaeker, 1996; Duprat et al., 1997; Landahl et al., 2000). 
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increases with peak impact force: from 0 % more bruise volume for low impacts to 15 % 

more bruise volume for high impacts for apples of 1°C compared to 20°C.  

Temperature might be expected to influence the physical properties of the apples and 

therefore also bruising, but reports of temperature effects on bruising are inconsistent. 

Saltveit (1984) reported for two varieties of apple a progressively higher bruise volume from 

0 to 30 °C. Other authors found no effect of temperature on bruising of apples (Klein, 1987; 

Schoorl and Holt, 1977). However, according to Knee and Miller (2002), the data presented 

by Schoorl and Holt (1977) show that bruise volumes were smaller at 30 °C compared to 

lower temperatures. Van Lancker (1979) and Hyde et al. (2001) both on Golden Delicious 

apples, showed a decreasing bruise volume with higher temperatures, confirming our results. 

Also Pang et al.  (1992) and Mowatt (1997) found a slight higher bruise susceptibility of 

apples of 1°C compared to apples at room temperature.  

It is agreed with Van Lancker (1979) that the elastic modulus decreases with increasing 

apple temperature and the elastic modulus is positively related to bruise damage. In the data 

of this study also a decrease in apple acoustic stiffness with increasing temperature was 

identified (data not shown). The acoustic stiffness is positively related to the apparent elastic 

modulus, although its degree is depending on the turgor (Landahl et al., 2004). The effect of 

apple acoustic stiffness on bruise susceptibility is discussed below.  

A physical explanation of the effect of temperature on (acoustic) stiffness of tissue is given 

by Hertog et al. (2004): As viscosity of the cell walls will increase with decreasing 

temperature the cell walls might become more brittle resulting in an increased stiffness. 

Nevertheless, another explanation, contradicts the effect of temperature on the stiffness 

given above. With increasing and decreasing temperature, the water inside the fruit expands 

and contracts in volume. This effect is comparable to the effect of turgor. An increased cell 

tension due to increased turgor or temperature will increase the acoustic stiffness and the 

elastic modulus of the tissue (Chen, 1993; Hertog et al., 2004). The overall effect of 

temperature on stiffness will be the result of the effects temperature has on both tissue 

tension and cell wall viscosity (Hertog et al., 2004). 

 

 Effect of apple radius of curvature on bruise volume (model 5.4) 

 

The interaction term of the radius of curvature with the peak contact force indicates an 

opposite effect of radius of curvature for low and high impacts. Small apples (low radius of 

curvature) contract more bruise compared to large apples for small impacts, however the 

opposite is true for high impacts, there small apples contract less bruise. The transition of 

both effects is around 35 N, with of course little effect of radius of curvature on bruise 
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volume. The positive or negative effect of larger radius of curvature on bruise volume is 

respectively increasing with lower and higher peak forces. In relative value and for two 

extreme apple sizes that are commercialized, 65 mm diameter compared to 90 mm diameter, 

the bruise volume is up to 10 % higher for low impacts (30 N) and up to 6 % lower for high 

impacts (100 N). 

Statistical studies describing the effect of the radius of curvature on apple bruise damage are 

rare. It can be derived from a study by Brown and Segerlind (1975) that the incidence of 

bruises is higher, but the size of the bruises is smaller, around the apple steel and calyx 

compared to the rest of the apple. Because the radius of curvature of the apples is lower at 

steel and calyx, these results are in agreement with our results. 

Besides this statistical study, two physical models found in literature based on Hertz theory, 

are supporting our results: 

The first model was derived by Horsfield et al. (1972): 
4/5 3/52 2

1/5 1 2

1 2 1 2

1 1 1 1
( )i C mgh

E E R R
ν νσ

−
� � � �− −= + +� � � �
� � � �

 (5.8) 

with      C a constant 
              iσ the peak contact stress [Pa] 

 1/ 2ν the Poisson’s ratio  

 1/ 2E  elastic modulus [Pa] 

 R  radius of curvature [m] 
 m  mass of apple [kg] 
 g  9.81gravity [m/s2] 

 h  drop height [m] 
 
Baritelle and Hyde (2000) used this equation to calculate the critical impact height by 

introducing i fσ σ= ; the peak contact stress becomes the failure stress: 

4 32 2
5 1 1

1 2 1 2

1 11 1 1
c fh C

mg E E R R
ν νσ

−
� 	 � 	− −= + +
 � 
 �
�  � 

            (5.9) 

with        ch  critical drop height [m] 

  fσ the failure stress [Pa] 

  1/ 2ν the Poisson’s ratio [-] 

 1/ 2E elastic modulus [Pa] 

 1/ 2R radius of curvature [m] 

 m  mass of apple [kg] 
               g  gravity [m/s2] 

Analyzing both equations states that higher radius of curvature leads to lower peak stress and 

therefore to higher critical drop height. This is confirming the statistical results for low 

impacts where small radius of curvature leads to more bruise damage.  
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However, another equation by Siyami (1988), also derived from Hertz theory, shows an 

opposite effect of apple radius of curvature on bruise diameter (bruise volume). The 

assumption is that the bruise surface area is similar to the contact area. 
1/52

4.624
4 mt

mhR
BD

F
� 	

= 
 �
� 

                                  (5.10) 

with  BD bruise diameter [mm] 
         m mass of apple [kg] 
         R radius of curvature [m] 
          h drop height [mm] 
          mtF Magness-Taylor force, 11 mm probe [kg] 

 

Equation (5.10) indicates that a higher radius of curvature leads to higher bruise diameter 

(also higher bruise volume). Equation (5.10) is confirming the statistical result for high 

impacts.  

From formula’s 5.8 and 5.10 can be distracted that the radius of curvature has a double effect 

on the bruise damage: a smaller radius of curvature increases the peak stress (5.8), but 

decreases the contact area (bruise surface area) during impact (5.10). 

From our results, it can be postulated that for high impacts it is more important to have more 

tissue in contact (= high radius of curvature) to get more bruise damage than to induce a 

higher peak stress, because the peak stress is lowered in the case of high radius of curvature. 

For small impacts the opposite is true: it is more important to induce a higher peak stress in 

the case of smaller radius of curvature to obtain more bruise damage than a higher contact 

area during impact because the latter is lower for apples with a smaller radius of curvature.  

A possible explanation for the different effect of the radius of curvature on apple bruise 

damage for low and high impacts is that once the peak contact stress is sufficiently beyond 

the tissue failure stress (in the case of high impacts) the contact surface during impact 

becomes more important in determining the bruise damage. 

 

Another explanation for the effect of radius of curvature on the bruise damage is through the 

differences in tissue structure between small and large apples. Johnson and Dover (1990) 

identified that large apples have larger cells and thinner cell walls and this is the reason they 

contract more bruise damage. However for our results this explains only the larger bruises in 

the case of high impacts, but not the larger bruises with smaller radius of curvature for low 

impacts. 
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Effect of apple acoustic stiffness on bruise volume (model 5.7) 

 

The interaction term of the acoustic stiffness with the peak contact force indicates an 

opposite effect of apple acoustic stiffness for low and high impacts. Stiffer apples contract 

less bruise for low impacts, however the opposite is true for high impacts, there they contract 

more bruise. The transition of both effects is around 34 N, with of course little effect of 

apple acoustic stiffness on bruise volume. In relative value and for apples of acoustic 

stiffness 28 Hz2.kg2/3 compared to 35 Hz2.kg2/3 (acoustic stiffness extremes in measurement), 

the bruise volume is up to 9 % higher for low impacts (30 N) and up to 7 % lower for high 

impacts (100 N).  

A statistical study of the effect of acoustic stiffness, as measured by the acoustic impulse 

technique has not been published before. Because acoustic stiffness itself is positively 

correlated with elastic modulus (Duprat et al., 1997; Landahl et al., 2004) the effect of 

elastic modulus on bruise is given here.  

Statistical data in literature about the effect of elastic modulus on bruise susceptibility is rare. 

Verstreken et al. (1995) found a positive correlation between skin modulus of elasticity and 

bruise volume during storage. Also, from Hertz theory can be seen that higher elastic 

modulus of apple give rise to more bruise damage (Equation (5.8)). This equation (5.8) 

indicates that higher elastic moduli of impacting bodies give rise to higher peak stress when 

dropped from the same height. Bruise damage is positively correlated with this peak stress at 

the contact area, what explains the higher bruise volume for apples with higher elastic 

modulus. 

However, for very small impacts (<34N), the opposite effect of acoustic stiffness (elastic 

modulus) was identified. This can be explained as such: Different authors demonstrated a 

positive correlation between apple acoustic stiffness and firmness32 (Abbott et al., 1996, 

Duprat et al., 1997; Galili and De Baerdemaeker, 1996; Landahl et al., 2000). Higher 

firmness or failure stress fσ (synonyms) for stiffer apples declares they are more resistant to 

bruising (for low impacts). The fact that higher firmness of stiffer apples leads only to more 

bruise damage for low impacts and not for high impacts can be explained as such: 

For low impacts the higher firmness of the stiffer apples is dominating the fact that stiffer 

apples lead also to a higher peak contact stress. For high impacts the opposite is true, here 

the higher peak contact stress dominates the higher firmness of the stiffer apples.  

As a final remark it must be stated that although stiffer apples gave rise to higher peak 

contact forces when dropped from the same height, still an effect of acoustic stiffness on 
                                                 
32 The physical definition of firmness is intended here: the maximum stress that a material can be deformed by 
before breakage 
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bruise volume could be identified when both acoustic stiffness and peak contact force were 

present in the statistical model. This must be explained as such: even for an equal peak 

contact force the peak stress can be higher, because besides peak contact force also the 

contact surface determines the peak stress ( max
i

F
S

σ = ), so even for equal peak contact force, 

the peak stress can be different. 

 

It can be concluded that stiffer apples have a slightly higher threshold: they can be dropped 

from a slight higher height before they get bruised, but when dropped from high heights they 

contract larger bruises. This latter effect is more important for the overall bruise damage.  

 

5.2.3.2 Bruise volume: Impact energy as independent variable 

 

The discrete variable harvest date was made continuous by introducing dummy variables 

(see section 5.2.3.1). The significant main effects and interactions (up to three factorial level) 

between all variables (impact energy, temperature, harvest date, acoustic stiffness, radius of 

curvature and mass) were analyzed on the 95 % significance level. Using the backward 

stepwise (step-down) procedure, different linear and nonlinear statistical models were 

analyzed. Besides, different linear combinations of second and first order terms, also a power 

law dependency between impact energy and bruise volume in combinations with second and 

first order terms was analyzed. The following most relevant model was identified 

(P<0.0001): 

1 2 1

2 1 1 2

478.067 3747.984 920.268 375.446 0.616 3.822 14.0111 4.016 519.564

629.776 52.894 67.007 0.789 24.541 11.978 0.142

BV Ei X X T w S r Ei X

Ei X Ei T Ei r X w X S X S w S

= + + + + − − − + ×
− × − × + × − × − × − × + ×
(5.11) 

2 0.934R =  

with   BV  bruise volume [mm3] 
          1X and 2X  dummy variable for harvest date 

           T  temperature [°C] 
          Ei  impact energy [J] 
          w apple mass [g] 
          S apple acoustic stiffness [Hz2.kg2/3]      
          r radius of curvature on location of impact [mm] 
 
In Figure 5-10 the predicted bruise volume - measured bruise volume plot is presented for 

this model.  
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Figure 5-10. Model 5.11: Predicted value (p) – measured value (BV) plot of the bruise volume [mm3] 

A much more complex statistical model for impact energy was achieved compared to peak 

contact force. All measured parameters have a significant effect on the bruise volume. 

Unlike the statistical models with the peak contact force as independent variable all 

independent variables coexist in one model (model 5.11). Moreover, much more interactions 

are present and besides interactions with the fruit properties (temperature, harvest date, 

radius of curvature) and the impact energy also mutual interactions between fruit properties 

were identified. All this contribute to a much more complicated but more subtle statistical 

model. 

In Table 5-3 the extra sum of squares of the remaining independent variables are given when 

the peak contact force is already in the model. 
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Table 5-4. Extra sum of squares for the remaining independent variables when the impact energy is 
already included in the model 
 

Type I Extra sum of squares Absolute number 2 2 1 1 1( , ) / ( ) *100SSR X X X X SSE X� × �� �  

1 1( , )SSR X X Ei Ei×  61.48*10  15.2 
2 2( , )SSR X X Ei Ei×  61.40*10  14.3 

( , )SSR T T Ei Ei×  61.18*10  12.0 
( , )SSR r r Ei Ei×  61.07*10  11.0 
( , )SSR S S Ei Ei×  59.94*10  10.1 

The third column indicates the coefficient of partial determination multiplied by 100. It indicates with how 
many percent the error sum of squares when only 1X  is in the model is further reduced when 2 2 1,X X X× are 
added to the model 
 

By far the most important factor in predicting the bruise volume is the impact energy. This 

can be seen from the low coefficients of partial determination of all the other independent 

variables if the impact energy is already included in the model (Table 5-4).  

Nevertheless, a significant effect of all fruit properties was identified. According to Table 5.4 

the following classification of their importance in explaining the overall variance in the 

bruise volume can be made: 

 

1. Harvest date 

2. Apple temperature 

3. Radius of curvature at the location of impact 

4. Acoustic stiffness 

 

A sensitivity analysis was performed to obtain a more detailed understanding of the effect of 

the different independent variables on the bruise volume. The results of this analysis are 

presented below. 

 

Effect of apple harvest date on bruise volume (model 5.11) 

 

In contrast to the models including the peak contact force (models 5.4, 5.5 and 5.7) 

significant interactions between harvest date and acoustic stiffness were identified. For 

apples of average acoustic stiffness in the experiment (31 Hz2.kg2/3) the same conclusions 

can be drawn as for the model including the peak contact force (in absolute and relative 

value, transition of the effect is around 0.05 J). 

The positive effect of late harvest was more pronounced for stiffer apples. For apples with 

low acoustic stiffness almost no effect of late harvest on bruise volume could be observed. 
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The negative effect of early harvest on bruise volume was higher for apples with low 

acoustic stiffness. For apples with high acoustic stiffness almost no effect of early harvest on 

bruise volume could be identified.  

 

Effect of apple temperature on bruise volume (model 5.11) 

 

The same conclusions can be drawn for the effect of apple temperature on bruise volume as 

for the model with the peak contact force as independent variable (section 5.2.2.1). 

 

Effect of apple radius of curvature on bruise volume (model 5.11) 

 

The same conclusions can be drawn as for the models with the peak contact force as 

independent variable (section 5.2.2.1). However in relative terms the effect of the radius of 

curvature was more pronounced. The effect of apple size was calculated for the extremes in 

commercialized apple sizes. Apples of diameter 65 mm compared to apples of diameter 90 

mm contracted up to 50 % more bruise for small impacts (in absolute terms difference is 

very small!) and up to 9 % less bruise for high impacts (0.18 J, ≅ 100 N). 

 

Effect of apple acoustic stiffness on bruise volume (model 5.11) 

 

The conclusions for the effect of the acoustic stiffness on apple bruise volume are slightly 

different compared to the models with the peak contact force as independent variable. First 

of all, no interaction between impact energy and acoustic stiffness was identified. Stiffer 

apples gave rise to more bruise damage. The interaction with the harvest date indicated that 

the effect of the acoustic stiffness was not the same for all harvest dates. The effect of 

acoustic stiffness was the most pronounced for the optimal harvest date, less pronounced for 

the late harvest date and almost nonexistent for the early harvested apples. For the optimal 

harvest date and average apple size the difference in bruise volume between the extremes in 

acoustic stiffness in the measurement (28 Hz2.kg2/3and 35 Hz2.kg2/3) was 166 mm3.  The 

interaction term between apple weight and acoustic stiffness indicates that the effect of 

acoustic stiffness was more pronounced for larger apples.  

 

Effect of apple mass on bruise volume (model 5.11) 

 

The effect of apple mass on bruise volume was not identified for the models with the peak 

contact force as independent variable. It was noted that larger apples contracted more bruise 
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than smaller apples. This effect was fixed for each impact level (no interaction between 

apple mass and impact energy). The effect of apple mass was more pronounced for higher 

acoustic stiffness apples. For early harvested apples this effect was less pronounced than for 

optimum and late harvested apples. Most likely the effect of apple mass on bruise volume 

has to be explained by its positive correlation with radius of curvature.  

 

5.2.4 Conclusions  
 
The effect of the fruit properties on the bruise volume can be summarized in a simplified 

form in the following table: 

Table 5-5. Simplified summary of effect of apple parameters on bruise volume 

Factor  
Harvest date  Bruise volume decreases with increasing harvest date 
Temperature Bruise volume decreases with increasing temperature  
Radius of 
curvature 

Low impacts: r �� bruising � 
High impacts: r �� bruising � 
Average impacts: no effect 

Apple acoustic 
stiffness 

Acoustic stiffness � � bruising �, most pronounced optimal harvest 
date 

 
 
5.3 Bruise prediction models for tomatoes 
 

5.3.1 Introduction 
 

In contrast to apples no browning of damaged tomato tissue occurs, what makes objective 

measurement of tomato bruise damage very difficult. Until present no such method is 

available. The only method that was found in literature was a visual scoring of the degree of 

bruise damage (Sargent et al., 1989). Because the lack of accurate bruise determination of 

tomatoes, the research about tomato bruise susceptibility is rare. 

In this research absorbed energy has been used to quantify bruise damage. For one 

experimental object (one tomato of a certain ripeness at a certain temperature) most likely 

can be stated that higher absorbed energy indicates higher bruise damage. However, between 

tomatoes in a batch and even a single tomato at a different ripeness stage or temperature this 

is less obvious. After all, not all absorbed energy is transformed into plastic deformation 

(bruise). The absorbed energy can be divided into plastic and viscous energy. The viscous 

energy loss is due to the materials viscosity (see Chapter 2). The hypothesis was made that 
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within a cultivar higher absorbed energy of the tomato also indicates higher bruise damage 

when impacted by the same impact energy. 

The hypothesis is true if the proportion between viscous and plastic energy at a given impact 

energy is constant regardless, for example, fruit ripeness or temperature or at least this 

proportion is not that influenced by fruit properties that higher absorbed energy at a given 

impact energy is entirely due to an increase in viscous energy. As soon as a method is 

available to measure tomato bruise damage objectively this hypothesis could be verified. 

In anticipation of such a method a verification of the hypothesis on the energy level was 

executed.  

Using the same batch of tomatoes that were used for the experiment to test tomato fruit 

properties on absorbed energy, outlined below, an experiment was executed to test the effect 

of fruit properties on plastic and viscous energy separately.  The constant height multiple 

impact method (CHMI) described by Bajema and Hyde (1998) has been used for this 

experiment. However, the experiment was not conclusive because for none of the fruit 

properties a significant effect neither on plastic energy nor on viscous energy could be 

demonstrated (data not shown). Two reasons can be given for this result. First, the 

assumptions made by Bajema and Hyde (1998) are questionable and the validity of the 

method is never proved. Second, the variance within tested tomatoes with the same fruit 

properties (temperature, ripeness, etc.) was very high. Most likely this is due to (slight) 

differences in impact energy between repeated impacts on the same tomatoes leading to a 

high measuring error. 

In the experiment to establish the bruise prediction models for tomatoes besides the absorbed 

energy also the restitution coefficient was used as dependent variable. The restitution 

coefficient is calculated as: 

v
Re

v
e r

i i

E
s

E
= =                         (5.12) 

with eE and iE elastic and impact energy [J] 

        vr and vi rebound and impact velocity [m/s] 

 

The restitution coefficient can be seen as an estimation of the degree of absorbed energy 

(Res of 0 indicates 100 % of the energy is absorbed and Res of 1 indicates 0 % of the impact 

energy is absorbed). Because of the complementary of the restitution coefficient with the 

absorbed energy, the results are not presented. Besides, for DEM simulations, the absorbed 

energy as estimation for bruise damage is more useful than restitution coefficient.   
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5.3.2 Materials and methods 
 

5.3.2.1 Experimental setup 

 

The tomato cultivar that was used for the experiments was ‘Tradiro’. The tomatoes were 

obtained from the “proeftuin” in Sint-Katelijne-Waver, Belgium. 

Tomatoes of the same greenhouse were picked in three different ripeness stages: green, pink 

and red. 360 tomatoes were used for the experiment. Each tomato was impacted two times 

on two different locations: compartment and partition. Whole tomatoes were mounted on the 

pendulum (see Chapter 3). Three impact levels were applied (low, moderate, high; Table 5-

6). 

For each ripeness-temperature-impact level 20 tomatoes were utilized (18x20=360 tomatoes 

in total).  

The independent variables were: 

• Impact energy or peak contact force 

• Tomato temperature (15 °C and 20 °C) 

• Acoustic stiffness (indication of ripeness) 

• Colour (indication of ripeness) 

• Radius of curvature on location of impact 

• Location of impact: compartment or partition 

 

Impact energy and peak contact force were logged to a data file for each impact. The tree 

impact levels that were used were: 

Table 5-6. Overview of different impact levels used in the experiment. 

 Peak contact force [N] Impact energy [J] 

Level 1 

Level 2 

Level 3 

 ≅ 15 

 ≅ 30 

≅ 60 

≅ 0.020 

≅ 0.087 

                   ≅ 0.26 

 

All three impact levels were recorded by the electronic fruit PMS-60 during harvest and 

sorting in greenhouses in Belgium, although impacts of level 3 were rare (Desmet et al., 

2004b).  

To measure acoustic stiffness and radius of curvature of the tomatoes the same equipment 

was used as for the apples (section 5.2.2.1). Because the tomato is not a perfect sphere, the 
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harmonic average was calculated of the circumferential radius of curvature and the meridian 

radius of curvature (see section 3.5.2.1). 

 

Measurement of tomato ripeness by acoustic stiffness and colour 

 

Tomato acoustic stiffness is an estimation for tomato ripeness when measured within one 

cultivar. A higher acoustic stiffness indicates a lower ripeness. The acoustic stiffness is not a 

good measure for ripeness in the case all tomatoes are in the red mature stage (De Ketelaere, 

2002). Since in this experiment tomatoes in green, orange and red stadium were used, the 

acoustic stiffness can be considered as an objective measurement of tomato ripeness. 

The colour itself is a very good estimation of tomato ripeness and can be measured 

objectively by spectrophotometry. A Minolta® CR-300 (Konica Minolta Photo Imaging 

Europe GmbH, Langenhagen, Germany) spectrophotometer was utilized to perform the 

measurement (VCBT, K.U. Leuven).  The spectrophotometer is able to do measurements of 

the colour in various accepted standards methods. Usually, the measurements of the colour 

are represented using the L* a* b* colour system. This model was proposed by the CIE 

(Commission Internationale d’Eclairage) in 1931 as an international standard to measure the 

colour where L* is lightness on a scale of 0 (black) to 100 (white), a* is red-green share and 

indicates red tones when is positive and green tone when is negative, and b* is blue-yellow 

share indicating positive values for yellow tones and negative values for blue tones. The 

scale of values for the a* and b* goes from -120 to +120. 

The colorimetric coordinate *a was taken as estimation of tomato ripeness because it 

indicates the transition from green to red colour (higher *a value indicates redder colour). 

The colour is a good indication for tomato ripeness within one cultivar. The colour is not a 

good measure for ripeness in the case all tomatoes are in the red mature stadium (De 

Ketelaere, 2002). Since in this experiment tomatoes of green, orange and red stadium were 

used the colour can be considered as an objective measurement of tomato ripeness. 

 

5.3.2.2 Statistical analysis 

 

The data were processed with the statistical software package SAS (SAS version 8.2, The 

SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, U.S.A.). A multifactor covariance analysis was setup (proc 

GLM) A backward stepwise (step-down) procedure was used to select the relevant 

independent variables and their interactions. The significance level for staying in the model 

was set at 0,05. Interaction terms were analyzed up to the three-factorial level. In 

contradiction to the statistical analysis for the apples (section 5.2), no dummy variables were 
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introduced for the discrete variables in the model (=regression formulation of covariance 

model). 2-factorial covariance analysis with different concomitant variables (continuous 

variables) was performed. 

 To facilitate the interpretation of the regression models, in particular the interactions in the 

model, the absorbed energy was estimated for different values of the independent variables 

using EXCEL. 

 

5.3.3 Results and discussion 
 

As stated in the introduction (section 5.3.1), besides the absorbed energy in absolute value 

also the coefficient of restitution can be used to measure the degree of absorbed energy. The 

models with the restitution coefficient as dependent variable gave more or less the same 

results as for the models with the absorbed energy as dependent variable. Because the 

models with the restitution coefficient as dependent variable are less suitable to be used for 

the DEM simulations they are not discussed here. 

 

In Figure 5-11 a schematic overview is presented of all the relations between the variables in 

the experiment. The grouping of the variables in the figure can be explained by the design of 

the experiment. Although the variables impact energy and peak contact force are continuous 

variables they appear in three different data clouds because the pendulum rod was released 

from three different heights. The control of the impact height was sub-optimal. Nevertheless, 

this is not introducing errors in the data analysis, because the exact impact energy/peak 

contact force was measured for each impact and was treated as a continuous variable.   
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Figure 5-11.  Overview of the different relations between independent/dependent variables in the 
experiment 
Ea: Absorbed energy [J]; T: Temperature [°C]; Loc: Location of impact (compartment of partition); Ei: Impact 
energy [J]; PF: Peak force [N]; r: Radius of curvature at the location of impact [mm]; a: Colorimetric 
parameter a [-]; S: Acoustic stiffness [Hz2.kg2/3]; w: Weight [g]  
 

5.3.3.1 Models with absorbed energy as dependent and peak contact force as independent 

variable 

 

The significant main effects and interactions (up to three factorial level) between all 

variables (peak contact force, temperature, acoustic stiffness, colorimetric parameter, radius 

of curvature and mass) were analyzed on the 95 % significance level. Since colorimetric 

coordinate a* and acoustic stiffness S are both an indication for the ripeness of tomatoes 

separate models were made with S and a* as parameter for ripeness. 

Using the backward stepwise (step-down) procedure, different linear and nonlinear statistical 

models were analyzed. Different linear combinations of second and first order terms were 
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analyzed. All variables were significant (P<0.05), except for the mass. The following most 

relevant models were identified (P<0.0001): 

 

Treatment regression equations for the model with parameter a as indicator for ripeness 

 

1( ) 0.025387247 0.005161998 0.0003374024 0.0013648960 0.0000426971aE T PF a r PF a=− + − − + ×

2( ) 0.0219579181 0.0047652515 0.0003374024 0.0013648960 0.0000426971aE T PF a r PF a=− + − − + ×
(5.13) 

2 0.947R =  

with  aE absorbed energy [J] 

 1/ 2T tomato temperature; T1 is 15 °C and 20°C  

 PF peak contact force [N] 
 a  colorimetric coordinate [-] 
 r  tomato radius of curvature at place of impact [mm]  
 
In Figure 5-12 the predicted absorbed energy - measured absorbed energy plot is depicted for 

this model.  
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Figure 5-12. Model 5.13: Predicted value (p) – measured value (Ea) plot of the absorbed energy [J]. 
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Treatment regression equations for the model with parameter S as indicator for ripeness 

 

1( ) 0.037639689 0.006574217 0.0028789403 0.00050454821 0.000159254aE T PF S r PF S= − + − − − ×

2( ) 0.0317045639 0.0060022073 0.0028789403 0.0005045482 0.0001592541aE T PF S r PF S= − + − − − ×

(5.14) 
2 0.945R =  

with S  acoustic stiffness [Hz2.kg2/3] 
  
In Figure 5-13 the predicted absorbed energy - measured absorbed energy plot is presented 

for this model.  
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Figure 5-13. Model 5.14: Predicted value (p) – measured value (Ea) plot of the absorbed energy [J]. 

In Table 5-7 the extra sum of squares of the remaining independent variables are given when 

the peak contact force is already in the model. 
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Table 5-7. Extra sum of squares for the remaining independent variables when the peak contact force is 
already included in the model 
 

Type I Extra sum of squares Absolute number 2 2 1 1 1( , ) / ( ) *100SSR X X X X SSE X� × �� �  

( , )SSR S S PF PF×  0.08  19.4 
( , )SSR a a PF PF×  0.07  15.6 
( , )SSR T T PF PF×  0.04  8.4 
( , )SSR r r PF PF×  0.02  4.6 

( , )SSR side side PF PF×  0.0008  0.2 
The third column indicates the coefficient of partial determination multiplied by 100. It indicates with how 
many percent the error sum of squares when only 1X  is in the model is further reduced when 2 2 1,X X X× are 
added to the model 
 
By far the most important factor in predicting the absorbed energy is the peak contact force. 

This can be seen from the low coefficients of partial determination of all the other 

independent variables if the peak contact force is already included in the model (Table 5-7).  

According to Table 5.4 the following classification of their importance in explaining the 

overall variance in the absorbed energy can be made: 

 

1. Acoustic stiffness 

2. Colorimetric parameter *a  

3. Tomato temperature 

4. Radius of curvature at the location of impact 

5. Side of the tomato (compartment/partition) 

 

A sensitivity analysis was performed to obtain a more detailed understanding of the effect of 

the different independent variables on the absorbed energy. The results of this analysis are 

presented below. 

 

Effect of tomato ripeness on absorbed energy 

 
Both indicators of ripeness (a* and S) indicate that energy absorption increases with ripeness. 

The interaction term between ripeness and peak contact force indicates that the difference in 

absolute value of the absorbed energy between ripe and unripe tomatoes increases with peak 

impact force. However, the relative difference decreases with increasing peak contact force. 

For the extremes in ripeness (upper and lower boundary of standard deviation, 5.5 and 7.5 

Hz2.kg2/3 for acoustic stiffness, 3.21 and 18.17 for colorimetric coordinate a*) the difference 

in absorbed energy for unripe compared to ripe tomatoes goes from 40% for low impacts to 

12 % for high impacts. These results are in agreement with the literature. Sargent et al. (1989) 
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and Sargent et al. (1992b) found that tomatoes are significantly less bruised in the mature 

green stage compared to the breaker stage (first appearance of external pink colour).  

The effect of ripeness on bruise susceptibility is the opposite of the effect for Jonagold 

apples. Based on the findings in literature about apples, most likely the explanation for the 

effect is the decrease in tomato firmness with increasing ripeness. The positive correlation 

between firmness and acoustic stiffness (Duprat et al., 1997) indicates that the firmness of 

the tomatoes was decreasing with increasing ripeness.  

An apparent contradiction of the effect acoustic stiffness can be noted between (Jonagold) 

apples and tomatoes. In contrast to tomatoes, higher acoustic stiffness leads to more bruise 

damage for apples. As explanation was stated that higher acoustic stiffness leads to higher 

peak stress during impact. Also, for tomatoes this is the case. Higher tomato acoustic 

stiffness leads to a significantly higher peak contact force (peak stress) when impacted with 

the same impact energy. In our view the explanation lays in the difference in tomato 

firmness. Although a higher peak stress for stiffer unripe tomatoes is present, it doesn’t lead 

to more bruise damage because the failure stress is also higher for the unripe tomatoes. 

 

Effect of tomato temperature on absorbed energy 

 

Tomatoes at room temperature absorb less energy than tomatoes at 15 °C. Although in 

absolute value the difference in absorbed energy between tomatoes at 15°C and room 

temperature increases with increasing peak contact force, in relative value the difference 

goes from 25 % for low impacts (15 N) to 12 % for high impacts (60 N). In literature no 

information about the effect of tomato temperature on bruise susceptibility is available. 

Probably, the same explanation for the effect of tomato temperature on absorbed energy can 

be stated as for the effect of tomato ripeness: the higher firmness of tomatoes of 20 °C leads 

to lower absorbed energy. Unexpectedly, it has been statistically indicated that tomatoes of 

20 °C were stiffer than tomatoes of 15 °C (data not shown).    

 

Effect of radius of curvature on absorbed energy 

 

No interaction term between radius of curvature and peak contact force was present. This 

means a fixed effect of the radius of curvature on the absolute value of the absorbed energy. 

Tomatoes with small radius of curvature absorb more energy compared to a tomato with 

larger radius of curvature (at location of impact). The difference in relative terms for the 

extremes in tomato radius of curvature in the experiment (29.7 and 38.3 mm) is much higher 

for low impacts (136 %, 15 N), it decreases rapidly to barely 5 % for high impacts (60 N). 
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No data was found in literature about the effect of tomato radius of curvature on bruise 

susceptibility. An explanation of the effect of radius of curvature on absorbed energy could 

be that the higher peak contact stress for tomatoes with smaller radius of curvature is more 

important than the lower contact area during impact.  

 

Effect of location of impact (compartment/partition) on absorbed energy 

 

No significant effect of location of impact on absorbed energy could be demonstrated.  

However for the statistical model including the impact energy (see section 5.3.3.2) a 

difference in absorbed energy between compartment and partition was identified. Probably 

the reason no effect of location of impact for the statistical model including the peak contact 

was identified, is the strong influence of location of impact on the peak contact force itself. 

After all, a statistical higher peak contact force was noted for the tomato partition compared 

to compartment. This is in agreement with the different contact force parameters for partition 

and compartment of the tomatoes (Chapter 3). 

 

5.3.3.2 Models with absorbed energy as dependent and impact energy as independent 

variable 

 

The significant main effects and interactions (up to three factorial level) between all 

variables (impact energy, temperature, acoustic stiffness, radius of curvature and mass) were 

analyzed on the 95 % significance level. Since colorimetric coordinate a* and acoustic 

stiffness S are both an indication for the ripeness of tomatoes separate models were made 

with S and a* as parameter for ripeness. 

Using the backward stepwise (step-down) procedure, different linear and nonlinear statistical 

models were analyzed. Different linear combinations of second and first order terms were 

analyzed. The following most relevant models were identified (P<0.0001): 
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Treatment regression equations for the model with parameter S as indicator for ripeness 

 
3 5

1/ 2.326*10 0.909 0.000263 5.76*10T CEa Ei S r− −= − + − +
3 5

1/ 1, 455*10 0.909 0.000263 5.76*10T PEa Ei S r− −= − + − +
3 5

2 / 1.954 *10 0.900 0.000263 6.74 *10T CEa Ei S r− −= + − −
3 5

2 / 2.824*10 0.900 0.000263 6.74*10T PEa Ei S r− −= + − −   

(5.15)                             
2 0.998R =  

with  aE absorbed energy [J] 

 1/ 2T tomato temperature; T1 is 15 °C and T2 is room temperature [°C] 

               C and P are respectively indicating the compartment and partition of the tomato 
Ei impact energy [J] 

 S  acoustic stiffness [Hz2.kg2/3] 
 r  tomato radius of curvature at place of impact [mm]  
 

In Figure 5-14 the predicted absorbed energy - measured absorbed energy plot is given for 

this model.  
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Figure 5-14. Model 5.15: Predicted value (p) – measured value (Ea) plot of the absorbed energy [J]. 
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Treatment regression equations for the model with parameter a as indicator for ripeness 

 
3 5

1/ 4.878*10 0.922 0.00000924 9.17 *10 0.00103 0.000775T CEa Ei a r Ei a Ei r− −= − + − + + × − ×
3 5

1/ 4.148*10 0.922 0.00000924 9.17 10 0.00103 0.000775T PEa Ei a r Ei a Ei r− −= − + − + × + × − ×
4 5

2/ 6.64*10 0.922 0.00000924 4.83 10 0.00103 0.000775T CEa Ei a r Ei a Ei r− −= − + − − × + × − ×
5 5

2/ 6.399*10 0.922 0.00000924 4.83 10 0.00103 0.000775T PEa Ei a r Ei a Ei r− −= + − − × + × − ×
(5.16) 

2 0.999R =  
with a  colorimetric coordinate [-] 
  
In Figure 5-15 the predicted absorbed energy - measured absorbed energy plot is depicted for 

this model.  
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Figure 5-15. Model 5.16: Predicted value (p) – measured value (Ea) plot of the absorbed energy [J]. 
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In Table 5-8 the extra sum of squares of the remaining independent variables are given when 

the impact energy is already in the model. 

 
Table 5-8. Extra sum of squares for the remaining independent variables when the impact energy is 
already included in the model 
 

Type I Extra sum of squares Absolute number 2 2 1 1 1( , ) / ( ) *100SSR X X X X SSE X� × �� �  

( , )SSR a a Ei Ei×  49.6*10−  9.6 
( , )SSR S S Ei Ei×  42.1*10−  2.4 
( , )SSR T T Ei Ei×  42.0*10−  1.9 
( , )SSR r r Ei Ei×  41.2*10−  1.2 

( , )SSR side side Ei Ei×  57.3*10−  0.8 
The third column indicates the coefficient of partial determination multiplied by 100. It indicates with how 
many percent the error sum of squares when only 1X  is in the model is further reduced when 2 2 1,X X X× are 
added to the model 
 
By far the most important factor in predicting the absorbed energy is the impact energy. This 

can be seen from the low coefficients of partial determination of all the other independent 

variables if the impact energy is already included in the model (Table 5-8).  

Nevertheless, a significant effect of all fruit properties was identified. According to Table 5.4 

the following classification of their importance in explaining the overall variance in the 

absorbed energy can be made: 

 

1. Colorimetric parameter *a  

2. Acoustic stiffness 

3. Tomato temperature 

4. Radius of curvature at the location of impact 

5. Side of the tomato (compartment/partition) 

 

A sensitivity analysis was performed to obtain a more detailed understanding of the effect of 

the different independent variables on the absorbed energy. The results of this analysis are 

presented below. 

 
Effect of tomato ripeness on absorbed energy  

 

The same conclusion can be drawn as for the model including the peak contact force as 

independent variable. Ripe tomatoes absorb more energy than unripe tomatoes. However, the 

difference is much smaller compared to the model including the peak force. The maximum 

difference in absorbed energy between the ripeness extremes in the measurement (upper and 
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lower boundary of standard deviation of a* and S, 5.5 and 7.5 Hz2.kg2/3 for acoustic stiffness 

S, 3.21 and 18.17 for colorimetric coordinate a*) is barely 1.5 %. 

This large difference between the models with the peak contact force as independent variable 

and the models with the impact energy as independent variable is due to the fact that the 

peak contact force itself is influenced by ripeness. A significant negative correlation between 

peak contact force and ripeness was noticed for the tomatoes in the experiment (data not 

shown). 

 

Effect of tomato temperature on absorbed energy  

 

The same conclusion can be drawn as for the model including the peak contact force as 

independent variable. Tomatoes at 15 °C absorb more energy than tomatoes at 20 °C. 

However, the difference is much smaller compared to the model including the peak contact 

force. The maximum difference is barely 1%. This large difference between both models is 

due to the contact force itself that is influenced by temperature. Unexpected, the peak contact 

force of tomatoes at 20 °C was significantly higher compared to tomatoes at 15 °C (data not 

shown). 

 

Effect of tomato radius of curvature on absorbed energy  

 

An interaction term between radius of curvature and temperature was noticed. For tomatoes 

at room temperature, at all impact levels, tomatoes with low radius of curvature absorb more 

energy than tomatoes with higher radius. This is in agreement with the model including the 

peak contact force. Although, the effect of contact radius is very small: the difference in 

absorbed energy between the extremes in the measurement (upper and lower boundary of 

radius of curvature standard deviation, 29.7 and 38.3 mm) is at maximum 1 %. For tomatoes 

at 15°C, the opposite effect was noticed: less energy absorption for lower radius of curvature. 

Once again, this effect is very small: even for the extremes in radius of curvature at 

maximum 2 %.  Probably the opposite effect of radius of curvature for tomatoes of 15°C and 

20 °C is due to their difference in acoustic stiffness (for tomatoes the positive correlation 

with firmness is important). Tomatoes of 20 °C have higher firmness (failure stress) and 

therefore the small radius of curvature give rise to higher peak stresses necessary to 

overcome the high failure stress. Tomatoes of 15 °C have a lower failure stress, with the 

consequence that the higher contact area of tomatoes with higher radius of curvature (see 

Hertz theory) becomes more important than the lower peak stress compared to tomatoes of 

lower radius of curvature (see Hertz theory).  
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Effect of location of impact (compartment/partition) on absorbed energy  

 

Unlike the models including the peak contact force as independent variable, it was observed 

that the partition of a tomato absorbs significantly more energy compared to the 

compartment. The effect decreases from 4 % for low impacts (0.03 J ≅ 15N) to 0.5 % for 

high impacts (0.23 J ≅ 60 N). 

This difference between models including peak contact force and impact energy as 

independent variable is due to the fact that the peak contact force itself is influenced by the 

location of impact. It was demonstrated that the peak contact force was significantly higher 

for partition compared to compartment when impacted by the same impact energy (data not 

shown). This is also in agreement with the different contact force model parameters between 

tomato partition and compartment (Chapter 3). 

In the literature no data was found about differences in bruise susceptibility between 

compartment and partition of tomatoes. 

 
5.3.4 Conclusions 
 

The effect of the tomato fruit properties on the absorbed energy can be summarized in a 

simplified form in the following table: 

 

Table 5-9. Simplified summary of effect for tomato parameters on absorbed energy 

Factor  
Ripeness (determined 
by acoustic stiffness 
and colour) 

Absorbed energy increases with increasing ripeness of tomato. 

Location of impact A tomato partition absorbs more energy than the compartment of the 
tomato 

Radius of curvature33 15°C: r↑ →  absorbed energy ↑  
20°C: r↑ →  absorbed energy ↓  
 

Temperature Tomatoes at 20 °C absorb less energy compared to tomatoes at 15 
°C 

 
 

                                                 
33 Conclusions are valid for models including the impact energy. For models including peak contact force r↑ 
→  absorbed energy ↓ for both temperatures. 
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5.4 Relation between bruising of Jonagold apples and packaging 
materials 

 

5.4.1 Introduction 
 

One of the basic roles of packaging is to protect the products from damage during handling 

and transportation and generally in the process chain between harvesting and reaching the 

end-consumer. 

Therefore, one of the parameters under study in this work was the effectiveness of packaging 

materials. To predict performance, i.e. bruise protection, of packages, it is necessary to 

understand and quantify the effect of these factors in bruising. Package design can then 

proceed to minimize bruising and the performance of packages can be predicted before they 

enter the system. (Holt et al, 1981) 

Regression models were constructed with both the impact energy and the peak contact force 

as independent variable. The impact energy as independent variable is most useful to make a 

classification of the packaging material in its effectiveness of diminishing the bruise 

development. The peak contact force as independent variable is most useful in combination 

with DEM, as described before. The impact time was analyzed in combination with the peak 

contact force; because it is known from literature it is also an important factor in determining 

the bruise damage (Chen en Yazdani, 1991). A regression equation with besides the peak 

contact force also the impact time as independent variable could be used to predict damage 

between apples and materials with different mechanical properties (stiffness and damping). 

The only condition is that the peak contact force and impact time have to be known. For 

DEM this information is captured in normal contact force model (Chapter 2 and 3)34.  

 

5.4.2 Materials and methods 
 

5.4.2.1 Material 

 

The effectiveness of different packaging materials used in the Belgium market for 

diminishing apple bruising was tested. The packaging materials that were tested are given 

below: 

                                                 
34 The parameters of the contact force model for the different packaging materials were determined, but were 
not presented in Chapter 3 for two reasons. First of all, the method is not different from the one already 
presented in Chapter 3 for apples and tomatoes. Secondly, no DEM simulations with packaging materials could 
be done because of lack of time. 
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Table 5-10. Overview of the different packaging materials used in the experiment. 

Type of packaging material  

Small packaging Foam dish 

 Carton dish 

Standard packaging Rippled pack paper 
 Multilayer paper pack sheet 
   

Pack sheets are sheets with pre-shaped holes (alveoli). The sheets exist in different number 

of holes, depending on diameter class of the apples being packed. Two types of pack sheets 

are used in Belgium: plastic- and multilayer paper pack sheets. Plastic pack sheets are 

always used in combination with rippled pack paper, because the damping characteristics of 

the plastic pack sheets are very low. Rippled pack paper is rippled paper without holes, used 

to absorb energy. Multilayer paper pack sheets have higher damping characteristics and are 

not used in combination with the rippled pack paper. The use of plastic pack sheets in 

combination with the rippled paper is drastically diminishing on the Belgian market in favor 

of the use of the multilayer paper pack sheet (VCBT, personal communication). The driving 

motivation for this is the lower environmental load of the multilayer paper pack sheets.    

The Jonagold apples for this research were obtained from the ‘Fruitteeltcentrum K.U. 

Leuven’ in Rillaar.  They were harvested on the same day in October 2002 and stored for 3.5 

months in CA storage conditions (2.5 % CO2; 1% O2; 0.8 °C).  

 

5.4.2.2 Methods 

 

The pendulum device (Chapter 3) was utilized. Halves of an apple were mounted on the 

pendulum device and impacted with a round flat metal impactor (∅ 25 mm). A sample of ∅ 

25 mm from the different packaging materials was glued on the metal flat impactor. The glue 

was only applied on the edges of the packaging sample to diminish interference of the 

damping properties of the glue. 

The impact parameters logged to the computer were the impact energy, peak contact force 

and impact time. The bruise volumes were measured 24-72 hours later using the method 

described by Chen and Sun (1981). 

Five impact energy levels were applied. The lowest impact energy class was at the edge of 

bruise measurability. The highest impact class was above the maximum damage class that 

was measured in Belgium (Van linden, unpublished). Besides the four different packaging 

materials being tested also the metal plate impact was taken as reference. 
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In total 30 apples were used for each (packaging) material. Because both halves of the apples 

were impacted, 60 impacts for each material were obtained. In total 5x30=150 apples were 

analyzed in this experiment.  

 

5.4.2.3 Statistical analysis 

 

The data were processed with the statistical software package SAS (SAS version 8.2, The 

SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, U.S.A.). A multiple linear or nonlinear regression model was 

setup (proc GLM or proc NLIN). A Gauss-Newton optimisation routine was applied and the 

coefficient of determination was calculated as: 1
SSE

SSTO
− . 

 

5.4.3 Results and discussion 
 

5.4.3.1 Impact energy level 

 

As far as known, only linear statistical models have been applied in literature to describe the 

relation between impact energy and bruise volume. However, such linear statistical models 

led to inferior data fitting results for all packaging materials. Besides linear models different 

nonlinear models were tested. It was concluded that the sigmoid function described most 

accurately the impact energy-bruise volume relationship. For the packaging materials the 

model improved considerably compared to the linear model. In case of the metal plate 

reference measurement, the model improvement was limited (R2=0.866 compared to 

R2=0.883 for the linear model). 

The equation of the sigmoid function is given here: 

1 iCE

A
BV

Be−=
+

              (5.17) 

with BV bruise volume [mm3] 
       iE , impact energy [J] 

        A, B and C parameters of the sigmoid function 
 

Parameter A stands for the value of the upper asymptote of the sigmoid function, parameter 

B is a measure for the shift of the curve to the positive direction of the X-axis and parameter 

C is a measure for the slope of the sigmoid function. 

The results of the nonlinear least squares parameter estimation using the Gausss-Newton 

optimisation method are presented in Table 5-11. In Figure 5-16 the sigmoid functions for 

the five tested materials are depicted. 
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Table 5-11. Overview of the estimation of the different parameters of the sigmoid curves of the different 
packaging materials 

 Foam dish Carton dish 
Ripple 

paper 

Metal 

plate 

Multilayer 

paper 

A 3911 5055 5056 6641 4377 

B 1157 32.03 50.99 28.67 56.14 

C 24.17 11.43 12.08 9.77 14.67 

R2 0.936 0.918 0.846 0.883 0.914 
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Figure 5-16. Plot of the sigmoid curves of the different packaging materials for the models including the 
impact energy. 

In Figure 5-16, no threshold impact energy is noted, in contrast to linear models. In linear 

models the bruise volume becomes negative for low impact energies, indicating the absence 

of bruise damage. However, using these sigmoid models, even for impact energy of 0 J, 

some bruise damage was calculated. This can be seen as a drawback of these models. 

However, bruise volumes less than ≅ 100 mm3 can be considered as theoretical bruise 

volumes, because they are not visible from the outsight and are difficult to measure (depth). 

However, for metal plate impact and carton dish impact the estimation of the bruise volumes 

for lowest impact energies is above the theoretical level of 100 mm3. In addition, the model 
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showed a considerable overestimation of the bruise volumes for low impact energies for 

metal plate and carton dish. For DEM applications a solution for these artifacts is to set the 

bruise volume artificially on 0 mm3 for impacts below the bruise threshold, obtained from 

linear models.  

 

Some interesting practical conclusions can be drawn from Figure 5-16. A high difference 

between foam and carton dishes was noticed for their efficiency to diminish bruise damage 

with respect to low and average impacts. For high impacts this difference diminishes 

drastically. Most likely, the explanation therefore is that the damping efficiency decreases 

with increasing deformation of the foam.  Statistically (P<0.05) only a difference in 

parameter C (slope) of the sigmoid curve between foam and carton could be demonstrated 

(data not shown).   

For the standard packaging it was noticed that the rippled pack paper gave rise to less bruise 

than the multilayer paper pack sheets for higher impact only (>0.2 J). As a consequence the 

use of the more costly rippled pack paper is only justified for more roughly handled fruit. 

However, statistically on the 95 % significance level no difference between both types of 

packaging material could be demonstrated for all three parameters of the sigmoid curve (data 

not shown). 

 

5.4.3.2 Peak contact force level 

 

Also a sigmoid relation between bruise volume and peak contact force was identified. The 

results are given in Table 5-12 and Figure 5-17.   

Table 5-12. Overview of the estimation of the different parameters of the sigmoid curves of the different 
packaging materials 

 Foam dish Carton dish 
Ripple 

paper 

Metal 

plate 

Multilayer 

paper 

A 4080 6078 4898 5471 4260 

B 3936 61.6 140.2 71.2 260.8 

C 0.0539 0.0229 0.0279 0.0237 0.0354 

R2 0.935 0.864 0.794 0.864 0.915 
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Figure 5-17. Plot of the sigmoid curves of the different packaging materials for models including the 
peak contact force 

 
Two substantial differences with Figure 5-16 can be noted: 1) the sigmoid curve of the 

carton lies above the curve of the metal and 2) the curve for the foam for high peak forces is 

situated above all other curves. However, this may not lead to the wrong conclusion that 

carton give rise to more bruise damage than metal and foam give rise to more bruise damage 

than all other materials for higher impacts. The reason for the difference between Figure 5-

16 and 5-17 is that the peak contact force is lower for carton (compared to metal) and for 

foam (compared to all other materials) at a given impact energy. Moreover, peak contact 

force is not the only parameter determining bruise damage. Also impact time is an important 

factor. Shorter apple impacts cause more bruise damage than longer impacts at the same 

peak contact force (Chen en Yazdani, 1991).  

However, the fact that for peak contact forces starting from 160 N the curve of the foam lays 

above all other curves is a model artifact. It is not observed in the data point plot.    

Based on this knowledge, a statistical model was made with the independent variables peak 

contact force and impact time. In this model no distinction was made between packaging 

materials and all the data was pooled. The model with the highest coefficient of 

determination is given below. In this model the effect of time was linearly added to factor B 

(shift to the right) of the sigmoid equation: 
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0.0172

3366
1 (18.9 4.323 0.0344 ) PFBV

t t PF e−=
+ + − ×

(5.18)   

2 0.867R =  
with PF peak force [N] 
  t time [s] 

 

In figure 5-18 the fit of predicted bruise volume compared to measured bruise volume is 

presented. 
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Figure 5-18. Model 5.18: Predicted value (p) – measured value (BV) plot of the bruise volume [mm3]. 

In Table 5-13 this model is compared to other statistical models with lower coefficient of 

determination. 

Table 5-13. Overview of other statistical models than model 5.18.  

Model Model equation R2 

Time linear added to 
sigmoid model 0.0723

2056
57.24 1.3891

1 216423 PFBV t t PF
e−= − + ×

+
 0.863 

Sigmoid model with 
only peak force 0.0296

4919
1 145 PFBV

e−=
+

 0.850 

Linear model with peak 
force and time 2128 22.5 95.5BV PF t= − + +  0.796 

Linear model with only 
peak force 1230 21.7BV PF= − +  0.789 
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Although a negative correlation existed between impact time and bruise damage ( , 0.22t BVr = − ) 

there can be noted a positive effect of impact time in the regression equations. This is due the 

negative correlation between impact time and peak contact force ( , 0.41t PFr = − ), leading to the 

effect of multicollinearity. The same was noted in the results of Chen and Yazdani (1991) 

and Timm et al. (1989). However, in the latter research linear regression equations were 

made with bruise diameter instead of bruise volume as dependent variable. 

The research of Chen and Yazdani (1991) is the only research known from literature giving a 

relationship between bruise volume and peak contact force/impact time. In the research 

Golden Delicious apples were used and different thicknesses of a sponge cushion material 

were used to create the different impact times. A linear model with a coefficient of 

determination of 0.893 was obtained. However, in this model besides peak force and impact 

time three other independent variables were included. These parameters were ‘maximum 

combined deformation of apple and cushioning material’, ‘combined absorbed energy’ and 

‘maximum value of time rate of change of acceleration during an impact’ (jerk, /da dt ). In 

our model where only two compared to five independent variables were used, the coefficient 

of determination of 0.867 can be seen as a good result.  

Caution has to be taken by using model (5.18) for the impact of Jonagold apples with a wide 

range of materials. A good procedure is to check the results experimentally. If the prediction 

of the bruise volume using equation (5.18) differs too much from the measured bruise 

volume, it is better to use a separate model for the impact pair being considered. 

 

5.5     General conclusions 
 

In this chapter bruise prediction models, essential for the applicability of DEM for the bruise 

damage problem, were outlined. Bruise prediction models relate the contact force during 

impact, as modelled by DEM trough the contact force models, with the real bruise damage. 

However the information in this chapter can also be seen as a contribution to the bruise 

damage problem apart from DEM. Besides bruise prediction models with the peak contact 

force as independent variable additional models were constructed with the impact energy as 

independent variable. Advantages and disadvantages of both models were discussed. Bruise 

prediction models were constructed for apple cultivar ‘Jonagold’ and tomato cultivar 

‘Tradiro’. The pendulum that was utilized has been described in Chapter 3. Multiple linear 

and nonlinear regression models were made to link ‘fruit properties’, like ripeness, acoustic 

stiffness, fruit temperature, radius of curvature, harvest date (only apples), location of impact 

(partition or compartment of tomato) with bruise damage. Bruise volume was taken as a 
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measure for apple bruising while absorbed energy was used as measure for bruising of 

tomatoes, since still no objective method is available to measure the bruise size of tomatoes.  

Besides significant main effects also significant interactions between fruit properties were 

identified, that were not described in literature before. Mutual interactions between fruit 

properties (for example interaction between harvest date and stiffness for apples and 

interaction between radius of curvature and temperature for tomatoes) together with 

significant interactions between some fruit properties and the degree of bruising (measured 

by peak impact force or impact energy) were identified. Most of the effects of those fruit 

properties on bruise damage could be clarified by applying theoretical bruise models 

described in literature. A schematic overview of the effect of fruit properties on bruise 

damage is given in section 5.2.4 for the apples and section 5.3.4 for the tomatoes. Some of 

these findings could be reformulated to guidelines to reduce apple and tomato bruising in 

practice. In Chapter 7 the effect of these fruit properties on bruise damage is illustrated by 

means of simulations of apple and tomato transport.  

An overview is given of the effect of the fruit properties on the bruise damage for apples and 

tomatoes. The overview that is presented here is the analysis with besides the fruit properties 

the impact energy as independent variable. It was argued that this analysis is to be preferred 

because in contrast to the peak contact force, impact energy is not influenced by the fruit 

properties. 

For both apples and tomatoes it was identified that higher fruit temperature leads to more 

bruise damage. For apples the effect was most pronounced for high impacts: identical (heavy) 

mechanical treatment of apples at 1 °C gives 15 % more bruise damage than apples at 20 °C. 

Although a significant effect of temperature on tomato absorbed energy was identified, the 

difference between 15°C and 20 °C tomatoes was barely 1%.  

An opposite effect of acoustic stiffness on bruise damage was identified for apples and 

tomatoes. Apples of acoustic stiffness of 35 Hz2.kg2/3 contract 166 mm3, independent of 

impact level, more bruise damage during identical mechanical treatment than apples with 

acoustic stiffness of 28 Hz2.kg2/3. On the other hand, stiffer tomatoes absorb less energy. 

Nevertheless this effect is limited: tomatoes with acoustic stiffness of 7.5 Hz2.kg2/3 absorb 

1.5 % less energy during identical mechanical treatment than tomatoes with an acoustic 

stiffness of 5.5 Hz2.kg2/3. For fresh harvested tomatoes, besides the stiffness also the color, 

measured by colorimetry, is an indication for tomato ripeness. The same effect of tomato 

ripeness on absorbed energy was identified when the acoustic stiffness or the colorimetric 

parameter a*, indicating green/red color, was considered. 

For apples the effect of the radius of curvature on the bruise damage depends on the level of 

impact: for small impacts smaller radius of curvature leads to more bruise damage, up to 50 
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% for the extremes in apple size : 32.5 mm and 45 mm radius of curvature. The opposite is 

true for high impact: up to 9 % less bruise damage for the extremes in apple size. For 

average impact levels no effect of the radius of curvature on the bruise damage was 

identified. For the tomatoes it was identified that the effect of radius of curvature depends on 

the temperature of the tomatoes. For tomatoes at 15°C, higher radius of curvature leads to 

more absorbed energy, the opposite is true for tomatoes at 20 °C. However the effect is small, 

for tomatoes at 15°C and 20°C for the extremes in size (radius of 29.7 mm and 38.3 mm) the 

effect is 1 and 2 % respectively.  

For the effect of apple harvest date on bruise damage besides an interaction with the impact 

level also an interaction with the acoustic stiffness was identified. For apples of average 

acoustic stiffness (31 Hz2.kg2/3) late harvest leads to 10 % reduction in the bruise damage 

compared to apples harvested on the optimal harvest date. For early harvested apples of 

average acoustic stiffness (beyond 0.05 J) there is up to 9 % more bruise damage in the case 

of high impacts. The opposite effect is true for low impacts, however in absolute number this 

effect is small.  

Some results of the effect of fruit properties on the bruise damage for both apples and 

tomatoes were explained by theoretical bruise models described in literature.  

In addition the effectiveness of packaging materials, as used on the Belgian market, in 

reducing apple bruise damage was investigated. A sigmoid statistical relation between peak 

contact force/impact energy and bruise damage was identified for the impact of apples with 

the packaging materials. One of the most practical findings was that the application of more 

costly and more environmentally charging ripple pack paper in combination with plastic 

pack sheets is only justified for fruit submitted to high impacts (‘rough handling’) because 

no difference was noted for low impacts. 

Since the impact of the apples with the packaging materials created a wide range of impact 

durations, a statistical model was constructed with the peak contact force as well as the 

impact duration as independent variable. It is known from literature that short duration 

impacts create more bruise damage than long duration impacts for identical peak contact 

force. The statistical model that was developed could be used in DEM simulations to predict 

the bruise damage for the impact of Jonagold apples with a wide range of materials. The 

only condition is of course that the parameters of the contact force model for each impact 

pair are known. The parameters of the contact force model for the impact apple - packaging 

materials were identified, but were not included in this work because no DEM simulations of 

packaging materials were executed (Van Zeebroeck et al., unpublished).    
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Chapter 6 

Validation of the Discrete Element Method to 
predict bruise damage to fruit 

 

 

 

6.1 Introduction 
 

The overall objective of the thesis was the development of the Discrete Element Method 

(DEM) for the simulation of the impact damage during transport and handling of fruit. In the 

previous chapters the methodology to measure the mechanical parameters, both for the 

contact force model and the bruise model, are outlined. Once these mechanical parameters 

are known, realistic DEM simulations can be performed.  

Validation of the Discrete Element Method (DEM) for its applicability in predicting fruit 

bruise damage is an important step in the outline of the thesis. It shows to which degree the 

simulations by the Discrete Element Method match reality. In this respect, the results of 

several experiments were compared with the simulation results. The overall objective of the 

application of DEM in this thesis is the prediction of fruit bruise damage. For that reason 

bruise damage was taken as validation parameter: measured bruise damage was compared 

with simulated bruise damage. Bruise damage as validation was preferred above the 

comparison of the individual particle (fruit) trajectory between experiment, filmed by hi-

speed imagery, and DEM simulation. However, the latter method is more common in DEM 

validation experiments of non-biological materials (Venugopal and Rajamani, 2001; 

Sakaguchi et al., 2001; Tanaka et al., 2002; Mishra, 2003b).  

The prediction by DEM simulation of the contracted bruise damage of an individual fruit 

(apple) is the overall result of the application of the Discrete Element software 
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DEMeter++3.1 incorporating the contact force models and bruise models. These models 

itself incorporate certain material parameters.  

 

If can be shown that DEM can predict fruit bruise damage in an acceptable way, a powerful 

tool is ready to get insight in bruise development in practice. Several scenarios could be 

tested by computer simulations, without any practical work. Testing these scenarios by real 

experiments are possibly very time consuming, unpractical or both. Moreover, simulations 

can bring to light information that is very difficult to extract from real experiments. An 

illustration of the possibilities of the Discrete Element Method will be presented in the next 

chapter (Chapter 7, Application of the DEM: shaking box). 

As experimental setup for the DEM validations a “shaking box” was selected, i.e. a certain 

amount of apples in bulk were shaken for a certain period of time using a well defined 

acceleration signal. The bruise damage of (real) apples was compared with the calculated 

bruise damage from DEM simulations with identical initial conditions (the same amount of 

apples, similar stacking, the same acceleration signal, etc).     

The use of a shaking box as validation experiment has the following advantages: 

 

• The initial conditions of the shaking box are easy to match between the experiment 

and the simulation (size of the box, the applied vibration signal, etc.) 

• A lot of randomness is incorporated in the experimental setup, for example, the 

apples can be in contact with a certain number of other apples and can contract 

multiple impacts in time. 

 
6.2 Materials and methods 
 

The experimental work can be divided in three parts:  

• An experiment to determine the normal contact force model parameters of the apples 

used in the different shaking box validation experiments. These contact force model 

parameters are an essential input for the DEM simulations. 

• An experiment to determine the statistical bruise model of the apples used in the 

different shaking box validation experiments. The statistical bruise model is 

essential for the calculation of the bruise damage from the DEM simulations. 

• The shaking box validation experiments itself. 

 

For all three experimental setups together 380 ‘Jonagold’ apples of uniform size (diameter 

between 75 and 80 mm) were utilized. The apples were obtained from the Belgian auction 
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“Veiling Haspengouw”. All apples were picked in the same orchard and were stored under 

identical conditions (stored in CA for ± 2 months until the measurement and storage at 3°C, 

85% RH during the two weeks measurement period in the lab). The acoustic stiffness of the 

apples was 28.3 ± 1.1 Hz2.kg2/3 (determined on 20 apples taken at random). A certain amount 

of apples, to be utilized in the different kind of experiments, was selected at random from the 

batch of 380 apples.  

The parameters of the normal contact force models and the coefficients of the statistical 

bruise models were determined specifically for the apples used in the shaking box validation 

experiments because these parameters are strongly dependent on the physiological condition 

of the fruit (fruit ripeness, storage conditions, etc.) 

 

6.2.1 Validation experiments: shaking box 
 

310 apples were randomly selected from the batch of 380 apples. An electro-hydraulic 

shaker (Hostens et al., 2000) has been used for the shaking box experiments. The apples 

were piled up in bulk in a Plexiglas® box with dimensions 45x45x50 cm3 (see Figure 6-1). 

As validation signal a vertical sinusoidal vibration signal was selected. This was chosen for 

the following reasons: 

 

• The application of more complicated signals (for example  multisine signal in xyz-

direction) has no added value for validation purposes 

• The simple vertical sinusoidal signal is easy to match between the validation 

experiment and the simulation 

 

A sinusoidal vibration signal with a frequency of 4 Hz was applied on the electro-hydraulic 

shaker. The frequency of 4 Hz has been identified by own research (Deli et al., unpublished) 

and literature (Timm et al., 1998) as most critical for the mechanical damage of apples 

transported in bulk. 

The acceleration amplitudes applied in the validation experiments were 12.56 m/s2 (1.28 g), 

14.22 m/s2 (1.45 g) and 14.52 m/s2 (1.48 g). These acceleration levels are just above the 

maximum accelerations occurring under field conditions. In comparison, maximum 

acceleration peaks measured on hardwood bulk bins transported on a fork-lift tractor in an 

orchard (Fruitteeltcentrum, K.U. Leuven, Rillaar) were 11.77  m/s2  (1.20 g) (Deli et al., 

unpublished). Still, shocks during transport (potholes, rough dropping of bulk bin, etc) can 

create accelerations peaks much higher than 1.20 g (7 g and higher; Peleg and Hinga, 1986).  
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Previous experiments (electro-hydraulic shaker) have shown that sinusoidal accelerations 

below 10.79 m/s2 (1.10 g) provoke hardly detectable bruising. For validation purposes, it was 

preferred to induce clearly detectable and precisely measurable bruising. The validations 

experiments are summarized in Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1. Overview of the different validation experiments.  

Signal 
Vertical 

acceleration 

amplitude [g] 

Number of apples Time [min] Stacking 

Signal 1 

Signal 2 

Signal 3 

Signal 4 

1.48 

1.45 

1.45 

1.28 

144 

25 

57 

83 

30 

10 

10 

10 

Forced 

Natural 

Natural 

Natural 

 

The vertical acceleration amplitudes were measured by an accelerometer (Kistler 83-

05A2M2, Kistler Instrumente AG, Winterthur, Switzerland) mounted on the platform35. The 

measured vertical acceleration amplitudes have been applied in the DEM simulations.  

The stacking of the apples in the 2nd, 3rd   and 4th validation experiment was totally random. 

The apples were stacked by laying the apples carefully on each other (to prevent premature 

bruising). In the first experiment, however, the apples were stacked in a structured way by 

putting layers of 36 apples in 6x6 configurations. These apples were numbered to know the 

exact initial location of the apple in the stack.   

Apple bruise was measured 24-72 hours later. The bruises on the outside were detected 

(visual inspection) and afterwards the bruise depth and diameter (if possible, see further) 

were measured by cutting the apple. 

 

                                                 
35 The vertical acceleration amplitude has been measured because of differences between the theoretical 
acceleration amplitude, the acceleration amplitude that was applied to the electro-hydraulic shaker, and the 
actual vertical acceleration amplitude of the platform of the electro-hydraulic shaker   
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Figure 6-1. Photo of the Plexiglas box used for the shaking box validation experiments (left) and the 

box of apples visualized by DEMeter++ (right) 

 
6.2.2 Determination of the bruise model 
 

Fifty “Jonagold” apples from the total batch of 380 apples have been utilized in the 

experiment. The red and green half of an apple was impacted, using the pendulum device 

(Chapter 3). The same experimental setup as described in Chapter 5 was applied. Five 

impact energy levels have been considered in the experiment, from impacts causing barely 

detectable bruising until impacts provoking clear bruising.  

Unlike the bruise models of Chapter 5, besides bruise models with bruise volume as 

dependent variable, also models with bruise surface, bruise diameter and bruise depth as 

dependent variable were developed. The reason is that bruise volume as measure to express 

bruising is only applied in the academic world, but not in practice. In practice, bruise surface 

is used because this is the only parameter detectable by grading machines and customers. In 

addition, “the United States Standards for Grades of Apples” (USA, Department of 

Agriculture, 2002) only specify maximum bruise diameter or maximum bruise depth as 

parameters for apple grading. 

The equation to calculate the bruise volume has been given before (equation 5.1 in Chapter 

5). To calculate the bruise surface the following equation was used (Barreiro, 2004): 

2
D

BS dπ=  (6.1) 

with BS bruise surface [mm2] 

        D bruise diameter [mm]  

        d bruise depth [mm] 

 

The data was analyzed by the General Linear Model procedure (Proc GLM) in SAS (SAS 

version 8.2, The SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, U.SA). 
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6.2.3 Determination of the normal contact force model parameters 
 

Twenty apples were randomly selected from the batch of 380 apples to determine the normal 

contact force model parameters. In section 3.5.2 of Chapter 3, the experimental procedure to 

determine the normal contact force model parameters of the apples was described. 

 

6.2.4 Computer simulations 
 

For the validation simulations and the shaking box application (Chapter 7) a specific 

program was written using the C++ library DEMeter++3.1. The compiled program is only 

1.6 Megabytes (MB) in size and the initial conditions and other simulation parameters can be 

defined by a simple text file (*.txt).    

In the text file, the following initial conditions can be specified: 

 

1. Number of particles (= apples or tomatoes).  

2. The radius of the particles: uniform random distribution between a minimum and 

maximum value, or individually specified 

3. The density of the particles. 800 kg/m3 was taken as density of the apples (Mohsenin, 

1986, p 787). 

4. The dimensions of the box 

5. Simulation time and time step. For apples a time step of 0.0005 s or less is necessary 

to obtain accurate integration results. Higher time steps decrease the integration 

accuracy 36 . The applied integration algorithm was an explicit time integration 

algorithm, named leap- frog (Tijskens et al., 2003). 

6. Initial positions of the particles in the box: randomly or individually defined. The 

initial positions of the particles, before falling in the box, were determined randomly 

but with the restriction of avoiding initial overlap.   

7. Initial velocities of the particles. In the simulations the initial values were taken at 

zero.  

8. The vibration signal: the displacement amplitude and angular velocity (frequency) of 

a vertical sine can be defined. 

9. The grid for ‘the smart contact detection algorithm’ has to be specified. The 

algorithm decreases the simulation time considerably compared to pair wise contact 

detection. The smart contact detection algorithm is a binning algorithm that divides 

                                                 
36 The maximum allowable time step for accurate integration results decreases with increasing stiffness of the 
materials  
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the space in different boxes. Contact detection is only needed between neighboring 

boxes. The grid has to be smaller than the size of the largest particle in the simulation 

(Tijskens, unpublished). 

10. The colour of the particles, defined as intensity of red, green and blue (RGB) 

11. The parameters of the contact force models (normal and tangential) 

   

The data of the particles for each time step is saved is a binary file. This binary file can be 

read by MATLAB, utilizing MATLAB program files (m-files).     

The following data is saved for each time step: 

 

1. Position and velocity of the particles 

2. The contact force for all the particle contacts in the time step 

 

In MATLAB a program (m-file) was written to process the data for the bruise damage 

application. The peak force and impact time of each impact is calculated in MATLAB and 

saved in a data structure. This data is coupled with different bruise models and the results 

can be presented in different ways (see section 6.3.4). 

The first part (1.5 s) of the particle contact forces, positions and velocities data was not 

analyzed in MATLAB. During this period the particles fell in the box so a natural stacking 

of the particles was obtained. The calculation of the bruise damage started when the stack 

was stabilized (after ≅ 1.5 s in the simulations) and movement of the particles was entirely 

due to the acceleration of the box.  

A possibility was created to use bruise models taking in account the bruise sensitivity of the 

fruit, determined by fruit properties like: 

 

1. Ripeness 

2. Acoustic stiffness 

3. Temperature 

4. Radius of curvature 

 

For the validation simulations, such bruise models, including the bruise sensitivity of the 

fruit, have not been used, but they were applied in the ‘shaking box’ application in Chapter 7. 
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6.2.5 Apple-apple impact vs. apple-hard plate impact 
 

In this section, the physics of apple-apple impact is compared to apple-hard plate impact. 

When an apple falls from a certain height on a hard plate (metal plate, Plexiglas® plate or 

wooden plate) or on a second apple (apple of the same size and mechanical properties), the 

bruise damage of the apple will be lowest in the latter case. In the literature this is often 

explained by the damping effect of the two apples on each other and the fact that the bruise 

is distributed between both apples (Pang et al., 1992). More fundamentally, the peak contact 

force during the contact apple-apple will be lower than in the case of the impact apple-hard 

plate.  

The contact force model parameters that were measured with the pendulum in the case 

apple-metal plate were recalculated for the case apple-Plexiglas® (Plexiglas box was used as 

recipient during the validation measurements) and the case apple-apple. However, 

Plexiglas® can also be considered as a hard plate and consequently the same contact 

parameters can be applied as measured with the pendulum for the apple-metal plate impact.   

The spring parameter for the impact apple-apple follows from Hertz contact theory: the 

spring parameter for the impact apple-apple is exactly half of the impact apple-hard wall. 

The derivation was outlined in Chapter 2 (section 2.3.3.1). The opposite is true for the 

damping parameter: the damping parameter for the contact apple-apple is exactly two times 

the damping parameter for the contact apple-Plexiglas®. This derivation is also outlined in 

Chapter 2 (section 2.3.3.2). The different damping and stiffness parameters between apple-

Plexiglas® and apple-apple contact used in the simulations cause the lower peak contact 

force in the latter case. 

In the validation simulations, the same statistical relationship between peak contact force and 

bruise damage was applied for the impact apple-Plexiglas® and impact apple-apple. 

However, critical reflections have to be considered. Besides the peak contact force also the 

impact time is an important parameter that determines the damage of the colliding objects 

(Chen and Yazdani, 1991). It must be stated that by applying the regression equations 

without the impact time as independent variable (Table 6-1), for the apple-apple contact, the 

bruise damage is somewhat overestimated. Experimentally it is known that longer impact 

times (apple-apple) lead to less bruise damage than shorter impact times (apple-hard plate) at 

identical peak contact force. 

Pang et al. (1992) pointed out that the largest apple in the impact of two apples of unequal 

size is more damaged than the smaller one. This effect can also be incorporated in the 

simulations at the level of the statistical bruise model. In Chapter 5, it was demonstrated that 

the radius of curvature is proportional to the bruise damage. However, a relationship 
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between the radius of curvature and bruise damage for the apples used in the validation 

experiments was not developed. The reason therefore is that all the apples utilized in the 

validation shaking box experiments were almost of uniform size (equator radius of 0.0378 ± 

0.001 m). 

 

6.3 Results and discussion 
 
6.3.1 Bruise models 
 

Bruise models were developed with bruise volume, bruise surface, bruise diameter and 

bruise depth as dependent variables and peak force, impact time and impact side (red or 

green side of Jonagold apple) as independent variables. No significant effect (95 % level) of 

the impact side on the four dependent variables could be demonstrated.  

The following regression equations were obtained (Table 6-2):      

Table 6-2. Regressions equations  

 2R  
B V = 1 5 . 8 1 P F - 6 0 8 . 9 0  
B D E = 5 .6 7 ln ( P F ) -1 8 .9 9  
B D I= 1 1 .4 0 ln (P F ) -3 6 .4 8  
B S = 2 . 4 8 P F - 7 3 . 2 9  

0.90 

0.89 

0.86 

0.92 

with:  BV:  Bruise volume in [mm3]; BDE:  Bruise depth in [mm]; BDI:   Bruise diameter in [mm]; BS: Bruise 

surface in [mm2]; PF: Peak force in [N] 

 

Figures 6-2 to 6-5, show the relation between peak contact force PF [N] on one hand and 

bruise volume BV [mm3], bruise diameter BDI [mm], bruise depth BDE [mm] and bruise 

surface BS [mm2] on the other hand.        
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Figure 6-2. Relation between peak contact force [N] and bruise volume [mm3] of the Jonagold apples 
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Figure 6-3. Relation between peak contact force [N] and bruise diameter [mm] of the Jonagold apples 
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Figure 6-4. Relation between peak contact force [N] and bruise depth [mm] of the Jonagold apples 
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Figure 6-5. Relation between peak contact force [N] and bruise surface [mm2] of the Jonagold apples 
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The fruit properties like ripeness and temperature were not included in the statistical models 

because these parameters were not different for the apples used in the validation experiments. 

The acoustic stiffness of the apples was 28.3 ± 1.1 Hz2.kg2/3, an indication for the uniform 

ripeness of the apples and the temperature during determination of the bruise models 

(pendulum) was the same as during the validation shaking box experiments.    

 

6.3.2 Contact force model parameters 
 

In section 3.5.2 of Chapter 3, the results of the normal contact force model parameters of the 

apples used in the validation shaking box experiments were presented.  

In anticipation of the implementation in DEMeter++ of the viscoelastic extension of the 

Mindlin and Deresiewicz model (Chapter 4) a simplified tangential contact force model 

based on dry Coulomb friction was applied: 

min( v , ). (v )t t t N tF F signγ µ= −       (6.2) 

with   tF the tangential contact force  [N] 

           tγ a technical parameter [kg/s] 

           vt the tangential velocity [m/s] 

           µ the dynamic friction coefficient 

          NF the normal contact force [N] 

          (v )tsign means the sign of the tangential velocity  
 

The tangential force tF defined by equation (6.2) cannot provide reversal of the tangential 

velocity vt , like it can be the case in reality due to tangential stiffness, it can only slow down 

vt down to zero. Without the term vt tγ  in equation (6.2) the tangential force tF , numerically 

jumps between positive and negative values when v 0t =  (discontinuity of Coulomb law) 

rather than 0tF = . With the term vt tγ  in the equation this can be avoided. The value of 

tγ must be taken sufficiently high so that the case ( tvt tF γ= − ) occurs only for small vt .  

For the dynamic friction coefficient µ  for apple-apple contact the experimentally measured 

friction coefficient of 0.27 was applied (Chapter 4). A dynamic friction coefficient of 0.27 

(apple-aluminium contact, Chapter 4) was also assumed for apple-Plexiglas® contact, like 

aluminium Plexiglas® can be considered as a smooth surface. 
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6.3.3 Comparison of the results of validation shaking box experiments with 
DEMeter++ simulations 

 

6.3.3.1 Introduction 

 

The radius of curvature at the equator of the apples used in the validation experiments was 

equal to 0.0378 ± 0.001 m. In the DEM simulations, the radius of the particles (apples) was 

uniformly randomized between 0.0368 and 0.0388 m, lower and upper boundary of the 

standard deviation. Also the number of particles in the box and the acceleration signal 

(acceleration amplitude and frequency were matched between validation experiments and 

simulations.  

The measured and simulated bruise damage can be expressed as bruise volume, -depth, -

diameter, or -surface. However, the measurement of the bruises of the apples used in the 

validation experiments revealed that individual bruises were not always clearly distinctable, 

complicating the measurement of the bruise diameter and as a consequence the bruise 

volume and bruise surface. Surfaces of brown colouring were visible as the result of 

overlapping multiple impacts. In case of large brown spots on the apple surface, only the 

maximum bruise depth was measured. The bruise surface or diameter as a result of multiple 

impacts around the same location on the apple surface was not measured, because 

unambiguous measurement methods do not exist. Therefore, it can be stated that only the 

bruise depth is a reliable parameter to be compared between the validation experiments and 

simulations (experimental data is missing for multiple impact bruising for diameter, volume, 

and surface). In addition, bruise depth is the only parameter, at the present stage of the 

research that unambiguously can be calculated from the DEM simulations. This is explained 

below.  

Theoretically, it must be possible using DEM simulations to calculate bruise surface and 

volume of overlapping impacts. This could be achieved by including a surface coordinate 

system for each particle. By means of coordinates, each impact location on the apple surface 

could be registered. Peak contact force information coupled with particle surface coordinates 

must allow calculating overlapping bruise surface and volume. At the present stage of 

research such a surface coordinate system was not included in the DEMeter++ 3D software 

that was used in this work37. 

The original objective was that the DEM simulations could simulate the whole time period 

of the validation experiments (10 or 30 minutes real time). Practically, however, this was not 

possible. The reason is that the binary data file, containing the impact history, becomes too 

                                                 
37 A particle coordinate system was already employed in a early 2D version of the DEMeter++ software 
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large in size (for example, a 10-minute real time simulation of 142 particles creates a data 

file of 40 GB). In addition, MATLAB cannot handle such large data files. The maximum 

real time simulation that could be analyzed by MATLAB for 142 particles was three minutes. 

The solution to this problem is preprocessing of the data in C++ (DEMeter++) to decrease 

considerably the size of the data file to be analyzed in MATLAB or more drastically a 

complete analysis of the bruise problem in C++, so the data transfer to MATLAB can be 

avoided.  

Fortunately, long simulation times appeared not to be necessary to model the bruise depth 

(the only parameters that could be compared with the validation experiments; see above).   

The bruise damage of the apples expressed as bruise depth appeared not to differ between 

three minutes or 5 seconds real time simulation. Of course, the total number of impacts each 

particle encountered during the simulation is much higher for the three minutes simulation 

compared to the five seconds real time simulation. Nevertheless, this higher number of 

impacts was not translated into more bruise damage expressed as bruise depth (maximum 

bruise depth of one apple or even number of apples with maximum bruise damage within a 

certain damage class). This can be explained as follows: 

 

• A sinusoidal signal with a period of 0.25 s was used. Each 0.25 s the acceleration 

pattern is repeated. Consequently, the magnitude of the accelerations is identical 

during 5 s or 3 minutes real time simulation. 

 

• O’Brien (1963) experimentally demonstrated that the total bruise surface of a fruit is 

dependent on the time period of the acceleration (total acceleration time), however, 

the bruise depth is only defined by the magnitude of the acceleration pattern 

(acceleration amplitude) 
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In Figure 6-6 a typical graphical representation of the MATLAB bruise analyzing program is 

presented: 

The figures provide information about: 

1. Total amount of bruise damage (for example bruise depth) of each particle 
(Figure 6-6 upper left). Without the use of the surface coordinates, it leads to a 

considerably overestimation of the bruise damage: Each impact, beyond the bruise 

threshold, is considered as a new bruise, whereas in reality the impact can be on the 

same spot on the apple surface as a previous impact.  

2. Maximum bruise (bruise depth, or bruise volume/surface of individual impacts) 
a particle encountered during the whole simulation time (Figure 6-6 upper right) 

3. Histogram of total number of impacts in a certain damage class (Figure 6-6 
down left). Classes can be defined by the user. 

4. Histogram of the number of particles that encountered a bruise in a certain 
damage class (Figure 6-6 down right). Classes can be defined by the user. Since the 

surface coordinate system was not used, it is possible that in reality the smaller 

bruises are mimicked, as a second impact at the same spot provoked a larger bruise. 

In this respect it is also possible to interpret the histogram as such: the number of 
particles that are showing bruises in the given damage class or above 
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Figure 6-6. Overview of a typical output of the MATLAB bruise analyzing program. For an explanation 
see text 
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6.3.3.2 Comparison of validation experiment and simulation: acceleration signal 1 

 

In Figure 6-7 the comparison between simulation and experiment is demonstrated in the 

histogram of the number of particles (apples) that encountered a maximum bruise depth in a 

certain damage class.    

It can be concluded that the distribution of bruises is almost identical between simulation and 

validation experiment. However, the bruise depth in the simulation is systematically 

overestimated by 2.5 mm (100 to 300 % overestimation). 

It could be concluded that DEM is unable to predict the mechanical damage of the apples 

sufficiently. However, further research (see below) pointed out that this difference is due to a 

difference in initial conditions. More specifically, the stacking of the apples in the 

experiment and the simulation were too different. In the experiment, the apples were ordered 

exactly as 36 apples per layer in 6x6 configurations. However in the simulation it was not 

possible to stack the apples in a structured way (this possibility is not yet included in the 

basic software). Only a natural stacking of the particles, a random stacking due to gravity, 

could be simulated.  In the validation experiment the apples were forced in the desired 6 x 6 

configuration. The fact that the damage of the apples in the experiment was less than in the 

simulation can be explained by the difference in the freedom of motion of the apples 

between simulation and experiment due to the difference in initial stacking (natural in 

simulation and forced in experiment). 

 

Figure 6-7. Histogram: Numbers of apples with a maximum bruise depth in a certain damage class. 
black: experiment, white: simulation 
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6.3.3.3 Comparison of validation experiment and simulation: acceleration signal 2 

 

In Figure 6-8 the comparison between simulation and experiment is demonstrated in the 

histogram of the number of particles (apples) that encountered a maximum bruise depth in a 

certain damage class.    

Contrary to the previous validation experiment (section 6.3.4.2), the apples were stacked in 

natural configuration in both validation experiment and simulation. 

From Figure 6-8 can be concluded that simulation approximates the validation experiment 

quite well. However, the apple bruise damage was slightly overestimated by the simulation 

compared to the validation experiment. The average maximum bruise depth was 

overestimated by ± 1 mm (5.08 mm compared to 3.94 mm).  

The peak acceleration of signal 2 (1.48 g) was almost identical to the peak acceleration of 

signal 1 (1.45 g). Therefore the average maximum bruise depth and the distribution of 

maximum bruise depth of both validation experiment and simulation using signal 2 was 

almost identical to the previous simulation result using signal 1 (section 6.3.3.2). The fact 

that the results of validation experiment and simulation using signal 2 were not similar to the 

result of the validation experiment using signal 1 (section 6.3.3.2) can be interpret as an extra 

proof that the lack of similarity between validation experiment and simulation using 

acceleration signal 1 (section 6.3.3.2) was due to their difference in apple stacking. 

 

Figure 6-8. Histogram: Numbers of apples with a maximum bruise depth in a certain damage class. 
black: experiment, white: simulation 
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6.3.3.4 Comparison of validation experiment and simulation: acceleration signal 3 

 

In Figure 6-9 the comparison between simulation and experiment is demonstrated in the 

histogram of the number of particles that encountered a maximum bruise depth in a certain 

damage class. Similar to acceleration signal 2 (section 6.3.3.3), the apples were stacked in 

natural configuration in both validation experiment and simulation. From Figure 6-9 can be 

concluded that the simulation approximates the validation experiment quite well.  

However, the apple bruise damage was slightly overestimated by the simulation compared to 

the validation experiment. The average maximum bruise depth was overestimated by ± 0.8 

mm (3.54 mm compared to 2.75 mm). 

Acceleration signals 2 and 3 were identical. However, the average maximum bruise damage 

of the 25 apples in the validation experiment using acceleration signal 2 (section 6.3.3.3) was 

1.2 mm higher than the average maximum bruise damage of the 57 apples in the validation 

experiment using signal 3. This can be explained by the fact that all 25 apples in the 

validation experiment using acceleration signal 2 were in contact with the Plexiglas® bottom 

plate and minimum 21 of the 57 apples in the validation experiment using acceleration signal 

3 were not. As explained before (section 6.2.5), apples in contact with the bottom plate 

contract more damage than apples in contact with other apples. Because of that the average 

maximum bruise depth of the apples in the validation experiment using signal 2 was higher. 

 

Figure 6-9. Histogram: Numbers of apples with a maximum bruise depth in a certain damage class. 
black: experiment, white: simulation 
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6.3.3.5 Comparison of validation experiment and simulation: acceleration signal 4 

 

In Figure 6-10 the comparison between simulation and experiment is demonstrated in the 

histogram of the number of particles that encountered a maximum bruise depth in a certain 

damage class. Similar to acceleration signal 2 and 3 (section 6.3.4.3 and section 6.3.4.4), the 

apples were stacked in natural configuration in both validation experiment and simulation. 

From Figure 6-10 can be concluded that the simulation approximates the validation 

experiment quite well. However, the apple bruise damage was slightly underestimated by the 

simulation compared to the validation experiment. The average maximum bruise depth was 

underestimated by ± 0.7 mm (1.08 mm compared to 1.77 mm). 

It can be concluded there is no proof for a systematical error between validation experiments 

and simulations, because twice the bruise damage was overestimated (section 6.3.3.3 and 

section 6.3.3.4) and one time the bruise damage was underestimated.  

 

Figure 6-10. Histogram: Numbers of apples with a maximum bruise depth in a certain damage class. 
black: Experiment, white: simulation 
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6.4 Conclusions 
 

In this chapter the applicability of DEM to predict the bruise damage has been validated for 

Jonagold apples. The validation was a crucial but necessary step in this work.  ‘Bruise 

damage’ was preferred above the ‘particle trajectory’ as validation parameter. The bruise 

damage of apples in boxes that were shaken with a well defined vertical sinusoidal 

acceleration signal on an electro-hydraulic shaker was compared with the bruise damage 

calculated from DEM simulations with the same setup and initial conditions (identical 

acceleration signal, identical number of apples and size, etc.). The parameters for the contact 

force models, needed as input to the simulations, and the bruise model were determined on 

the same batch of apples used for the shaking validation experiments. For the simulations 3D 

DEM application program named ‘Shaking box’ was compiled from the DEMeter++ library. 

Further analysis of the data for the bruise problem was performed in MATLAB. Due to some 

constraints in both validation experiments and the DEMeter++ application program, bruise 

depth was the only parameter that could be applied for bruise evaluation. 

The comparison between simulation and validation experiment was demonstrated in the 

histogram of the number of particles (apples) that encountered a maximum bruise depth in a 

certain damage class. The validations indicated that DEM can predict in an acceptable way 

the apple bruise damage.  
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Chapter 7 

Case study: DEM simulation of bruise 
damage during transport of apples and 

tomatoes 
 

 

 

7.1 Introduction 
 

In Chapter 6 it was demonstrated that DEM simulations can predict the bruise damage of 

apples in an acceptable way. This validation step was necessary to proceed to the next step: 

the execution of simulations without experimental validation to gain insight in the process of 

bruising during handling. 

For the tomatoes the validation step was not carried out because an objective method to 

measure the bruise damage of tomatoes is not available. Nevertheless, it is believed that 

simulation results of tomatoes are reasonable because the same methodology was used as for 

the apples. As soon as an objective method to measure tomato damage becomes available a 

validation of the DEM for tomatoes would be very interesting.     

A considerable amount of experimental work has been done in fruit bruise damage (mostly 

apples and peaches) due to vibration (both continuous and transient) (O’Brien et al., 1963, 

1965, 1969ab, 1972; O'Brien and Guillon, 1969; Chesson and O’Brien, 1971; O’Brien, 1974; 

Plumbee and Webb (1974); Schoorl and Holt, 1982a, 1985; Holt and Schoorl, 1985; Peleg 

and Hinga, 1986; Schulte-Pason et al., 1989, 1990a; Armstrong et al., 1991; Jones et al., 

1991; Hinsch et al., 1993; Singh and Xu, 1993; Timm et al., 1996; Timm et al., 1998; Bollen 

et al., 2001). However, some contradictions in the literature were noted (see further in this 

chapter).  
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Besides, extensive experimental work, few simulation models associated with some simple 

laboratory tests have been developed. The road-vehicle-load systems by Holt and Schoorl 

(1985) and Jones et al. (1991) using energy dissipation mechanism for modelling a single 

column apple pack seem valuable and pioneering. However, the difficulty in modelling such 

a system is increased when a large quantity of fruit is involved. In a attempt to resolve this 

problem pioneering research in DEM modelling of fruit bruise damage due to vibration has 

been executed by Rong (1993, 1994). Rong indicated that the experimental results by Holt 

and Schoorl (1985) could be reproduced by DEM. Only the effect of transient vibrations 

(shocks) on apple bruise damage, no continuous vibrations, were simulated. The simulation 

comprehended a simulation of 12 apples (three rows of four apples) in two dimensions. A 

linear contact force model was applied, with parameters estimated from apple material 

properties available in literature (Mohsenin, 1986). 

In this chapter DEM simulation of fruit bruise damage due to continuous vibrations during 

transport is discussed. Simulations in three dimensions up to 1500 particles were executed.  

More in detail, the effect of mechanical parameters (vibration frequency, stack height, size 

of the fruit, etc.) and fruit properties (ripeness, acoustic stiffness, temperature, etc.) on fruit 

vibration damage is investigated.  

In section 7.2 the materials and methods of the DEM simulations are discussed. In section 

7.3 apple bruise damage in bulk bins due to continuous vibrations is discussed. In section 7.4 

tomato bruise damage due to continuous vibrations in Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) crates is 

discussed. In section 7.5 conclusions are drawn for bruise damage due to vibrations for 

apples and tomatoes. 

 

7.2 Materials and methods 
 

As input for the simulations the regression equations of Chapter 3 of the Kuwabara and 

Kono normal contact force model parameters were used (apples: section 3.5.2; tomatoes: 

section 3.5.3). As tangential contact force model, the same model was applied as for the 

validation simulations (see section 6.3.2). 

In the simulations to evaluate the effect of mechanical parameters on apple bruise damage, 

the statistical bruise model of Chapter 6 (Table 6-1), with bruise depth as dependent variable, 

was utilized. In the simulations to evaluate the effect of fruit properties on fruit bruise 

damage the regression equations of Chapter 5 were applied (apples: section 5.2.2.1; tomatoes: 

section 5.3.2.1) with bruise volume (apples) and absorbed energy (tomatoes) as dependent 

variable. 
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Although complex accelerations patterns in three dimensions occur in reality, simulations 

with a vertical sine as acceleration signal were executed.   

To reduce the simulation time, reduced dimensions of an apple bulk bin were used in some 

simulations. Holt and Schoorl (1983a) showed that the total volume of bruised tissue in a 

package is independent of the package arrangement. Furthermore, the bruising in the various 

layers of the packs, measured as a percentage of the total bruise volume, is also independent 

of the package arrangement. Apples in packages will behave as if they were stacked in 

columns, with each apple vertically above the corresponding apple in the layer below. Based 

on the assumption that the behaviour of fruit can be modeled as a single column, the results 

of a bulk bin with reduced dimensions can be generalized to a full size bulk bin. 

 

7.3 Simulation of apple bruise damage during transport 
 

7.3.1 Effect of vibration frequency on apple bruise damage 
 
Simulations were executed to quantify the effect of the vibration frequency on mechanical 

damage during the bulk transport of apples. In the simulations 100 particles (apples) with a 

radius of 0.038 m (diameter class 75/80) were used. The size of the box in the simulations 

was equal to 0.2x0.2x1 m leading to a stack height of ± 0.57 m, the maximum stack height of 

apples during bulk transport in Belgium. The vertical vibration signal used in the simulations 

was a sine with varying frequency but with a constant peak acceleration of 1.4 g. To achieve 

this constant peak acceleration, the vertical displacement amplitude was adapted for each 

frequency. The peak acceleration of 1.4 g in the simulations was 0.2 g higher than the 

maximum peak acceleration in the vertical direction that was measured on the fork-lift of a 

tractor during apple harvest at the Fruitteeltcentrum of the K.U. Leuven (Deli et al., 

unpublished). Figure 7-1 depicts the results of the simulated average maximum bruise 

depth38 of the apples for each frequency. It can be concluded that by far the most damage is 

contracted below the vibration frequency of 5 Hz.  

                                                 
38 From all the bruises one particle contacted during the simulation, the maximum bruise depth was taken and 
an average was made for the 100 particles in the simulation 
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Figure 7-1. Effect of vibration frequency on the mechanical damage of apples at constant peak 
acceleration of 1.4 g. 

 

Bruise depths of 3 mm and less are only visible from the outside with a trained eye (own 

experience). According to the United States Standards for Grades of Apples, bruise depths 

less than 1/8 inch (3.2 mm) are considered not to be leading to a quality reduction of the 

apple. For that reason this threshold was indicated in Figure 7-1. 

By considering this threshold it can be concluded that frequencies above 5 Hz, even with a 

rather high peak acceleration of 1.4 g are not leading to damage visible by consumers. These 

results are in agreement with the literature. Timm et al. (1998) showed dominant force 

spectral densities39 between 1-2 Hz and 3.5-4.5 Hz (measurement with force membranes 

during orchard bulk transport). Pressure spectral density analysis of the pressure data 

measured using Tekscan® tactile films during orchard bulk transport confirm these results 

(own research, Deli et al., unpublished).  

It can be interesting to reduce all the vibrations below 5 Hz to diminish the apple bruise 

damage during bulk orchard transport. This could be achieved by equipping the fork-lift of 

the tractor with a semi-active or active suspension. This type of suspension has to shift the 

energy in the 0-5 Hz domain to frequencies above 5 Hz.  

Although the results of the simulations are in agreement with our field research (Deli et al., 

unpublished) and the research by Timm et al. (1998), it is not in agreement with all the 

literature data. Some authors (O’ Brien et al., 1965; Chesson and O’ Brien, 1971; Armstrong 

et al., 1991) claimed that most mechanical damage to fruit must be found around the 
                                                 
39 Fast Fourier Analysis of force levels measured in the time domain  

‘United States standards for 
grades of apples’ threshold for 
commercial damage 
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resonance frequency of the fruit column. The resonance frequency of the fruits was 

determined using the equations for longitudinal vibration of a bar with one end fixed (O’ 

Brien et al., 1965):  

  
1

4n

Eg
f

λ τ
=                                                      (7.1) 

with   nf the resonance frequency [Hz] 

          E the column elasticity of fruit [Pa] 
          λ the stack height of fruit [m] 
          τ the bulk density of fruit [kg/m3] 
          g the gravity force [9.81 m/s2]  
 

It would be expected that, when the resonance frequency for a given kind of fruit is in the 

middle of the range of that of the transport vehicle, resonant vibration will occur leading to 

peak acceleration- and displacement amplitudes depending on the fruit’s freedom of motion. 

The freedom of motion is high for the upper layers but decreases rapidly with depth of the 

fruit in the stack. By applying equation (7.1) for the apples in the simulation, a resonance 

frequency around 14 Hz was calculated for the maximum stack height of 0.57 m. 

Experimental verification of the resonance frequency for apples was performed by Amstrong 

et al. (1991). Resonance was defined as the peak in visual movement (of the apples) around 

a certain frequency. Amstrong et al. (1991) showed, utilizing a video camera, a peak in the 

motion of the apples, primarily in the top layers, for hard wood bins at 11 Hz and for rigid 

(metal) bins at 14 Hz40. These results were confirmed by Timm et al. (1996). Nevertheless, 

in both studies no relationship was developed between the fruit column (resonance) 

frequency and the bruise damage. 

In the data presented in Figure 7-1 no increase in the (average) bruise damage around the 

resonance frequency (14 Hz, because the box in the simulation is perfect rigid) could be 

noted. In later analysis of the distribution of the bruise damage in the bulk stacking (section 

7.3.4) a small increase in the bruise damage around 14 Hz in the upper layers was noticed 

(see Table 7-9). This increase is very low compared to the bruise damage below 5 Hz. It can 

be concluded that for apples the phenomenon of resonance vibration, in contrast with other 

fruits like peaches (O’Brien et al., 1965), is not important.  This is because besides ‘peak 

acceleration’ also ‘column weight’ determines the bruise damage. This is discussed in more 

detail in section 7.3.4. 

                                                 
40 The resonance frequency, although not included equation (7.1), is also dependent on the rigidity of the bulk 
bin. Higher rigidity leads to higher resonance frequency. For a perfect rigid bulk bin the resonance frequency is 
around 14 Hz (in simulation), for a hard wooden bulk bin this is around 11 Hz. 
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Analysis of the vibration simulator utilized by O’Brien and Guillou (1969) showed that also 

sinusoidal tests were performed by increasing the vibration frequency without adapting the 

displacement amplitude leading to increased acceleration amplitudes. To our opinion, this is 

not the right method to test the effect of the frequency itself on the mechanical damage 

because the effect of the frequency is mixed with the effect of peak acceleration. However, 

this led to the idea to perform DEM simulations to further investigate the effect of the 

resonance frequency on bruise damage by performing simulations at different vibration 

frequencies but constant displacement amplitude (leading to higher peak accelerations by 

increasing frequency). The results of these simulations are presented in Tables 7-1 and 7-2 

for respectively a stack height of 0.57 and 0.292 m. As can be seen, the stack height of 0.57 

m is leading to a maximum bruise depth around 14 Hz and according to equation (7.1) a 

lower stack height (0.292 m) is leading to a maximum bruise depth at a higher frequency (16 

Hz). These simulations clearly demonstrate the theory of O’Brien of maximum bruise 

damage around the fruit column resonance frequency. 

Nevertheless, the mechanical damage around the fruit column resonance frequency is not 

important for practice (at least for apples): 

 

• The DEMeter++ simulations showed that a clear peak in apple bruise damage around 

the fruit column resonance frequency is only present at high acceleration levels, but 

these acceleration levels were not measured in practice (only shocks can lead to such 

high accelerations) 

 

• In studies with realistic accelerations levels in which  either the damage to the apples 

was directly measured or the pressure between the apples (directly correlated with 

damage) frequencies below 5 Hz were always most harmful to the apples (Deli et al., 

unpublished;  Timm et al., 1998) 
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Table 7-1. Effect of vibration frequency on the mechanical damage of apples with varying peak 
acceleration. Maximum stack height of 0.57 m (100 particles). 

Vibration frequency [Hz] Acceleration amplitude [g] Average maximum bruise 
depth [mm] 

4 0.8 1.14 
8 3.19 1.81 

12 7.19 2.890 
16 12.77 2.707 
20 19.96 2.386 
25 31.18 2.758 
30 44.91 2.399 
50 124.8 1.86 

 
Table 7-2. Effect of vibration frequency on the mechanical damage of apples with varying peak 
acceleration. Stack height of  0.292 m (50 particles). 

Vibration frequency [Hz] Acceleration amplitude [g] Average maximum bruise 
depth [mm] 

4 0.8 0.0046 

8 3.19 3.858 

12 7.19 3.906 

16 12.77 4.193 

20 19.96 3.807 

25 31.18 3.144 

30 44.91 3.079 
 
 
7.3.2 Effect of stack height on apple bruise damage 
 

The effect of stack height during bulk transport (in orchard) on apple damage has been 

simulated. The simulations were performed with apples of middle diameter class (diameter 

class 75/80, uniform randomization of the radius between 0.0375 and 0.040 m). The size of 

the box in the simulation was 0.4x0.4x1.2 m. The vibration frequency was 4 Hz. The effect 

of stack height was tested at two different acceleration amplitudes: 0.5 and 0.8 g. 0.5 g is the 

minimum vertical acceleration measured during orchard bulk transport, 0.8 g is the average 

vertical acceleration amplitude during orchard bulk transport (Deli et al., unpublished).    

In a completely filled bulk bin used in Belgium, the stack height is around 0.57 m. 

Simulations with this stack height were taken as reference. Simulations were also performed 

with a bulk bin filled for 70 % (stack height 0.41 m) and stack height of 0.75 m (this means 
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in practice the use of higher bulk bins, although it is most unlikely in an industry which has 

standardized on the current bins).  

The results are presented in Tables 7-3 and 7-4. In Table 7-3 the number of apples with 

bruise depths higher than 3 mm (the American commercial threshold) is presented. In Table 

7-4 the highest bruise depth found for each simulation is given. Figures 7-2 to 7-7 depict the 

histogram of bruise depth for each simulation. 

By analyzing the results of the simulations, it can be advised to keep the stack height at 0.57 

m or to diminish the stack height. A substantial increase and decrease in bruise damage was 

noted for a stack height of 0.75 m and 0.41 m respectively. For higher peak acceleration (0.8 

g compared to 0.5 g) the effect of stack height on apple bruise damage is more pronounced.  

As a general remark, the relative importance of the stack height could be dependent on the 

vibration frequency and the size of the apples but this was not investigated. 

Table 7-3. The number of apples with a bruise depth higher than 3 mm as a function of the stack height 
and acceleration amplitude (vibration frequency of 4 Hz). 

Stack height / acceleration  0.5 g 0.8 g 

0.41 m 2/150 (1.3 %) 9/150 (6.0 %) 

0.57 m 16/200 (8.0 %) 65/200 (32.5 %) 

0.75 m 69/260 (26.5 %) 153/260 (59 %) 

 
Table 7-4. The highest bruise depth [mm] in the batch of apples as a function of the stack height and 
acceleration amplitude (vibration frequency of 4 Hz). 

Stack height / acceleration  0.5 g 0.8 g 

0.41 m 4.0 4.5 

0.57 m 4.5 6.5 

0.75 m 7.0 9.5 
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Figure 7-2. Histogram of bruise depth for stack height of 0.57m (200 particles), and acceleration 
amplitude of 0.8 g (vibration frequency of 4 Hz). 

 

Figure 7-3. Histogram of bruise depth for stack height of 0.41m (150 particles), and acceleration 
amplitude of 0.8 g (vibration frequency of 4 Hz).  
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Figure 7-4. Histogram of bruise depth for stack height of 0.75m (260 particles), and acceleration 
amplitude of 0.8 g (vibration frequency of 4 Hz). 

 

Figure 7-5. Histogram of bruise depth for stack height of 0.57m (200 particles), and acceleration 
amplitude of 0.5 g (vibration frequency of 4 Hz). 
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Figure 7-6. Histogram of bruise depth for stack height of 0.41m (150 particles), and acceleration 
amplitude of 0.5 g (vibration frequency of 4 Hz). 

 

Figure 7-7. Histogram of bruise depth for stack height of 0.75m (260 particles), and acceleration 
amplitude of 0.5 g(vibration frequency of 4 Hz) . 
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7.3.3 Effect of apple size on bruise damage 
 

The effect of apple size on apple damage during bulk transport was simulated. It was 

preferred to simulate the two extremes in apple size: small apples of diameter class 65/70 

(radius of 0.0325 m) and large apples of diameter class 85/90 (radius of 0.045 m). The size 

of the box in the simulation was 0.4x0.4x1.2 m. The vibration frequency at all time was 4 Hz 

and the acceleration amplitude 0.7 g. For the simulations a stack height of 0.57 m (maximum 

stack height in Belgium) for both the small and large apples was chosen. In Table 7-5 and 

Figures 7-8 and 7-9 the results of the simulations are presented. In Table 7-5 the number of 

apples with a bruise depth beyond 3 mm is given. In Figures 7-8 and 7-9 the histograms of 

bruise depth are shown for small and large apples respectively.  In percentage and even in 

absolute numbers, the small apples are less damaged than the large apples.   

As a general remark, the relative importance of the apple size on bruise damage could be 

dependent on the vibration frequency, stack height and acceleration amplitude, but this was 

not investigated here. 

Table 7-5. Number of apples with a bruise depth higher than 3 mm as a function of apple size (vibration 
frequency of 4 Hz and acceleration amplitude of 0.7 g). 

Radius of the apples 
Number of apples with a bruise depth higher 

than 3 mm. 

0.0325 m (diameter class 65/70) 34/390 (9 %) 

0.045 m (diameter class 85/90) 77/140 (55 %) 
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Figure 7-8.  Histogram of bruise depth for diameter class 85/90 (140 apples), vibration frequency of 4 Hz 
and acceleration amplitude of 0.7 g. 

 

Figure 7-9.  Histogram of bruise depth for diameter class 65/70 (390 apples), vibration frequency of 4 Hz 
and acceleration amplitude of 0.7 g. 
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7.3.4 Spatial distribution of apple damage in bulk bins 
 

7.3.4.1 Introduction 

 

From a scientific viewpoint and possibly also from a practical viewpoint, interest exists in 

the knowledge for the spatial distribution of mechanical damage in the bulk bins. 

In literature some contradictory results concerning this topic were found. The results of 

Michael O’Brien are in contradiction with the results of other researchers. 

O’ Brien et al. (1965), cited by Mohsenin (1986), stated that fruit damage due to vibration 

gradually increases from the bottom layers to the upper layers. The work of O’ Brien was 

based on peaches as experimental object, but his conclusions were extended to all fruit. On 

the other hand, other research groups (Plumbee et al., 1974; Holt et al., 1981, 1985; 

Armstrong et al., 1991; Jones et al., 1991) and research by Deli et al. (unpublished) found 

the opposite effect: fruit damage gradually decreases from the bottom layers to the top layers. 

Except for the work of Plumbee et al. (1974) where peaches were used, all the work was 

done using apples.   

Simulations were executed in an attempt to clarify these contradictory results and to gain 

more insight in this topic. 

 

7.3.4.2 Simulation of a real size bulk bin used in Belgium 

 

In this simulation the vibration of a full size bulk bin (1.15x0.96x0.57m) was simulated, 

entirely filled with 1500 apples of diameter class 75/80.The applied input acceleration signal 

had a frequency of 4 Hz and an acceleration amplitude of 0.5; 0.7 and 1.1 g. In Table 7-6, the 

number of apples with a bruise depth beyond 3 mm is presented for all three acceleration 

amplitudes. Figures 7-10 to 7-12 depict the histogram of the bruise depth for all three 

acceleration amplitudes. In Figure 7-13 a spatial distribution is presented for apples with a 

minimum bruise depth of 4 mm subjected to 0.7 g acceleration amplitude. In Figures 7-14 

and 7-15 a spatial distribution is depicted for apples with a minimum bruise depth of 5 mm 

subjected to 1.1 g acceleration amplitude with a bruise depth of 5 mm and more.  

A first conclusion is that most apple damage can be found in the bottom layers and the side 

walls of the bulk bin confirming the experimental results of Armstrong et al. (1991). A 

second conclusion is the presence of series of apples with high damage in the core of the 

apple stack as seen in Figure 7-14. This calls to mind the phenomena of force chains, well 

known in stacking of granular materials described by for instance Cates et al. (1999).  
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Table 7-6. The number of apples with a bruise depth higher than 3 mm as a function of acceleration 
amplitude for a completely filled full size bulk bin (vibration frequency of 4 Hz). 

Acceleration amplitude Apples with bruise depth above 3 mm 
0.5 g 98/1500 (6.5 %) 
0.7 g 231/1500 (15.4 %) 
1.1 g 1040/1500 (69.3 %) 

 

Figure 7-10. Histogram of maximum apple bruise depth for an acceleration amplitude of 0.5 g (vibration 
frequency of 4 Hz).  
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Figure 7-11. Histogram of maximum apple bruise depth for an acceleration amplitude of 0.7 g (vibration 
frequency of 4 Hz).  

 

Figure 7-12. Histogram of maximum apple bruise depth for an acceleration amplitude of 1.1 g (vibration 
frequency of 4 Hz).  
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Figure 7-13. Spatial distribution of apples with a maximum bruise depth of 4 mm and higher subjected 
to a 0.7 g acceleration amplitude. Apples with a maximum bruise depth less than 4 mm are invisible. 

 

 

Figure 7-14. Spatial distribution of apples with a maximum bruise depth of 5 mm and higher for an 
acceleration amplitude of 1.1 g. Apples with a maximum bruise depth less than 4 mm are invisible. 
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Figure 7-15. Spatial distribution of apples with a maximum bruise depth of 5 mm and higher for the 
acceleration amplitude 1.1 g. Red: apples with a maximum bruise depth more than 5 mm; Green: 
remaining apples. 

7.3.4.3 Detailed study of the relation bruise damage - position 

 
To perform the study of the relation between apple bruise damage and the position of the 

apple in the stack the bruise analyzing program in MATLAB (see Chapter 6) needed to be 

extended. The program divides the stack in 6 equal horizontal parts and calculates the 

average maximum bruise depth in each horizontal part. The size of the box in the simulations 

was 0.2x0.2x1 m. Simulations were performed with 50 and 100 particles. In the case of 100 

apple simulations each horizontal part consisted out of two fruit layers. In the case of the 50 

apples simulation each horizontal part consisted out of 1 layer. With 100 apples in the 

simulation the maximum stack height of 0.57 m was reached and with 50 apples the stack 

height of 0.297 m was obtained. The radius of the apples in all simulations was 0.033 m.  

In Table 7-7 an 7-8 the effect of the acceleration amplitude on the spatial distribution of the 

average maximum bruise depth per part is presented for stack heights 0.57 m (100 apples) 

and  0.297 m (50 apples) respectively. The standard deviation of the maximum bruise depth 

for the bottom horizontal part was around 1 mm, for the other parts it was around 0.5 mm. 
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It can be concluded that bruise damage increases gradually from the upper layers to the 

bottom layers, but there are some exceptions. The top part contracted more bruise damage 

than the part just below it in the case of acceleration amplitudes of 1.3 g and higher. It can be 

noted that in case of 50 apples the differences between the layers is less pronounced than in 

the case of 100 apple simulation. In the case of the 50 apples simulation (situation of bulk 

bin filled for 50 %), starting from 1.5 g, the upper layer contracted as much bruise damage as 

the bottom layer while the layers in between contracted less bruise damage.  

Besides the effect of the peak acceleration also the effect of the vibration frequency on 

spatial distribution of the apple bruise damage was investigated. Table 7-9 depicts the effect 

of vibration frequency on the spatial distribution of the apple bruise damage for acceleration 

amplitude of 1.4 g. Starting from a vibration frequency of 2 Hz the bruise damage is without 

exception increasing from the upper layers to the bottom layers. A vibration frequency of 1 

Hz gave rise to a more or less equal distribution of the bruise damage. 

Tables 7-10 and 7-11 show the effect of vibration frequency on the spatial distribution of the 

average maximum bruise damage per part for a constant displacement amplitude 

(=increasing acceleration amplitude with increasing frequency) for respectively 100 and 50 

apples. The standard deviation of the maximum bruise depth for the bottom horizontal part 

was around 1 mm, for the other parts it was around 0.5 mm. Once again, without any 

exception the bruise damage is increasing from the upper layers to the bottom layers.  

Remarkable is the conclusion of a different frequency for each layer where the fruit damage 

is at the maximum. The upper layers have a lower frequency where the fruit damage is at the 

maximum than the bottom layers. Even more, the frequency gradually increases from the 

upper layers to the bottom layers. As far as known, this phenomenon has not been described 

in literature before. Nevertheless, this is only of theoretical importance because most 

acceleration amplitudes as depicted in Tables 7-10 and 7-11 are unrealistic for field 

conditions. 

The results of the apple bruise damage in the different simulations can be explained by two 

conflicting processes. These two processes are ‘peak acceleration’ and ‘weight pressure’. 

Higher acceleration levels of the individual particles will cause higher contact forces leading 

to higher damage. Higher weight pressure experienced by an individual particle (column 

weight) leads to higher contact forces (and damage) as well. It is known form literature 

(O’Brien et al., 1965) and own research (Deli et al., unpublished) that peak accelerations of 

the individual particles (apples) is increasing gradually from the bottom layers to the top 

layers. This peak acceleration argument has been described by O’Brien et al. (1965) as the 

only explanation for the higher mechanical damage in upper layers of peaches. However, the 

second process of ‘weight pressure’ is also an important factor determining mechanical fruit 
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damage. Bollen et al. (2001) mentioned this argument as the only explanation for the higher 

apple damage in the bottom layers, they stated that apples submitted to ‘higher static forces 

also experience higher dynamic forces’.  

In reality, both processes have their importance. Because ‘peak acceleration’ and ‘weight 

pressure’ are conflicting processes: peak acceleration increases with height and weight 

pressure decreases with height, the resulting fruit damage is highly dependent on the 

equilibrium of certain parameters. The conflicting results in literature are a result of this 

equilibrium.  

The following parameters are important in this equilibrium: 

 

1. Stack height (demonstrated) 

2. Acceleration amplitude of vibration signal (demonstrated) 

3. Vibration frequency (demonstrated) 

4. Mass of individual particles (both intra and inter species differences)  

5. Impact characteristics (spring-damper) (both intra and inter species differences)  

Table 7-7.  Simulation of 100 apples (stack height 0.57 m). Average maximum bruise depth [mm] per 
part as a function of acceleration amplitude. Sine with frequency of 4 Hz. Each part is representing two 
layers. 

Acceleration 
amplitude 

[g] 

Part 141 
(top) Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 Part 6 

(bottom) 

0.8 0 0 0.067 0.635 2.699 3.494 
0.9 0 0.021 0.765 1.393 2.404 3.222 
1 0.004 0.038 0.814 0.974 2.400 3.796 

1.1 0.289 0.373 0.666 2.335 4.666 5.311 
1.2 1.547 1.678 1.444 2.758 3.989 5.468 
1.3 2.989 2.521 3.215 4.024 5.312 6.748 
1.4 2.257 1.974 2.330 3.266 4.873 7.123 
1.5 3.136 3.032 3.471 4.692 6.084 7.302 
1.6 3.455 2.932 3.592 5.317 5.437 7.401 
1.7 3.700 3.231 3.778 4.825 6.145 8.037 
2 4.131 3.741 4.623 5.342 6.858 7.532 
3 5.602 5.289 6.0827 7.613 8.959 10.727 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
41 In the case of the 100 particle simulation, the stacking was divided in six equal parts and each part existed 
out of two layers   
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Table 7-8. Simulation of 50 apples (stack height 0.297 m). Average maximum bruise depth [mm] per 
layer as a function of acceleration amplitude. Sine with frequency of 4 Hz. 

Acceleration 
amplitude 

[g] 

Layer 1 
(top) Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6 

(bottom) 

0.8 0 0 0 0 0.0711 0.00568 
0.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0.114 0.186 

1.1 0.609 0.226 0.051 0 0.187 0.414 
1.2 0 0 0 0.226 0.712 0.416 
1.3 0.602 0.559 0.515 0.815 1.367 0.822 
1.4 0.795 1.041 0.619 0.912 1.538 1.731 
1.5 4.047 3.282 3.030 2.284 2.977 3.236 
1.6 3.551 2.869 3.788 3.442 3.795 4.460 
1.7 4.056 2.890 2.951 3.410 3.942 4.184 
2 5.674 5.731 5.746 5.416 5.381 5.633 

Table 7-9. Simulation of 100 apples (stack height 0.57 m). Average maximum bruise depth [mm] per part 
as a function of vibration frequency. Constant acceleration amplitude of 1.4 g. Each part is representing 
two layers. 

Frequency 
[Hz] 

Displacement  
Amplitude [m] 

Part 1 
(top) Part 2 Part 3 Part  4 Part 5 Part 6 

(bottom) 
1 0.3478 9.92 10.28 10.30 9.37 8.55 11.69 
2 0.0869 7.00 6.71 8.27 10.04 12.45 13.59 
4 0.0217 2.07 4.41 4.62 5.87 6.62 9.52 
6 0.0097 0.02 0.13 1.16 3.05 3.62 4.72 
8 0.0054 0 0.19 1.31 2.93 3.52 4.41 

10 0.0035 0 0 0.61 1.19 1.76 3.68 
12 0.0024 0 0 0.17 0.49 1.07 1.98 
14 0.0018 0.12 0 0.07 0.59 0.36 1.68 
16 0.0014 0 0 0.67 0.63 0.32 1.12 
18 0.0011 0 0 0.23 0.05 0.42 1.35 

Table 7-10. Simulation of 100 apples (stack height 0.57 m). Average maximum bruise depth [mm] per 
part as a function of vibration frequency.  Constant displacement amplitude (=varying acceleration 
amplitude). Each part is representing two layers. 

Frequency 
[Hz] 

Acceleration   
amplitude 

Part 1 
(top) Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 Part 6 

(bottom) Average 

4 0.8 0 0 0.067 0.635 2.699 3.494 1.14 

8 3.19 0.237 0.980 1.685 1.904 2.589 3.446 1.81 
12 7.19 0.296 0.623 1.881 3.053 4.881 6.577 2.890 
16 12.77 0 0.022 0.793 3.578 4.86 6.989 2.707 
20 19.96 0 0 0.280 1.902 4.655 7.479 2.386 
25 31.18 0 0.013 0.459 2.401 5.431 8.246 2.758 
30 44.91 0 0 0.079 1.450 4.559 8.304 2.399 
50 124.8 0 0 0 0.329 2.595 8.252 1.86 
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Table 7-11. Simulation of 50 apples (stack height 0.297 m). Average maximum bruise depth [mm] per 
layer as a function of vibration frequency.  Constant displacement amplitude (=varying acceleration 
amplitude). 

Frequency 
[Hz] 

Acceleration 
amplitude [g] 

Layer 1 
(top) 

Layer 
2 

Layer 
3 

Layer 
4 

Layer 
5 

Layer 6 
(bottom) Average 

4 0.8 0 0 0 0 0.004 0.236 0.0046 

8 3.19 3.198 2.943 3.048 3.76 4.305 5.893 3.858 

12 7.19 2.427 3.411 3.104 4.192 4.73 5.569 3.906 

16 12.77 1.189 2.491 3.143 5.234 5.976 7.122 4.193 

20 19.96 0.365 1.707 2.886 4.525 6.449 6.909 3.807 

25 31.18 0.262 0.716 0.791 2.977 5.833 8.265 3.144 

30 44.91 0 0.158 1.454 3.200 6.097 7.565 3.079 

 
 
7.3.5 Effect of fruit properties on apple bruise damage 
 

7.3.5.1 Introduction 

 

The statistical models of Chapter 5 were used to link peak contact force to bruise damage. In 

contrast to the previous simulations (section 7.3.1, section 7.3.2, section 7.3.3 and section 

7.3.4), bruise volume instead of bruise depth is utilized as measure for the apple bruise 

damage. The reason therefore is that no statistical models were constructed to link the fruit 

properties with the bruise depth. In accordance with the ‘maximum bruise depth of a particle 

(apple)’ in the previous simulations ‘maximum bruise volume of the particle’ is used. 

However, because of the lack of a particle coordinate system as has been stated in the 

Chapter 6, the quantity ‘maximum bruise volume’ of a particle must be interpreted as the 

single impact maximum bruise volume.  Moreover, repeated impact on a spot that was 

already damaged by a smaller impact will lead to a slightly larger bruise volume.  

The coupling of the bruise volume with the peak contact force and the fruit properties was 

executed in MATLAB instead of DEMeter++. The contact force model parameters (Chapter 

3) that were utilized in the DEMeter++ simulations were identical in all simulations. For 

example no distinction was made between the contact force model parameters of apples of 1 

°C and 20°C. The influence of fruit properties (ripeness, fruit temperature, etc.) on the 

contact force model parameters has not been investigated. The errors made by ignoring the 

differences in contact force model parameters on the overall bruise damage are difficult to 

estimate. However, because the statistical bruise models with the impact energy and the peak 

contact force as independent variable indicated more or less the same effect of the fruit 
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properties on the apple bruise volume (see Chapter 5) simulations of apples with different 

fruit properties were considered meaningful.  

In all simulations a full size bulk bin (1.15x0.96x0.57m) was used, filled to the maximum 

height with 1500 apples of diameter class 75/80. In all simulations a sine with a frequency of 

4 Hz was applied. 

 

7.3.5.2 Effect of apple temperature on bruise damage 

 

In Chapter 5 a significant interaction between fruit temperature and peak contact force was 

indicated, therefore simulations were carried out using different acceleration amplitudes. The 

apple temperatures simulated were 1°C and 20°C and the acceleration amplitudes being 

applied 0.5 and 0.7 g. The simulations were performed with apples of the optimal harvest 

date. 

In figures 7-16 until 7-19 the histogram of the maximum bruise volume is presented for all 

the temperature-acceleration amplitude combinations. Table 7-12 indicates the number of 

apples with a maximum bruise volume higher than 500 mm3. From the simulations can be 

concluded that apples of 1 °C are more damaged than apples of 20 °C due to vibration during 

transport. This is in agreement with the results of Chapter 5. It can be concluded that at high 

acceleration amplitudes (‘rough handling’) the effect of temperature on the apple bruise 

damage is more pronounced.  

Table 7-12. Numbers of apples with a maximum bruise volume higher than 500 mm3 as a function of the 
acceleration amplitude and apple temperature. 

Acceleration  / fruit 

temperature 
1°C 20°C 

0.5 g 31/1500 (2.1 %) 24/1500 (1.6 %) 

0.7 g 110/1500 (7.3 %) 77/1500 (5.1 %) 
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Figure 7-16. Histogram of maximum bruise volume of 1°C apples for acceleration amplitude 0.5 g. 

 

Figure 7-17. Histogram of maximum bruise volume of 20°C apples for acceleration amplitude 0.5 g. 
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Figure 7-18. Histogram of maximum bruise volume of 1°C apples for acceleration amplitude 0.7 g. 

 

Figure 7-19. Histogram of maximum bruise volume of 20°C apples for acceleration amplitude 0.7 g. 
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7.3.5.3 Effect of harvest date on bruise damage 

 

In Table 7-13, the effect of harvest date on the average maximum bruise volume is presented 

for three different harvest dates and two different acceleration amplitudes. Figures 7-20 and 

7-21 illustrate the histogram of the maximum bruise volume at non optimal harvest date for 

0.7 g acceleration amplitude. The apples in the simulation were at room temperature. 

It can be concluded that early harvested apples are more easily damaged during transport, 

compared to apples harvested on the optimal harvest date (definition of optimal harvest date, 

see Chapter 5). The opposite is true for later harvested apples. The interaction of the harvest 

date with the peak contact force (see Chapter 5) is not pronounced because of the small 

difference between the acceleration amplitudes. The high standard deviation of the 

maximum bruise volume in Table 7-13 is due to the bruise damage – apple position in the 

stack relation described in section 7.3.4. Although the high standard deviation, significant 

differences in maximum bruise volume between the simulations were identified (Table 7-13). 

Table 7-13. The average maximum bruise volume [mm3] and the standard deviation of the maximum 
bruise volume [mm3] as a function of harvest date and acceleration amplitude.  

Acceleration 10 days earlier Optimal harvest date 10 days later 

0.5 g 
69 (115 %)a 

± 135 
60 (100 %)b 

± 122 
50 (83 %)c 

± 107 

0.7 g 
128 (112 %)A 

± 193 
114 (100 %)B 

± 177 
96 (84 %)C 

± 158 
a,b,c and A, B, C indicate significant difference on the 95 % level. The percentages are to compare the relative 

effect of early and late harvest date to the optimal harvest date (100%)  
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Figure 7-20. Histogram of maximum bruise volume [mm3] for the optimum harvest date – 10 days and 
0.7 g acceleration amplitude. 

 

Figure 7-21. Histogram of maximum bruise volume [mm3] for the optimum harvest date + 10 days and 
0.7 g acceleration amplitude. 
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7.3.5.4 Effect of apple acoustic stiffness on bruise damage 

 

In Table 7-14, the effect of acoustic stiffness on the average maximum bruise volume is 

presented for three different acoustic stiffness and two different acceleration amplitudes. The 

apples in the simulation were at room temperature and of optimal harvest date. 

It can be concluded, stiffer apples at the acceleration amplitude of 0.5 g (gently handled 

apples) experience less bruise. In contrary, almost no effect of acoustic stiffness was noted 

for apples at the acceleration amplitude of 0.7 g (more roughly handled apples). This can be 

explained by the acoustic stiffness – peak contact force interaction of the bruise model (see 

Chapter 5). High acoustic stiffness has a positive effect on bruise damage for low impacts 

(0.5 g acceleration amplitude), for medium impacts (0.7 g) no effect of acoustic stiffness was 

identified. On the other hand, for high impacts the acoustic stiffness has a negative effect on 

bruise damage (> 0.7 g), however this has not been demonstrated here. The high standard 

deviation of the maximum bruise volume in Table 7-14 is due to the bruise damage – apple 

position in the stack relation described in section 7.3.4. No significant differences between 

the simulations were identified on the 95 % level. 

Table 7-14. The average maximum bruise volume [mm3] and the standard deviation of the maximum 
bruise volume [mm3] as a function of acoustic stiffness and acceleration amplitude.  

Acceleration / 
acoustic stiffness 25 [106Hz2g2/3] 30 [106Hz2g2/3] 35 [106Hz2g2/3] 

0.5 g 
75 (106 %)a 

± 137 
71 (100 %)a 

± 141 
67 (94 %)a 

± 147 

0.7 g 
134 (101 %)A 

± 187 
133 (100 %)A 

± 200 
131 (98 %)A 

± 214 
a,A indicate no significant difference on the 95 % level. The percentages are to compare the relative effect of 

low and high acoustic stiffness to medium acoustic stiffness  (100%)  
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7.3.6 Conclusions of the simulations of apple bruise damage during 
transport 

 

The following conclusions can be drawn: 

 

• Mainly, the frequency domain of 1-5 Hz is causing mechanical damage to the apples. 

Around the resonance frequency of 14 Hz, no peak in the mechanical damage of the 

apples could be observed for acceleration amplitudes occurring in practice. 

 

• The stack height is an important factor in apple mechanical damage. A reduction of 

30 % in stack height drastically decreases the overall bruise damage during bulk 

transport. High stack height (≅ 0.3 m and more) leads to an increase of apple bruise 

damage from top to bottom. Low stack height (≅ less than 0.3 m) leads to a more 

uniform spatial distribution of the bruise damage.   

 

• Starting from acceleration amplitude of 1.3 g the apples of the top layer(s) contract 

more bruise damage than the apples in the layer(s) just below it. 

 

• The diameter class (weight) of the apples is also an important factor in overall bruise 

damage during bulk transport. A bulk bin filled with small apples causes much less 

bruise damage than the box filled to the same height with larger apples.  

 

• The existence of force chains (damage chains) in the core of the fruit stack has been 

identified. 

 

• The positive effect of higher apple temperatures on bruise damage is more 

pronounced for high acceleration amplitudes (rough handling due to driver factor or 

bad road conditions) 

 

• The respectively positive and negative effect of late and early harvest was illustrated 

for apple bulk transport.  

 

• Stiff apples are less sensitive to bruise at low acceleration amplitudes (<0.7 g) and 

more sensitive at high acceleration amplitudes (>0.7 g)  
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7.4 Simulation of tomato bruise damage during transport 
 

7.4.1 Introduction 
 

Tomatoes in standard packaging (EPS crates, 27x36.5 cm) were used in the simulations 

since they are common practice in Belgium. The parameters of the Kuwabara and Kono 

normal contact force model for tomatoes as determined in Chapter 3 were applied in the 

simulations. The damping of the EPS crate was neglected, with the consequence that the 

absorbed energy of the tomatoes in the simulations was overestimated. In anticipation of the 

application of more complex (and accurate) tangential contact force models (Chapter 4) a 

simplified tangential contact force model was utilized (model 6.2, Chapter 6). In the 

simulations, until present, no distinction was made between the compartments and partitions 

of the tomatoes. The average normal contact force parameters of compartment and partition 

were applied (Chapter 3). Statistical models of Chapter 5 were utilized to link peak contact 

force and fruit properties with the absorbed energy as measure for the bruise damage. 

However, a drawback of using the statistical models including the peak contact force can be 

mentioned. In Chapter 5, it was demonstrated that peak contact force itself is highly 

influenced by tomato fruit properties, leading to a distorted influence of the fruit properties 

on the absorbed energy. The solution for DEM is to apply the contact force models with the 

parameters depending on the fruit properties. Research on this topic is still ongoing.   

The application of statistical models including the impact energy is an alternative solution. 

However, the problem with these models, as stated before, is that they cannot be generalized 

to tomato-tomato impact and to impact with soft materials. An approach is proposed here 

that is a temporally solution until data about the dependency of contact force model 

parameters on tomato fruit properties become available. The normal contact force model 

parameters (Chapter 3) were determined on a batch of tomatoes in the red stage and the 

experiment was executed with tomatoes at room temperature42 . As a consequence, the 

contact force model parameters used in the simulation are valid for tomatoes in the red 

ripeness stage at room temperature.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
42 Unfortunately, not the same batch of tomatoes was used for the determination of the statistical bruise model. 
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The following statistical relation between peak contact force and impact energy was derived, 

based on the data of Chapter 5 (statistical bruise model):  

7.08 0.048 233
178.4 1.221

PF a r
Ei

a
− + −=

−
      (7.2) 

with Ei  impact energy [J] 
        PF  peak contact force [N] 
        a colorimetric coordinate  indicating tomato ripeness [-] 
        r tomato radius of curvature [m] 
 

Equation (7-2) is valid for tomatoes at room temperature. Equation (7-2), with colorimetric 

parameter a* of 18.17 (red tomatoes) and the radius equal to the tomatoes in the simulation, 

was applied to the peak contact force matrix obtained from the simulations to calculate the 

corresponding impact energies. The obtained impact energies are those for red tomatoes at 

room temperature. The statistical models including the impact energy were subsequently 

applied to this data to calculate the effect of tomato fruit properties on the absorbed energy. 

It must be noted that by this procedure, the impact energy is also corrected for tomato-

tomato impact43.  

The results of the simulated effect of tomato fruit properties on absorbed energy are 

presented applying the statistical model including the peak contact force and the model 

including the impact energy. As mentioned above, equation (7-2) was utilized to obtain the 

impact energies for the latter statistical model. 

Unless noted differently, a sine with a frequency of 4 Hz was applied in the simulations and 

the bruise damage of 50 tomatoes each with a diameter of 0.030 m was simulated. This is 

equal to ≅ 6 kg of tomatoes per EPS crate, which is common in Belgium.  

In the simulations realistic radii of curvature of tomatoes and ripeness indication parameter 

colorimetric parameter a* were utilized: 

Table 7-15. Overview of realistic radii of curvature, colorimetric parameter *a  and acoustic stiffness 

S in the simulations. 

Parameter Average and standard deviation Lower limit Upper limit 

r [m] 0.034 ± 0.0043 0.0297 0.0383 

a* [-] 10.69 ± 7.48 3.21 18.17 

 
In this work no relationship between tomato absorbed energy and visible bruise damage was 

investigated (and also literature data are rare). Preliminary results of Van linden 

                                                 
43 The peak contact force is calculated depending on tomato-tomato or tomato-wall impact by using mechanical 
contact theory, see Chapter 3 
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(unpublished) indicate the presence of visible damage (measured more than 24 h after impact) 

at the absorbed energy level of 0.02 J, although not for every tomato in a uniform batch. 

Own research (section 3.4) using the CHMI method indicated a shift in the force-time curve, 

possibly an indication of mechanical damage, starting from 0.01 J impact energy (≅ absorbed 

energy because the restitution coefficient is very low). The force-time shift was associated 

with a perceptible dent in the tomato, although it is not sure this dent is still present some 

time after the impact. Nevertheless, the preliminary knowledge of the relationship absorbed 

energy – tomato bruise damage is useful in interpreting the obtained tomato absorbed energy 

levels in the simulations. 

 
7.4.2 Effect of tomato temperature on bruise damage (absorbed energy) 
 

Tomatoes of average ripeness (a*=10.69) were simulated. Since the statistical analysis 

elaborated in Chapter 5 indicated an interaction between temperature and peak contact force, 

the simulations were performed at different acceleration amplitudes. The results are given in 

Table 7-16. The high standard deviation of the maximum absorbed energy in Table 7-16 is 

due to the bruise damage – tomato position in the stack relation described in section 7.3.4 for 

apples. 

Table 7-16.  Average maximum absorbed energy of tomatoes [J] and the standard deviation of the 
maximum absorbed energy [J] as a function of temperature and acceleration amplitude for two different 
statistical models including the impact energy and the peak contact force.  

 1.2 g 1.5 g 
Temperature / 
acceleration 

Peak contact 
force model 

Impact energy 
model 

Peak contact   
force model 

Impact energy 
model 

15 °C 
0.0055 Ja 

± 0.0082 J 
0.0036 JA 

± 0.0064 J 
0.0158 Ja 

± 0.0154 J 
0.0131 JA 

± 0.0149 J 

20 °C 
0.0045 Ja 

± 0.0071 J 
0.0036 JA 

± 0.0064 J 
0.0136 Ja 

± 0.0139 J 
0.0131 JA 

± 0.0149 J 
a, A indicate no significant difference on 95 % level 

 

No effect could be noticed of temperature on absorbed energy for the statistical model 

including the impact energy. This is in agreement with Chapter 5 where only a limited effect 

of tomato temperature was noticed for this model. However, for the model including the 

peak contact force a 15 % lower absorbed energy was noticed for the 20 °C tomatoes (not 

significant). Probably this effect is exaggerated because the contact force parameters (and as 

a consequence also the peak contact force) are different between 15°C and 20°C tomatoes. 

Another more general conclusion is that tomatoes of average size in an EPS crate absorb 

limited energy below 1.2 g peak acceleration. 
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7.4.3 Effect of tomato ripeness on bruise damage (absorbed energy) 
 

This simulation were performed with tomatoes of 15 °C and two ripeness extremes were 

simulated  Because the statistical analysis (Chapter 5) indicated an interaction between 

ripeness and peak contact force the simulations were performed at different acceleration 

amplitudes. The results are presented in Table 7-17. The high standard deviation of the 

maximum absorbed energy in Table 7-17 is due to the bruise damage – tomato position in 

the stack relation described in section 7.3.4 for apples. 

Table 7-17. Average maximum absorbed energy of tomatoes and the standard deviation of the maximum 
absorbed energy [J] as a function of ripeness and acceleration amplitude for two different statistical 
models including the impact energy and the peak contact force. 

 1.2 g 1.5 g 
acoustic 
stiffness / 
acceleration 

Peak contact 
force model 

Impact energy 
model 

Peak contact 
force model 

Impact energy 
model 

3.21 
0.0046 Ja 

± 0.0071 J 
0.0036 JA 

± 0.0064 J 
0.0138 Ja 

± 0.0142 J 
0.0131 JA 

± 0.0148 J 

18.17 
0.0064 Ja 

± 0.0093 J 
0.0036 JA 

± 0.0064 J 
0.0178 Ja 

± 0.0166 J 
0.0132 JA 

± 0.0150 J 
a, A indicate no significant difference on 95 % level 

 

No effect of ripeness on absorbed energy for the statistical model including the impact 

energy could be derived. This is in agreement with Chapter 5 where only a limited effect of 

tomato ripeness was identified for these models. However, for the model including the peak 

contact force a 25 % lower absorbed energy was noticed for the unripe tomatoes (not 

significant). Probably this effect is exaggerated because the contact force parameters (and as 

a consequence also the peak contact force) are also dependent on tomato ripeness.  

 

7.4.4 Effect of tomato size on bruise damage (absorbed energy) 
 

In the simulation tomatoes of average ripeness (a*=10.69) and temperature of 15 °C were 

utilized. Simulations were performed with two extremes in tomato size, but the number of 

tomatoes was adapted to obtain the same mass of tomatoes in the EPS crate (5.9 kg). To 

achieve this 54 tomatoes of radius 0.0297 m were needed and 25 tomatoes of radius 0.0383 

m. Table 7-18 describes the average maximum absorbed energy as a function of tomato radii. 

Figures 7-22 and 7-23 depict the histogram of the maximum absorbed energy for both 

simulations for the statistical model including the impact energy. The high standard 
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deviation of the maximum absorbed energy in Table 7-18 is due to the bruise damage – 

tomato position in the stack relation described in section 7.3.4 for apples. 

Table 7-18.  Average maximum absorbed energy of tomatoes and the standard deviation of the 
maximum absorbed energy [J] as a function of radius for two different statistical models including the 
impact energy and the peak contact force. 

 1.2 g 

Radius / acceleration Peak contact force model Impact energy model 

0.0297 m (54 tomatoes) 
0.0029 J (100 %)a 

± 0.0051 J 
0.0013 J (100 %)A 

± 0.0032 J 

0.0383 m (25 tomatoes) 
0.0248 J (855 %)b 

± 0.0201 J 
0.0230 J (1769 %)B 

± 0.0210 J 
a,b and A, B indicate significant difference between absorbed energy on the 95 % significance level. The 

percentages indicate the relative importance of the tomato radius on the absorbed energy 

 

A substantial effect of tomato radius on absorbed energy was noticed for both statistical 

models. The effect of tomato radius on absorbed energy occurs at three levels: 

 

1. Tomato radius has an effect on the tomato mass while the latter influences the 

magnitude of the contact forces 

2. The contact radius has an effect on the contact force model parameters (see Chapter 3) 

3. The contact radius has an effect on the statistical relation between peak contact 

force/impact energy and the absorbed energy (see Chapter 5) 
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Figure 7-22. Histogram of maximum absorbed energy of tomatoes with radius of curvature 0.0297 m. 

 
 

Figure 7-23. Histogram of maximum absorbed energy of tomatoes with radius of curvature 0.0383 m. 
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7.4.5 Effect of vibration frequency on bruise damage (peak contact force) 
 

Unlike the previous simulations, the peak contact force was used to indicate tomato bruise 

damage. The acceleration amplitude in the simulations was 1 g. The results are represented 

in Figure 7-24. 
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Figure 7-24. Average maximum peak contact force as a function of vibration frequency 

It can be concluded that, in contrast to apples (Figure 7-1), frequencies higher than 4 Hz still 

have a considerable effect on the peak contact force and therefore also on the bruise damage. 

Beyond 8 Hz the effect on the peak contact force also declines for tomatoes.  

 

7.4.6 Conclusions of simulations of tomato bruise damage during transport 
 

• The effect of the tomato temperature and tomato ripeness on tomato bruise damage is 

limited. 

 

• On the other hand a huge effect of the size of the tomatoes on the tomato bruise 

damage was identified: larger tomatoes absorb much more energy than smaller 

tomatoes. The effect of size is more pronounced for tomatoes than for apples.  

 

• Vibration frequencies up to 8 Hz are mostly damaging the tomatoes. 
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7.5 General conclusions 
 

This chapter was dedicated to a case study in which both the influence of mechanical 

parameters and fruit properties on vibration damage of apples and tomatoes were 

investigated. More specifically, the influence of bulk transport of apples in bins and EPS 

crates of tomatoes on bruise damage was investigated. As acceleration input a sine in the 

vertical direction was utilized. The same ‘shaking box’ DEMeter++ application was used as 

for the validation purposes in Chapter 6. Appropriate contact force model parameters and 

bruise prediction models described in previous chapters have been applied. The investigated 

mechanical parameters were peak acceleration and frequency of the vibration signal, stack 

height and size of the apples and tomatoes. The fruit properties under research were 

temperature, ripeness, acoustic stiffness and harvest date (only apples). It was identified that 

lowering the stack height of the apples below the commercial stack height leads to a strong 

reduction in the bruise damage.  

Both for apples and tomatoes a strong effect of the fruit size on the bruise damage was 

identified.  A 18 times higher average maximum absorbed energy was simulated for a EPS 

crate that was filled with 6 kg large tomatoes (radius of curvature of  0.383 m), compared to 

the crate filled with 6 kg small tomatoes (radius of curvature of 0.297 m). The EPS crate was 

shaken with a sine with a peak acceleration of 1.2 g. For a bulk bin, vibrated by a vertical 

sine with peak acceleration of 0.7 g, that was entirely filled with large apples (radius of 

curvature of 0.045 m) 55 % of the apples had a bruise depth beyond 3 mm, compared to only 

9 % for a bulk bin entirely filled with small apples (radius of curvature of 0.0325 m).  

Simulations indicated that vibration frequencies beyond 5 Hz for the apples and 8 Hz for 

tomatoes are not very harmful to the fruits. 

In contrast to the mechanical parameters only slight effects of the fruit properties on the fruit 

vibration damage were identified, especially for the tomatoes. 

A schematic overview of the effect of mechanical parameters and fruit properties on apple 

bruise damage is described in section 7.3.6 and for tomatoes in section 7.4.6. 

For apples a more detailed study was performed. In the case of acceleration amplitudes 

occurring in practice (below 2 g), the apple bruise damage gradually decreases with 

increasing vibration frequency. This statement is confirms most studies described in 

literature. The phenomenon of a resonance frequency (described for most fruits by O’Brien, 

1965, except apples) was only clearly identified for high acceleration amplitudes not 

occurring in practice.     

In addition a study was performed to investigate the relation between apple positions in the 

stack and bruise damage. It was demonstrated that the position - bruise damage relation 
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depends on the acceleration amplitude, vibration frequency and stack height. Due to the 

effect of the stack height on the distribution of the bruise damage, simulations were 

performed with the maximum bulk bin stack height (0.57m) and simulations with half-full 

bins (stack height 0.257m). For full bulk bins the apple bruise damage gradually increased 

from top to bottom for peak acceleration below 1.3 g for all frequencies. For higher peak 

accelerations (rare in practice) the top layers contracted slightly more bruise damage than the 

layers just below. The apple bruise damage of the other layers, however, still gradually 

increased from top to bottom. On the other hand a more or less uniform distribution of the 

apple bruise damage was identified in the half-full bins. The distribution of the bruise 

damage can be explained by the balance between two conflicting processes:  the column 

weight of the apples and the peak acceleration of the individual apples. 

It has been argued that extrapolation of results concerning the relation position - bruise 

damage found for one fruit type to other fruit types (as it is done in literature before) is not 

allowed since behaviour (and damage) is dependent on the mass and impact characteristics 

(stiffness and damping) of the considered fruit. The existence of damage chains within the 

core of the apple stack was also identified. This is in accordance with the well-known force 

chains in bulk materials.  
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8.1 General conclusions 
 

For most fruit types, including apples and tomatoes, bruise is the most common type of 

postharvest mechanical injury. Besides the direct effect of fruit bruising on fruit quality, and, 

hence, the visual quality appreciation by the consumer, an important indirect effect can be 

identified as damaged tissue is a good avenue for entrance of decay organisms, which 

decrease the shelf-life of the fruit drastically.   

Forty years of research on the problem have been performed, and although the incidence of 

bruising has decreased compared to forty years ago, the problem is still one of the major 

problems in the fruit business.  The reason for this is that the causes and mechanisms of 

impact and vibration damage are complex and interrelated: There is (1) the source, 

magnitude and nature of the impact and vibration input, (2) the influence of the fruit 

environment, like containers and packaging materials, (3) the influence of individual and 

neighboring fruit in modifying the impact or vibration input and (4) the susceptibility of the 

fruit to damage, as a function of maturity, size, temperature, etc.  

Almost all research done so far was concentrated on a subcategory of one of these four 

aspects. Very few studies were performed using an integrated approach44. As a consequence 

of the ignorance of the interrelated aspects, frequently researchers obtained conflicting 

results and industry experience of bruising and scientific study also leaded to inconsistent 

                                                 
44 Schoorl and Holt (1982ab) and Jones et al. (1991) used an integrated approach for the 
vibration damage during transport 
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results (reducing the credibility of both groups in the other eyes) (based on Hilton, 1994, 

Studman, 1997).  

In this work the Discrete Element Method (DEM), a particle based simulation technique, 

was applied to investigate the fruit bruise damage during transport and handling. DEM can 

be considered as an integrated approach in the study of the fruit bruise problem.  

 

In a first chapter, the state of the art of the apple and tomato bruising in general and DEM in 

agriculture and food industry was outlined. It can be concluded that although DEM has been 

used to a large extent for engineering materials (and is now in a “booming phase”), its 

application for agricultural materials is very limited especially for soft materials like fruits. 

Due to the viscoelastic nature, DEM of fruits is in fact more complicated than for most 

engineering materials. A major part of this work was an attempt to cope with the viscoelastic 

nature of the fruits for its use in DEM.  

 

In Chapter 2 a general description of DEM was presented and the structure of a typical 

algorithm was outlined. However, the main focus of this chapter was on contact force 

models, an essential part of DEM. It was indicated that the Kuwabara and Kono (1987) 

normal contact force model for viscoelastic spheres, further developed by Brilliantov et al. 

(1996ab), is the most appropriate normal contact force model to date for DEM simulation of 

fruits. The Kuwabara and Kono model for viscoelastic spheres is the most physically correct 

model for the impact of apples and tomatoes below the bioyield point (= contact pressure 

beyond plastic deformation starts to occur). Also beyond the bioyield point the Kuwabara 

and Kono model is still capable to describe the real impact behaviour because the damping 

parameter can capture besides the viscous dissipation also the plastic dissipation. However, 

in the latter case (combination of viscous and plastic dissipation) a physical link of the 

damping parameter with material properties is missing. In addition, in this chapter an 

extension of the Kuwabara and Kono normal contact force model for impact of spheres with 

non identical material properties (different elasticity and viscosity) was presented. 

The physically most realistic tangential contact force model for elastic spheres of Mindlin 

and Deresiewicz (1953) was extended to viscoelastic spheres by adding a viscous term. More 

details of this model are provided in Dintwa et al.(2004ab). 

 

In Chapter 3 the pendulum device, based on the construction of Baheri (1997), was outlined. 

The pendulum was upgraded to measure impact quantities (contact force, displacement and 

displacement rate) needed to determine the normal contact force model parameters. It was 

indicated that direct measurement of the displacement during impact by an optical 
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incremental encoder is more accurate than double integration of the acceleration signal. An 

experimental technique was developed for fruits to derive the parameters (damping and 

stiffness) of the Kuwabara and Kono contact force model. The technique was a nonlinear 

least squares data fitting technique, determining the parameters by minimizing the error 

between the experimental impact quantities measured by the pendulum device (contact force, 

displacement and displacement rate) and those determined by solving the Kuwabara and 

Kono equation of motion. It was demonstrated that both the effective radius of curvature at 

the location of impact and impact velocity have a significant effect on the model parameters.  

 

In Chapter 4 an experimental technique was described to determine the model parameters of 

a viscoelastic extension of Mindlin and Deresiewicz (1953) tangential contact force model. 

The material parameters of apples needed for the model (shear modulus, dissipative 

parameter, and dynamic friction coefficient between apples) were determined by use of a 

rheometer, a device normally intended to measure viscoelastic properties of fluids and semi-

fluids. In addition, by means of a rheometer also the viscoelastic extension of the Mindlin 

and Deresiewicz tangential contact force model has been validated.  

 

In Chapter 5 bruise prediction models, essential for the utility of DEM in the bruise damage 

problem, were described. Bruise prediction models relate the contact force during impact, as 

modelled by DEM, with the real damage. Chapter 5 is the only chapter that also provided a 

contribution to the bruise damage problem apart from DEM. The bruise susceptibility of 

apples cultivar ‘Jonagold’ and tomatoes cultivar ‘Tradiro’ was determined using the 

pendulum device, described in Chapter 3. Multiple linear and nonlinear regression models 

were developed to link ‘fruit properties’, like ripeness, acoustic stiffness, fruit temperature, 

radius of curvature, harvest date (only apples), location of impact (partition or compartment 

of tomato) with the bruise damage. Bruise volume was taken as a measure for apple bruise. 

Absorbed energy was taken as a measure for bruising of tomatoes, because no objective 

method is available yet to measure the bruise size of tomatoes.  

Besides significant main effects also significant interactions between fruit properties were 

identified, that were not described in literature before. Besides the mutual interactions 

between fruit properties also significant interactions between some fruit properties and the 

degree of bruising (measured by peak impact force or impact energy) were identified. 

Possibly the mutual interactions between the fruit properties (for example interaction 

between harvest date and stiffness for apples and interaction between radius of curvature and 

temperature for tomatoes) on the one hand and the interactions between the degree of 

bruising and the fruit properties on the other hand are the main reason for most of the 
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contradictory results found in literature regarding the effect of fruit properties on bruise 

damage. In this context, the critics of Studman (1997) can be quoted that most of research on 

fruit properties was performed in laboratories at impact energies much higher than the 

impact energies in practice and this is probably the reason for the inconsistent results 

between some studies and the knowledge ‘from practice’. For that reason in this study, the 

influence of fruit properties on bruise susceptibility was measured at a wide range of impact 

energies, including low impact energies at the edge of bruise detection ability.  

Multiple linear and nonlinear regression models were preferred above the use of theoretical 

bruise models because the first mentioned models are able to describe the bruise damage 

more accurately (Siyama et al., 1988). 

Also the effectiveness of packaging materials, as used on the Belgian market, in reducing 

apple bruise damage was investigated. It can be stated that the use of the more costly and 

more environmentally charging ripple pack paper in combination with the plastic pack sheet 

is only justified for fruit submitted to high impacts (‘rough handling’) because no difference 

was noted between multilayer paper pack sheets and rippled pack paper in combination with 

the plastic pack sheets for low impacts.  

 

In Chapter 6, the validity of DEM as a tool to predict the bruise damage has been validated 

for Jonagold apples. The validation was the crucial but necessary step in this work.  ‘Bruise 

damage’ was preferred above the ‘particle trajectory’ as validation parameter. The bruise 

damage of apples in boxes shaken with a well defined acceleration signal on an electro-

hydraulic shaker was compared to the bruise damage calculated from DEM simulations with 

the same setup and initial conditions. The parameters for the contact force models, needed as 

input for the simulations, were determined on the same batch of apples, used for the shaking 

experiments. The measurement procedures described in Chapters 3 and 4 were applied to 

determine these parameters. A simple bruise model was also constructed utilizing the same 

batch of apples. No fruit properties needed to be included in the model because uniform fruit 

properties of the apples in the batch were assumed.  For the validation simulations a special 

3D DEM application program named ‘Shaking box’ was compiled from the DEMeter++ 

library. Further analysis of the data for the bruise problem was performed in MATLAB. The 

validations indicated that DEM can predict in acceptable way apple bruise damage. However, 

due to the lack of the possibility of saving the impact positions on the apple surface by 

means of a coordinate system no prediction of multi impact bruise surface and bruise volume 

could be accomplished. 
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Chapter 7 was dedicated to a case study in which both the influence of mechanical 

parameters and fruit properties on vibration damage of apples and tomatoes was investigated. 

More specifically, the bulk transport of apples in bins and EPS crates of tomatoes was 

investigated. As acceleration input a sine in the vertical direction was used. The same 

‘shaking box’ DEMeter++ application was used for the validation purposes. Appropriate 

contact force model parameters and bruise prediction models described in previous chapters 

have been applied. The investigated mechanical parameters were peak acceleration and 

frequency of the vibration signal, stack height and size of the apples and tomatoes. The fruit 

properties under research were temperature, ripeness, acoustic stiffness and harvest date 

(only apples). As a general conclusion can be stated that major influences of mechanical 

parameters on the vibration damage were identified, in particular stack height and fruit size, 

and minor influences of fruit properties. In case of apples a detailed study was performed to 

investigate the relation between apple positions in the stack and bruise damage. It was 

demonstrated that the position - bruise damage relation depends on the acceleration 

amplitude, vibration frequency and stack height. Some contradictions concerning position - 

bruise damage relation in literature were clarified. Extrapolation of results concerning the 

relation position - bruise damage to other fruit types (like it is done in literature before) is not 

allowed because fruit behaviour (and damage) is dependent on the mass and impact 

characteristics (stiffness and damping). The existence of damage chains within the core of 

the apple stack was also identified, that is in accordance with the well-known force chains in 

bulk materials.  
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8.2 Future work 
 

From the results of this work, research in the areas of programming, experiments and 

theoretical modelling related to bruising of harvested produce can be further explored.  

 

Suggestions are made for improvements of the DEMeter++ code and the development of 

new applications from the DEMeter++ library. They are described here systematically: 

 

• Integration of the viscoelastic extension of the Mindlin and Deresiewicz model 

(Chapter 4) in the DEMeter++ code and comparison of the particle behaviour with 

more simple tangential contact force models. 

 

• Integration in DEMeter++ of the different normal contact force model parameters 

identified between the compartment and partition of tomatoes (Chapter 3). 

 

• Integration in DEMeter ++ of a surface coordinate system (see Chapter 6) that 

enables  modelling of bruise surfaces and volumes as a result of repeated impact. 

Using the ‘surface coordinate system’, it must also be possible to model repeated 

impact more realistically. Firstly, the contact parameters could be made dependent of 

the level of damage. Secondly, also the bruise model could be extended to count for 

additional bruising on already damaged tissue. Including these improvements in the 

DEM simulations will necessitate more experimental work on repeated impacts. 

However, first must be decided if this model improvement is necessary for the 

overall purpose of the use of DEM in the research of fruit bruising. 

 

• In Chapter 6 was stated that the simulation time is limited because the size of the data 

transfer between DEMeter++ (C++) and MATLAB is restricted. Therefore it is 

suggested that partially or all data analysis is performed in C++ instead of MATLAB. 

 

• More realistic shape representation algorithms could be applied.  By this the 

simulations become more realistic since the effective radius of curvature at the 

location of impact can be calculated more accurately. In Chapter 3 was demonstrated 

that the effective radius of curvature has an effect on the normal contact force model 

parameters. A more realistic shape representation also leads to a more realistic 

tangential behaviour since most tangential contact force models depend on the 

contact radius (the contact radius depends on the effective radius of curvature). A 
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drawback of the use of more complex shape representation algorithms is that it also 

necessitates the application of more complex contact detection algorithms.  

 

• More complex continuous vibration patterns could be integrated in the shaking box 

application. Data of vibration patterns of road transport and orchard (field) transport 

are available for six degrees of freedom (three translational and three rotational). 

 

• Until now, only a continuous vibration pattern has been utilized in the shaking box 

application. It is known from literature that discrete inputs like potholes and bumps, 

curbs and ramps are also harmful to transported fruits. Potholes and bumps can be 

approximated by an impulse input, a curb by a step input and a ramp by a ramp input 

(Rong et al., 1993). 

 

• Many other DEM applications could be developed from the DEMeter++ library. 

Suggestions are the simulation of the ‘turnover of bulk bins before sorting’, the 

‘simulation of some critical stages during the fruit sorting process’ and ‘the 

simulation of the effect of packaging materials on fruit bruising’.  An expected 

difficulty for the simulation of packaging materials (paper pack sheets for example) 

is its shape representation and the implementation of a realistic mechanical behaviour. 

The normal and tangential contact force model parameters of some packaging 

materials common in Belgium were determined (Van Zeebroeck, unpublished).  

 

• The ultimate objective of applying DEM, as stated in the introduction, was to 

optimize the process and design parameters with a view to minimize the bruise 

damage.  Until now DEM has not been integrated in an optimisation algorithm. 

Suggested applications are the optimisation of packaging materials and suspensions.  

 

Besides programming work, also some further experimental work could be accomplished. 

 

• In this respect, an important issue is the development of an objective method to 

measure the degree of bruising (bruise size) of tomatoes. The bruise size of tomatoes 

as a measure for bruise damage is superior to the use of ‘absorbed energy’. It is not 

only necessary to develop a physical or biochemical method to detect the presence or 

absence of bruising, but also the degree of bruising has to be quantified. Fortunately, 

for this application, in contrast to tomato sorting purposes, no instantaneous detection 

method is mandatory. As soon as a physical or biochemical tomato bruise 
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measurement method becomes available, experiments to test the effect of tomato 

parameters (ripeness, etc.) on bruise damage could be repeated. 

 

• Experiments could be done to validate the DEM for tomatoes, once an objective 

method of measuring the bruise damage becomes available. 

 

• Further research is currently performed to identify the effect of fruit properties like 

tomato ripeness on the normal contact force model parameters.  

 

The applied contact force models could be improved. Research on this topic is currently 

performed based on finite element modelling of viscoelastic impacts (Dintwa, unpublished). 

 

• Research for a physically correct viscoelastic-plastic normal contact force model 

could be executed.  The objective of the new model is to simulate viscoelastic-plastic 

impacts more realistically, with energy dissipation separated in viscous and plastic 

energy loss, without the need for the dependency of the contact force model 

parameters on the degree of impact (impact velocity).  

 

• Research for a more rigorous derivation of the combined damping parameter in the 

Kuwabara and Kono model for the collision of spheres with different viscosity that 

can be used instead of the heuristic equation (equation (2.49)) proposed by Pöschel  

and Schwager (2005).
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Abbreviations 
 

ANOVA : Analysis of variance 

BD : Bruise Depth 

BDI : Bruise Diameter 

BS : Bruise surface 

BV : Bruise Volume 

C : Cost function (Chapter 3) 

: Compartment of tomato (other chapters) 

CA : Controlled atmosphere 

CHMI : Constant Height Multiple Impact 

DEM : Discrete Element Method 

DYP : Dynamic Yield Pressure 

EPS : Expanded Polystyrene 

FEM : Finite Element Modelling 

G : Green side of apple 

GD : Granular Dynamics 

IS : Instrumented Sphere 

MD : Molecular Dynamics 

MLRA : Multiple Linear Regression Analysis 

ODE : Ordinary Differential Equation 

P : Partition of tomato 

PBS : Particle Based Simulation 

PF : Peak (contact) Force 

R : Red side of apple 

RH : Relative humidity 

SAS : Statistical Analysis System 

SSE : Error sum of squares 

SSTO : Total sum of squares 

UTS : Universal Testing Machine 

VCBT : Vlaams Centrum Bewaring van Tuinbouwproducten 
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Notation 
 

Latin symbols 
 

A  Dissipative material parameter = dissipative parameter [s]  

a  - Colorimetric coordinate [-] (Chapter 5) 

- Contact radius [m] (other chapters) 
*A  Equivalent dissipative material parameter = dissipative parameter [s] 

ia   Translational acceleration i-th particle [m/s2] 

BDE  Bruise depth [mm] 

BDI  Bruise diameter [mm] 

BS  Bruise surface [mm2] 

BV  Bruise volume [mm3] 

c  Damping parameter [kg/s or -1/2 -1kg.m .s ] 

tc  Tangential damping [kg/s] 

d  - Deformation depth from the contact plane to a fixed plane in the     

interior of the sphere where the viscous force becomes zero [m] 

(Chapter 4) 

- Bruise depth [m] (other chapters) 

D  Bruise diameter [m] 

e  Normal coefficient of restitution [-] 

E  - Column elastic modulus [Pa] (Chapter 7) 

- Elastic modulus [Pa] (other chapters) 
*E  Equivalent elastic modulus [Pa] 

( )a bsorbedE

 

Absorbed energy [J] 

( )i mpactE  Impact energy [J] 

kinE  Kinetic energy [J] 

( )e lasticE  Elastic energy [J] 

F  Normal/tangential contact force [N]  
*F  Maximum force during loading [N] 
*

cF  Experimental contact force [N] 

ciF   Contact force acting on particle i due to c-th contact [N] 
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maxF  Maximum contact force [N] 

mtF  Magness-Taylor force, 11.1 mm probe [kg] 

NF  Normal force [N] 

tF  Tangential force [N] 

vF  Viscous damping force [N] 

yF  Critical force [N] 

g  Gravity = 9.81 2m/s  

G  Shear modulus [Pa] 
*G  Complex modulus [Pa] 
'G  Storage modulus [Pa] 
''G  Loss modulus [Pa] 

iG   Body force vector i-th particle [N] 

h  Drop height [m] 

ch  Critical drop height [m] 

iH   Body moment vector of i-th particle [N.m] 

iI  i-th particle inertia tensor [ 2kg.m ] 

I  Inertia [ 2kg.m ] 

k  Spring parameter [N/m or 3/2N/m ] 

tk  Tangential spring parameter [N/m] 

l  Length of pendulum rod [m] 

M  Mass of pendulum rod [kg] 

m  Mass [kg] 

effm  Effective mass [kg] 

im   Mass i-th particle [kg] 

sM  Critical torque [N.m] 

zM  Torque in z-direction [N.m] 

PF  Peak force [N] 

yp  Critical pressure [Pa] 

R  - Radius of curvature [m] (Chapter 2) 

- Coefficient of correlation [-](other chapters) 

r  Radius of curvature [m] 
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*R  Effective  radius of curvature [m] 

cir   Position vector of the c-th contact relative to the i-th particle centre of 

mass [m] 

gr  Distance of the rotating axis of the pendulum rod to the centre of 

gravity of the rod [m] 

ir  Radius of i-th particle [m] 

*
pR  Effective  radius of curvature of deformed spheres (spheres with 

plastic deformation) [m] 

S  Acoustic stiffness [Hz2.kg2/3] 

tS  Tangential stiffness [N/m] 

t  (impact) time [s] 

T  

 

- Time period of pendulum rod [s] (Chapter 3) 

- Temperature [°C] (other chapters) 

v  Impact velocity [m/s] 

vi  Impact velocity [m/s] 

vr  Rebound velocity [m/s] 

v y  Critical impact velocity, velocity above plastic deformation starts 

[m/s]  

wδ  Weight corresponding to displacement δ [-] 

wδ�  Weight corresponding to displacement rateδ� [-] 

Fw  Weight corresponding to contact force F [-] 

ix  Position of the centre of the i-th particle [m] 
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Greek symbols 
 

iα  Angular acceleration i-th particle [ 2rad/s ] 

 α  Empirical constant [-] 

δ  Displacement or approach [m] 

β  Angular displacement [rad] 

iδ  Displacement at time I [m] 

iδ�  Displacement rate at time i [m/s] 

mδ  Maximum deformation [m] 

oδ  Permanent deformation [m] 

pδ  Permanent deformation [m] 

yδ  Displacement at critical force yF [m]  

ω  Angular velocity [rad/s] 

ν  Poisson’s ratio [-] 
µ  (Dynamic) friction coefficient [-]  

dµ  Dynamic friction coefficient [-] 

η  (Steady shear) viscosity [Pa.s] 

1/ 2η  Viscous constants (relation between dissipative stress tensor and deformation rate tensor) [Pa.s] 

γ  Correction factor [-] 

tγ  Technical parameter [kg/s] 

'η  Dynamic viscosity [Pa.s] 

θ  Angle between impactor rod and direction of gravity [rad] 

θ��  Angular acceleration of pendulum rod [ 2rad/s ] 

0γ  Strain amplitude [-] 

γ�  Shear rate [1/s] 

iσ  Peak contact stress [Pa] 

fσ  Failure stress [Pa] 

λ  Stack height of fruit [m] 

τ  Bulk density of a stack [kg/m3] 
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